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"SIDE-SCENES" INTO HAWTHORNE'S ARTISTRY: 
. 'lo 
CHILDREN IN THE TALES AND SKETCHES 
I 
Introduction 
Children play a more important role throughout 
\ Jiathaniel Hawthorne's fiction than has been fully realized. 
Many critics of The Scar~et Latte~ have commented upon 
little Pearl, but few have sought to sea her as the cumu• 
·,,, --~~ 
lation of a long usage of children, as one of a specific 
•character type, 0 to use Randall Stewart's term, 1 who 
manifests certain traits and fUI1ctions of a category. On 
the other hand, all of Hawthorne's fictional ehildren.~ust 
1De examined as integral to the artistic milieu and purpose 
of the given work; implicit in such an ex~mination is 
Hawthorne's total achievement as an artist. Hawthorne's 
, children will be seen to exhibiit similar characteristics 
throughout his vaork 9 and their roles or functioning will 
be seen to be related rrom tale to tale. 
As Stewart points out~ "There are three chief sources 
... 
of Hawthorne~s characters: his reading 9 the notebooks 
-
lror example, little Joe of "Ethan Brand1t and PearlJ. and 
- -------- ·----- -.-------~-
______ _in ___ his._ own ... fic_t~ono~-- _ The. --Primary concern her-e ...... w-111 ..... -be ... -- .... ----------------------------c-------- -----\-
.,. I 
.. 
with the latter in order e~to trace the sequence of devel• 
opment of the various groups which we have studiad ·to see 
how an early character of comparative simplicity becomes 
gradually more complex through the addition of traits 
2 
-.--• - -- . 
contributed by successive charactera. 02 Norman Holmes 
Pearson has pointed out. "The characters. o • not merely 
become figures in particular plots, but reflect and set 
off others in the total expression of what might be called 
-Hawthorne's moral study of humanity. Thus in the larger. 
1omewhat accidental synthesis of the body of his writing 
there is something of a repetition of the function ••• 
of the symbolism which integrates the individual works 0 ; 3 
Hawthorne's children serve artistically to repeat certain 
points, to emphasize certain continual emotional colorings 
or truths. For example, the ''insight" of children, by 
which the purity and innocence of the child. serves to 
throw light upon the human concerns of the tales, can be 
traced as it undergoes shifts and changes: Cyrus in the 
-
early t!/Roger Malvin 11 s Burial19 (1832) perceives that they 
_, 
are off their course in their journey, but this is explained 
by his being "suf'ficiently skilled in the travel of the 
woods o 04 In later tales Violet and Peony of '0The Snow.:. 
Image" (1850) have insight enough to discern the latent 
form of the snow-child and to shape it (the transcendental 
· ideal), and Joe in ttrEtha.n Brand'1 ( 1851) manifests as one 
ef his central functions "sympathy" with and insight into 
the state of isolation and despair in Ethan Brand. The 
child of ttFeatl1ertop19 (1852) has as his sole function to 
point up the truth of the pumpkin-headed scarecrow, a 
distillation of the earlier (1850) Pearl's central ,, 
,. 
... 
,, ----
!· 
• 
·~ functioning, which is to be in herself "insight" into the 
emotional, psychological, and moral state ~esulting from 
sin.. Each of' tl1ese ehildrsn shoivs repetition, but with 
3 
Ci' 
changes and shifts in emphasis and complexity. In addition, 
later works show greater artistic integration and sophis-
tication. 
0 .. t
. ,, It is a mistake to see children as they are conceived 
and used by Hawthorne as symbols in the sense that Richard 
Chase defines symbol: ''The usual 1neaning of v ay:m.bol w is 
something that stands fo~ something= el,~~e Yet as 'symbol' 
is used in technical literary criticismD it means an 
autonomous linguistic fusion of 1nea11ingse ,, 5 To do so is 
to overlook the dynamic functioning of children in Hawthorners 
work~ an understanding of which is central to a comprehension 
of his artistry. Marvin Laser makes the important point, 
"In many of his stories, Hawthorne seems deliberately to 
have blur1j)ad the point~to•point equivq.lence in order t.o 
secure a suggestive ambiguity for a deeper 0 if .. not always 
clearly defined, variety of symbolism."6 The central 
.function of children, basically, is to 11J?eflect,'' point 
. ' 
up, broaden-, or in some way intensify (invest ~rJith emotion) 
the theme presented, They may repeat for emphasi~ (Pearl), 
.~~=~oc--~c=·-,·~=-======~====e--,---·------- -t-hey may remind the reader of an earlier truth ('1FeatheI'top'' 
child), or they may concentrate the conflict (the infant 
of "The Artist of the B8 autiful"). All of these functions 
and others are interrala. ted and spring from the particular 
I 
I· 
=-----' --- ·- . ....:. -:· 
.. 
4 
conception of innocent childhood presented in Hawthorne's 
work. Insofar as children serve one single purpose, 
however, they heighten or intensify; they are an~logous 
to the "side-scenes'' by which Hawthorne had ~proposed to 
convey more of various modes of truth than [he] could 
gl'asp by direct effort'' in his unre&lized English "work 
of fiction ,, 7 
• • 
The purpose or this paper will be to set forth the 
characteristics of children as a 'category 9 to discuss 
and 
their functioningu·tO examine Children opera ting Within 
the particular selected tales; Hawthorne's artistry will 
be an important consideration throughout. w·1th few 
excep~ions only critics since 1929 will be included, for 
the particular bias of-the paper will be to examine the 
source of Hawthorne's continuing attraction for modern 
readers. 
Children as "Character Type" 
Although there is not a steady chronological devel-
opment in Hawthorne's children, they do exhibit a certain 
repetition of chttsrra~ter>iatica 9 a. continued use of certain 
traits. Stewart in his definitive analysis of charact·er, 
g~oupings points out that ''in reading Hawthorne's works 
. 
..• ,· .. :-·cc:.-·.,-·;;.;;"':-;-~."--..:..-.,,:.7.=-:~- · -~- - -----·-·--'··· ···- · · .-:-. 
·one is impressed by the frequsnt recurrencs of certain 
' 8 favorite types of character." An examination of the 
children of the tales reveals the presence of a laboratory 
containing all that Hawthorne needed to conceive of Pearl, 
.. ,,. 
---}·· 
,. I 
'-~ 
,•'.! 
. : ·.· 
---- -.-.--·---- .· ·-·-···~-·-1..?.---·-~.--:_:,,:_ ---------- .... --· . .. - ..... 
' JI 
: . 
. . -- .. 
: ' 
5 ( 
who exemplifies the tact that •the chief source or the·, 
characters or the novels is to- be found in the eorre• 
n spondi·ng characters of the ta.leso'0 ~ Not only does Pearl 
embody in her one character the traits found separately in 
Hawthorne 8 s other children, but her role is extended in 
regard to structure and action further than that of any 
other single child found in Hawthorne's wo~k. 
Donatello of The Marble Faun also could be examined 
i 
' in relation to children in Hawthorne's fiction, since he 
·. 
. 
· is characterized by Hawthorne as a ''child'' (p. 598), and 
-
·. he is called na childn several times by Miriam (PPo 593, 
597, 604, 614). While he is most often described in 
animalistic terms by Hawthorne, his actions are clearly 
functions of Hawthorne's children; for example, he shows 
sympathy (p. 612), is ''a ray of sunshineQQ (po 617), lies 
.. 
outside the moral realm ·(p. 595), and appears in the forest 
as a child (po 630). R. w. B. Lewis in his The American 
Adam calls him a '1 child-animal~'' lO Furthermore, the 
Adrunic theme with which he is linked has in Hawthorne's 
fiction its qnly consistent precedent in his working with 
children, where it is implicit within the innocent child. 
Oscar Cargill in "Nemesis and Nathaniel Ha\vthorne, '' con-
cerned mrith Hai,thorne vs :relations with Margaret Fuller, 
remarks in passing that "in presenting Donatello, Haw• 
. 
thorne was absorbed by· an idea which he had previously 
set forth in the cha~acter of little Pea~l in The Scarlet 
I 
I 
I 
1: 
I ,, 
/ ·; 
i 
I 
' ' 
• • I 
,.) 8 
j .• ~·· 
Letter.nll Interestingly enough, however, the closest 
parallel is not in Hawthorne's treatment of Pea~l but 
in that of Ilbrahim of 2iThe Gentle Boy 9 11 the only one of 
Hawthorne's childr0n who actually within the terms of the 
story 11falls'"; the 11Adam1c I1brah1m'' he is termed by 
Agnes Donohu~.12 
The traits which Hawthorne's children manifest can 
conveniently be examined under two headings: the sinless 
or innocent child 9 the child of the spirit, and the 
apparently "malignant'• child, the child of the earth. 
Grouped around one pole are children who appear to be 
(::;pt;,.,_ 
innocents untouched by the world's evilD the spiritual 
or heavenly children, of whom e--xamplee might be Annie 
• 
1n "Little Annie's Ramble'' (1835) and Violet and Peony 
in ''The Snowt::a!mage 9 uo v11hose mother notes how fitting 1 t 
would be if 11angel children were to come f'rom Paradi,se 
,, . 
and play invisibly with her own darlings'' ( p. 1161) o In 
the same tale Hawthorne v1rita9 of a ''childlike simplicity 
and faith, which was as pure as crystal" (Po 1167). 
Ilbrahim of nThe Gent le Boy" ( 1832), another spiritual 
child» is vta sweet infant of the skies that had strayed 
away from his home'' (p. 896). He also has a ''pale, 
sp1r+tual face, eyes that seemed to mingle with the moon• 
light (pure light]gi a sweet airy voiceu (p. 892)0 Not 
.n . 
only are these children pure, then, but they are openly 
identified ,with the realm of the spirit. 
··i: ' 
... 
' . 
7 
The sinless child paradigm is also distinguished 
by love. In ''The· Great Stone Face'' ( 1850) Ernest 9 another 
. 
example of the "innocent" child, nwas dutiful 'to his mother 
and help1·u1 to her in many things,, assisting her much with 
his little handss and more with his loving heart" (p. 1172). 
In ''The Snow Image'~ '°it is not only faith but love which 
creates from an in~nimate snow~figure a living beingo"13 
The innocent child is incapable of hate. Being innocent, 
furthermore, he is a happy child: Ernest is called •a 
happy child11 (p. 1172) ~ and Violet and Peony ''were enjoying 
themselves highly'' {p. 1161). 
(-These heavenly children~ also stand outside time • 
Purity, pc;rfection., 1s o·omplete in itself, and, hence, 
movement or change are outside their realm. Ideally, they 
would be static and would not seek experience., which 
involves change 9 movement 9 and an entrance into time, the 
fourth dimension (time might equal sin). The clearest 
expression of this aspect is stated by the dark-coated 
narrator-companion of ''Little Annie 9 s Ran1blen who 9 when he 
returns her to her home untouched and "uhtainted," wishes 
· , 14 that she· may remain forever so. 
1 •• 
Concomitantly, being pure, they are essentially 
passive, for a state or perfection need not seek or be 
active0 T~is aspect receives its fullest expression in 
the theme of the ''sacrificial lamb" implicit in Cyrus 
tltl\G. 
Bourne and in Ilbrahim, who, "when trodden upon • • • 
··-
I • 
.. 
.,,__ 
I 
~-
"' 
-·.- "'' .•. ,"-" ·- .... ' -
__...,. 
: .. 
8 
would not turn; when wounded, he could but dien (p. 90S), 
and who, torn between the contending fanaticisms, is v•so 
soon the victim of his ov,n heavenly nature'' (po 905). 
Anoth~r trait of the s,inless,. .. child can be obsar,ved 
1n his relation to nature. While he is not seen as 
springing from a pure natural world, uncorrupted by man,15 
nor as finding his highest social or moral good within 
the sphere of nature, he· nonetheless has a unique sympathy 
with nature which enables him to perceive the transcen• 
dental ideal beyond nature •. This is the realm o~ artistic 
expression. Violet and Peony of nThe Snow Image~ and 
Owen Warla.nd in his childlike stage;:· in 'iThe Artist of 
the Beautiful'' (1844) par,take of this imaginative quality 
which involves a joyous openness to the ''pure" experience 
of nature. It would be no~ed·that this is not sympathy 
with nature per s~ 0 the ''like-to-like,'' the common wildness, 
associated with the malignant child. It is an ability to 
perceive an idaality beyond the natural form, or perhaps, 
more -accurately, the ideality symbolized or entrapped 
"' 
within nature: Owen Warland wonde~s, "Would the beautiful 
idea ever be yielded to his hand like the butterfly that 
Sl'Dlbolized it?'' (p. 1145) o 
Finally, these children possess a "depth of insight 
th t 1 l k I'\~ lS Thi i i P i 1 a grown peop a ac o~~ s s seen n .ans e n 
The Dolliver Romance {1876), in the little boy in "The 
Ambitious Guest" ( 1835), and in the child in ''Feathertop.• 
L· 
-- -~-- - ·-··----·. - - - --·· ·------ -
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9 
"Joe in· 'Ethan Brand' inmediately senses Brand's··~ evil":17 
"As the boy followed his father into the hut, he looked 
back at the wayfarer, and the tears came into his eyes, 
for his tender spirit had an intuition of the bleak and 
terrible loneliness in which·this man had enveloped 
v himself '1 ( p. 1193) • Hawthorne calls tl1is '9 sympathy O n 
People endowed with this nature "sometimes saw truths so 
profound that other people laughed at· them," wrote Ha~~ 
thorne (p. 1187), and indeed, ''the semiSlprophetic dis• 
cernments peculiar to childish ·1nnocence1• 18 was a common 
nineteenth century belief. 
At the opposite pole from these innocent, spiritual 
., 
children there are children who predominantly manifest 
certain ~:0earthly'0 or '0tainted11 qualities. The most complete 
•eartp.111 child is the ''malignant boy'' or't'The Gentle Boy,'1 
who has a 19 dark and stubborn naturett and who displays 
''shrewdness above his years, mingled with a moral obliquity." 
His act of cruelty in hitting I1brahim across the mouth 
as he is beset by 1tthe brood of baby-fiends'' is one ·of the 
~g:J..iest pictures in Hawthorne (p. 904). The Puritan brats 
of this tale have their counterpart in the little Puritans 
ef the town in The Scarlet Letter, who spotting Hester and 
Pearl• cryr; 10come, therefore, and let us fling mud at 
themJ 11 (p. 144). 
These earth children are strong and c:rtiel, ·· ones "in 
whom violet emotions had undergone no sublimation."19 
< . 
, . 
. ,. /}!J';Sir: ·t. ;.,:. >:ii> , .. 
., 
! 
i 
10 
.. 
•It the children g~thered abou~ her, as they sometimes 
did, Pearl would grow positively terrible in her puny 
wrath, snatching up stones to fling at them, with shrill, 
,.-
,· incoherent exclamations., that made her mother tremble 
because they had so much the sound of witch's anathemas 
. in some unknovJn tongue'~ (po 139). They are related to 
.\ 
wildness in nature, the bird Pearl hits being "as wild 
as the seac::,breeze, or as wild as Pearl herself'' (p. 189). 
They may have "a look • • • · sometimes so malicious'' 
-(p. 138), and Pearl is capable of ''the bitterest hatred 
that can be supposed to rankle in aiehildish bosom" 
(p. 139). These children are entirely earthly; for example, 
the baby in "The Artist of the Beautiful'' is characterized 
~ as "a little personage ••• with something so real in 
his composition he seemed molded out of the densest 
substance the earth could supply" (p. 1152). This asiect 
is connected with the seeking for experience, rather /~-
than passivity, as, for exElmpleD in tjle case of Annie, 
who, ''weary o.t· this wide and pleasant street,'' "reels that 
impulse to go st~olling away00that longing after the. 
mystery of the great world."20 -··. 
A minor offshoot of the type~. of the malignant child 
.... 
< 
... 1, 
--· 
.. ' ... , .... - -·. ----,----------"·.:: . ..... ,-· ... -- " .- ... -,,--,;--~----:-- -...:..---~--' .. -· __ .. •· . 
is the comic child, as, for insta.nca 9 the '0urchin'' of 
., 
The House of Seven Gable·s who ''no sooner had he reached 
the sidewalk (little ~ann.ibal that he wasl) than Jim 
Crow's head was in his mouth11 ( p. 273). Another is the 
.. .; 
' 
.. --------
. ' '' ' ' . . ... 
,· •' . ' .' 
. ''1 :· , I " ' ' ' ' 
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C). 
,'\ 
11 
child who is spanked by the •tgrown-up child'' Doctor 
Grimshaw for flinging mud, ''two or three 11 ttle black-
guazad barefoot boys," one ''urchin'& the doctor giving 
. . 
11h1m at once the whole Vihipping \Which he deserved every 
day oi' his life, "l:U a strange degeneration into low comedy 
of the scene of Hester and Pearl pestered by the Puritan 
children as they pass through the v111a:·ge to the governor' a 
hallo 
In some stories, such as "The Snow Image,• Platonic 
goodness and :ldeality are emphasized; in others, such as 
I 
' 'Ethan Brand,'' insight plays a more important role • 
. .. 
Children in their functioning, however, cannot be s~arply 
. * . ) 
distinguished into two groups but are rather to be seen 
as falling along a spectrum with the malignant boy at the 
far end and a fig.ure like little Ernest at the other. 
Pearl falls somewhere in the middle, for she clearly 
manifests traits and functions of both extremes. The_ 
needs of the plot, theme--the aim or thrust-- of the 
sto:ry determines which aspect of the child shall be 
e~phasized. Furthe:rmore, a knowledge of the emphat1is 
given to a child, particularly in stories where one 
- _,, ___ . ·.·-·· .• '•h 
figures prominentlyv often gives a clearer reading, even 
a new direction or interpretation. Indeed, malignancy, 
, 
not in terms of trait, but more in terms of function, 
appears in Hawthorne's "angels." J.: I 
) . 
r. 
, I 
;~ . ·.-
- • ._ ...... ·-·..:-- :,-; ··.i,.::','-···; 
·' 
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The Functioning of Children in Hawthorne's Work 
A listing of traits or groupings, convenient as they 
are for classification and in pointing up character 
. 
repetition. are essentially distorting if taken as the 
\ final statement. Added to this perception must be that ,· 
of function. To examine children independent of function, 
as characters standing alone, is to be led into perceiving 
children as allegorical statements, frozen in one meaning, 
not accurate at any one point and always essentially 
limited. · 1 One example of examining Hawthorne's children 
in terms of symbol, that is,·as one trait manifest, is 
seen in Richard H. Fogle's generally fine analysis of 
''Ethan Brand·." He sees little Joe as rnthe emllodiraant of 
human love and sympathy" and suggests that in him ''Hawthorne 
comes closest to the ideal of spiritual graceo '' Presented 
in these one-to-one termss instead of broadening and 
deepening the understanding of the story, he narrows it, 
for what e1cplanation is t_hen possible for the child's 
timidity and shrinking, or for the scene where, looking 
into the peddler's box, he becomes an "irmnense Titanic 
·.,·.:::-..r->..c.· ~ ' -- -· ~ --~-.!-:., - • -- ~· • • • 
. child.'' Under Fogle Os structuring, he can only build 
houses with marble blocks (p. 1184), purity often being 
linked with marble in 1Hawthorne's work, and Bartram's 
• 
feeling of hitn as a protective barrier ·between him and 
df-1 / ': . Brand--a confrontation with Brand without the presence 
of "human love and sympathy'' is indeed a terrifying 
.. 
.. ... 
'.; 
• 
13 
"•T 
prospect--is given undue emphasis at the expense of the 
} total burden of meaning surrounding _or suggested by Joe. 
To take one meaning and see it as the meaning is to impose 
' limitations on Hawthorne's stories which are not justified 
within the total context of the work. /'J. Children like other 
characters and elements emerge as part or the living tissue 
of the story and should be seen as part of Hawthorne's 
mis en scene. Hyatt H. Waggoner in his discussion of 
Hawthorne's use of color makes the excellent point that 
·ror Hawthorne ''values are, then9 neither static and 
schematized nor wholly free and arbitrary but contextual 
within a general framework supplied by traditional patterns 
of • o • symbolism. 1122 Here lies the key to children as 
"symbols." Fo:r the be.by of ~'iiThe Artist of· the Beautiful" 
to be seen as ''materialism'' negates his subtle linkage 
with the ''innocent babe'' as a meaningful element in the 
tale, and the wavering attraction on the part of the 
butiterf ly becomes very ~-arrling. The damage done to The 
Scarlet Letter is irreparable when Raymond W0 Short~ for 
examplev insists Pearl symbolizes "-the reckless amorality 
·~---a:v 
of natur~no _,23 her actions in the forest scene, where she 
insists Hester restore the letter and ~ngrily washes away 
D1mmesdale 1 s kiss, become incomprehensible • 
Furthermore, if Hawthorne's children are examined 
' in terms of 11category," ·''character type'' alone~ two 
additional problems or es·sential limitations present 
·,. ... '~,.~ .. : ... ,. ~ 
·~ 
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themselves. In the first place, if children are perfect 
goo:dness, incapable of sin as conceived and employed, then 
they are essentially static, f~ozan, neither capable of 
nor desiring movement. This is, of course, essentially 
allegorical symbolism again, although here it artects 
· plot rather than meaning. In the second place, there is 
the problem, most apparent in Pearl, but also czaucial in 
such children of the tales as the baby in 11The Artist of 
the Beaui:;iful, '9 of the mixture of good and evil in a 
single childish nature. If children are innocent, as 
Hawthorne's seem to be, then how can an apparent ''malignant a. 
quality in so many of them be explained? _ What is the 
underlying rationale for this duality, for such an 
earthliness would seem to be antithetical to innocent 
nature as defined. It is interesting that Hawthorne 
grapples thematically, or philosophically, with the problem 
in terms of a ttr~ll11 in The !~arble Faun, but he doesn't 
seem to arrive at a comfortable solution, Roy Ro Male, for 
example, points out that one is "forced to make a distinc-
tion between the meaning Hawthorne 'intended I and the one 
he 'achievea. 1 " 24 
In f_act, even the spiritual Ilbz-ahim, preeminent 
example of the pure innocent, is actually a mixed child, 
an understanding of which would dispel some of the critical 
confusion surrounding the later Pearl. This "mixture" is 
given explicit expression: "It [ his character] was in 
_I l. 
,. 
.......... 
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many respects a beautiful one, yet the di!ordered imagi-
nations of both his father and mother had perhaps prop-
agated a certain unhealthiness in the mind of the boy11 
(p. 902) o In this combination of 19 innocence and misery• 
(p. 905) Ilbrahim incorporates to a certain extent both 
groups of children in his own psychology. Hawthorne does 
not integrate this dualism very well at this point (1832), 
so that basically Ilbrahim remains both predominantly the 
sinless child and strongly linked with the idea of inher-
itance of moral qualities. It is later that this fusion 
of good and evil reaches high artistic expression in a 
single child's nature. 
The question of the logic, the verisimilitude, of 
this duality remains. How does Hawthorne make his ''mixed• 
children believable? Barbara Garlitz in her article, 
"Pearl: 1850•1955 a>'' has tnade an excellent contribution 
in pointing out how Hawthorne was influenced by the psychol• 
ogy of his day, so that "according to this psychology, in 
part derived from the phrenologists Gall and Sptl!3zheim, 
children inherit 'moral propensities from their parents.'" 
She notes that this was a fairly common psychological idea 
and cites authorities, such as Andrew Combev Horace Bushnell, 
Ge9rge Combe, and Johann c. Le.vater, offering convincing 
proof as she does that Hawthorne read severai.25 Even so 
substantial a physician as Andrew Combe 0 author of The 
Principles of Physiology: (1841) and Treatise on the 
., 
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Psychological and Moral Management ~f Inf'ancx (1840), 
"' whom both Garlitz and Arlin Turner see ~s a visubstantial 
source" for Hawthorne• 26 appears to distinguish inadequately 
between inhe~itanee of acquired and biological traits. 
Although Combe disagrees with the "principle that disease-
is altogether independent of physical care, and is sent 
for exclusively moral ends" and although he emphasizes 
repeatedly that nGod a~ts according to fixed general 
l.aws, tt and that therefore disease has a natural cause, 
. ,_ 
.. 
he does say tha~ ''parents frequently live over again in 
their offspring; for children certainly resemble their 
parents, not merely in countenance and bodily conformation, 
' but in the general features o~ their minds and in both 
virtJ.ue and viceso '' 27 In Views of Christian Nurture ( 1847) 
Horace Bushnell, whose "purpose was to show that the human 
personality fulfilled itself only through a classic drama 
of a fall and a regeneration• and that regeneration depended 
crucially on an organic and living traditionDtR28 writes 
that it is impossible that one "who has fallen out of the 
harmony of his mold by sin, should yet communicate no 
trace of evil from himself • • • no tr·aee of discolor to 
the generations that derive their existence from him."29 
Bushnell discusses the ~organic connection of character 
subsisting between parent and child'' in terms not only of 
heredity but of •• daily 1nf luence,, rt 30 which would seem , to 
' have great relevance for Pearl in particular. Such ideas 
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can be observed throughout~Hawthorne' s work, although, 
sign1fioantly 9 less obviously delineated in his later than 
in his earlier worke The idea of the transmission of sin 
from one generation to the next is clearly apparent in 
Hawthorne's depiction of the Puritan children who pelt 
Ilbrahim -ui1ith st;ones, for he writes. ''The devil of their 
forefathers entered into the unbreeohed fa.nat1es 11 (P0 904), 
and 11 the children o • o partook of the enmity of their 
"} 
i' parents" (p. 903).- In contrast, Jin The Scarlet Lettel' 
.. 
Hester is seen meditating, 11 She knew that hel' deed had 
been evil; she could have no faith, therefore., that its 
result would be good'' (p. 136), a more subtle structuring. 
· Both George Combe, The Constitution of Man (1829), 
and Johann c. Lavater, Essay~ on Ph;ysiognomy (1797), are 
perhaps of even greater unportance, for Garlitz notea 
·-, 
that "Hawthorne read botho ,,3 l Both will be seen to have 
importance for "The Gentle Boy''; Combe makes the point 
that friendship must have tta proper object,1132 and Lavater· 
is concerned with how a. man's life and inner qualities, 
intelligence, moral propensities, etc., are revealed in 
his body 9 and 9 especially, in his countenanceo 33 In her 
examination of Pearl's nature Garlitz points out that 
both Lavater and Combe subscribe to the idea that ''the 
moral vracultiesi which predominate in the parents, either 
in general or at the time the child is conceived, will 
be transmitted to the ehilct."34 Hawthorne, therefore, 
. . 
..... · 
18 
can be seen to be operating within the psychological beliefs 
________________________ enumerated above., anq. .al though 11Hawthorne 's preoccupation 
' 
,with the mo'ral rather than the biological continuity in 
human generationsn is preerainent, as Darrel Jlbel in his 
examination of Pearl points out, 35 nonetheless, he 
~undoubtedly conceived of himself as operating within a .. 
valid scientific area. 
While this knowledge throws light upon the context 
within which Hawthorne worked, it is, however, limited in 
its application to the question of good and evil as they 
exist in children in Hawthornels fiction. The question 
of artistry is left unsatisf'ied. Indeed, it is significant 
that only in one story., the early "The Gentle Boy,n is a 
knowledge of the scientific ideas of Hawthorne's day 
needed in order to understand fully what Hawthorne is 
sayingo Ironically, insofar as Hawthorne tied himself to 
those ideas in his never ending search for realism# he 
limited himself in conveying permanently that very ''truth 
~ - -
- "'". .a.. 1- - ,_ - ---- -. ._ l... o. 0 "n {- T 11 U1 ; T' h 'Ul7 ~ 1• (" ~ U J. U l l C, .tl U(fl U l l J..I. Q C.. .J. V VII .J.. V •"' u l .l. '--' .l. .1 he was so ·concernedo 
Chari.~ s Foster points out, ''He aa.w no good reason why 
prose shoula not handJe exte~nal reali~y with poetic 
freedom." 36 The coherence of Hawthorne's usage--the how 
and why--can be expl·ained otherv1ise than by resorting to 
the science of the day. 
The key to the direction an examination of the presence 
of both good and evil as ~hey appear in Hawthorne's children 
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should take is indicated by Hawt~orne in his •Pretace" 
to The House of the Seven Gables, where he writes or 
the 11Romanca'' as follows: "While 9 s.s a work of~ art, it 
. must rigidly subject itself to laws. and while it sins 
unpardonably so far as it may swerve aside from the truth 
of the human heart--the writer has a right to present 
that truth under the circumstances, to a great extent, 
of the wri tar's own choosing or el'eat1on. If he think · 
fit, also, he may so manage. his atmosphe:ric~l medium as 
to bring out or mellow the lights and deepen ana enrich 
the shadows of the picture" (p. 243). Children,; are ,_ 
I 
........ 
employed basically as part o·r the ''atmospharical medium." 
They serve as part of the background, supporting the 
central meaning and action, the deeply realistic truth of 
human existence, and thus are used with a freedom from 
realism today accorded only to poetic creation. They are 
sidelights or nsidedscenesn vuhich reveal more of truth than 
-
a direct (and realistic) examina'Cion will show. Within 
the context of the stories they transcend both categori-
zation and n~ealism" to illu.minate the deeper i:aeality ot 
the "truth ot· the human heart." Their part is inseparable 
from the tale and can be sought only within context, derived 
from moment to momenta Waggoneri in his comparison of 
Hawthorne's work the texture is decisive, the 'truth' 
dubious, ambiguous., ind9cisiveo ,u:3'7 
Newton Arvin in the introduction to his very 1·1ne 
··i 
.. : . ' 
'"" r 
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psychological examination of Hawthorne makes the point 
'· 
regarding the t·ales, "They were att.empts at communication 
·-- -- --·"--·--- - - -- -I 
with oi;her men • • • but they were also attempt;s to make 
plain to himself the meaning or his own inward and out• 
ward experience.n38 Hawthorne sought to convey his expe-
riencing of ~ruth by some form of idealization or abstrac-
tion from the real to the ideal, .that is, by employing 
the real as ideal. He ''aimed at idealization which was. 
not a beautiful realm of escape from actuality but was 
a;ctuality shaped so that it we.s Wliversal truth.n39 
Perhaps the preeminent summary of Hawthorne's artistry 
is that of Fo o. Matthiessen, who, writing of 11The Snow 
Image,'' says, "Hawthorne described the way in which his 
own imagination worked when he made one of his characters 
•. 
say, 'Everything, you know, has its spiritual meaning, 
which to the literal meaning is what the soul is to the 
body,,n and Matthiessen continues, 8 No art that sprang 
•l 
... 
from American roots in this perioq could fail to show the 
marks of abstraction,'' for "the tendency of American idealism 
,. 
to see a spiritual significance in every natural fact was 
far more broadly diffused than transcendentalism.»40 
' 
Significantly., Hawthorne himself expresses this ''romantic• 
and u,tre.nscendent'rr approach in a noteboolt entry regarding 
,-children specific~lly: "~t] is with children as Mro 
Emerson, or somebody else, says it is with nature--you 
' 
can not look at them of set purpose. The best manifestations 
' 
I 
. ' 
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or them must take 'Vu~·u.• !l~ 11ftAWQ'l"IA• - tt41 ., - - ___ .. __ ...,..,. 
Children,· then 0 are used not merely to evoke emotion, 
diffused emotion vvhich bathes a w_ork in an aura of feeling, 
but the emotion aroused by children is used _and directed 
with the utmost artistry to illuminate Hawthorne's exam~ 
0 
ination 0£ what today would be termed intier or psychological 
realityo The reality lies in the meaning or experience 
port~ayed, rather than the characterization. With his 
' 0 mixedn child Hawthorne has a rich vein in which to work, 
one capable of lending subtlety and shading as well as 
. --
emphasis and intensity. Matthiessen is both to be chastized 
and applauded in writing of the Puritan ttba.by~fiendsttrt in 
8 The Gentle Boy, 11 "Thus far removed was Hawthorne f:rom 
any of the transcendental variants of the romantic belief 
in the unspoiled innocence of children. 1• 42 He ha11. gotten 
hold of a half-truth, but unfortunately he is unaware 
\ 
that he is clutching -it on the wrong side of the Jamesian 
watershed. To comprehend fully Hawthorne 8 s work with 
children one should glance briefly at his milieu to examine 
how Hawthorne used what he found there. 
Many of Hainthorne 11 s childr,en appear at first glance 
_ to be very close to the Wordsworthian concept of· the child 
11:trailing clouds of glory.•• Although Garlitz •s view that 
~-
· ·when ha 'vvrote of child.ran, Hawthorns was never consistently 
able to rise above the contemporary belief in the sinless 
child• n43 will be· seen to be an oversimplification. when · 
I -
. ' 
... 
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o: 
Hawthorne'• "sinless• child:ren are listed, they appear to 
. . ~ ,. 
be remarkably. p:rominent in his work. For example. Darr~l 
- - -- -- . 
Abel writes., 11There are also too many characters in 
Hawthorne's fictions who have too little earthiness • 
. - Many of these &I"e children," and he continues• "Children ____.) 
ot this character who possess a 'depth of ~nsight that 
grown people lacked' are Ilbra.him, the battered title-
- ' 
child of 'The Gentle Boy' J Annie in 'Little Annie us Ramble'; 
little Joe in 'Ethan Brand'; the little boy in 'The 
Ambitious Guest, 1 who has a premonition of the slide; 
Pansie in 'Dolliver Romance' and Ned and Elsie in Dr. 
Grimshaw 9s Sec:ret.''44 The burden of artistic purposes 
for Hawthorne's children is heavily weighted toward 
goodness. Even his strongly ••malignant'' children will be 
seen to operate within the conte.xt of childish goodness. 
For example, the Puritan children of· ''The Gentle Boy" are 
characterized by their elders immediately before they attack 
' Ilbrahim with unparalleled violence in conventional 
nineteenth century sentiments, ''the glee of a score ot 
.. 
untainted bosoms, 11 11the heavenly little band'' (p. 904). 
Here the structuring is obvious and bare with the weight 
heavily toward the bitterly ironico Hawthorne will come 
to work much more subtly. 
It would appear that this is the picture of childhood 
with which Hawthorne starts and within which he exhibits 
all of his children. This picture appears to be congenial 
I • 
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to him, moreover. b entry in The American Botebook1 
reads,· nJulian now falls into a reverie 9 for a little · 
.• I ., 
- . ,
--- --- -------· ~ 
------~space--his mind seemil!g far away, lost in reminiscences;--
but •hat can t_hey be about? Recollections of a preexis-
tence'';: Stewart notes, "Hawthorne probably had in mind 
Wordsworth's Ode. 1145 Here Hawthorne can be seen to be at 
' 
one with his cultural and artistic milieu. The Victorians 
were known for their pure little innocents from Words-
worth's Lucy to Charles Dickens• creations, such as little 
,Nell and Oliver Twist, to Harriet Beecher Stowe' a l~ttle 
Ev,a. Even· such a noted realist a.s the positivist George 
Eliot had her Eppie in s·11as Marnere R. w. B. Lewis points 
out that even "Thoreau reflected the curious but logical 
reverence of his age for children: 'Children, who play 
life. discern it~ true law and relations more clearly than 
men, who fail to live it worthily.• Children seemed to 
Thoreau to possess some secret which had been lost in the 
deadening process of growing up, some intimation which had 
faded under the routine pressure of everyday life.n48 
In an artistic dissent from the standard of absolute 
·~ childish goodness, it should be noted that Hawthorne was 
again one with his age, for this was a period which, despite 
... its apparent social complacency and selft:Jsatisfa.ction, was 
not characterized by intellectual or artistic complacency. 
The scientific work or Darwin, the criticism of Marx and 
the Utopians, ,and the exploration of man I s 11unconscious11 
I 
• " • t,, 
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by Freud were, it will be remembered, all products of this 
period as were such diverse artistic ferments as the atte~pt~----~-~-
to formulate a nevu theory of poetry and the struggle between 
- · the Impressionists and the academicians. Vladimilf Astrov, 
linking Ha,thorne with Dostoyevsky 1n his questioning of 
good and evil in the world has seen Hawthorne as questioning 
the tradition of. values, 11Hawthorne was searching fo:r a 
way of life where the real 'Me' could unfold freely its 
potentialities and yield its wondrous fruits."47 Literarz 
Historz of. the United States observes O ' 0He shared the 
·general -·disillusionment of the ageo 1048 A spirit of 
exploration0 eh§nge, and di~sent were part of the intel• 
lectual climate of the period, and there is no reason to 
exclude Hawthorne from this. Arlin Turner's belief that 
Hawthorne "knew little about the affairs of his time and 
took no interest in the movements which shook the world 
around him'149 is not generally held to be true today. 
Walter Blair poi~ts out in his definitive survey of Haw• 
thorne criticism that recent critics have tended to see 
-===---=---~==·::.=. - ==-=-,--•-=· --=· -- ·--·· 
Hawthorne "more in tune with fellow human beings and the 
life of his per1od11 and that tilHavJthorne I s close relation-· 
ship to the currents ot thought in his time has been 
empha.aizedo ft Finally, Matthies sen has written, 11Many 
have remarked his tragic dapthg, but ·very few have realized 
that his thought bore an immediate relation to the issues 
of his own day."50 While there is evidence or emotional 
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and social 1aolat1on~beyond the ordinary, there is little 
evidence to support intellectual or artistic 0 literary, 
- - -- - - - ---·---------- -·-·------
isolation. For example 9 while undoubtedly i0ha thought 
25 
there were truths at the center of' the Puritan faith that; 
when sultably translated, were still viable," nonetheless, 
his working with them must be examined, not as 11a ·set· of 
theological concepts which might serve as a framework'' of 
his thought, as Leonard J. Fick insista,51 but as a handy 
and comfortable background in which to work. Marvin 
Laser's point that his Puritan background.offered "artistic 
. 
potentialities in a fresh native f1eld11 is well taken and 
is supported by the fact that he had ''easy access'' to the 
tales at the Athenae'Ulll and the ttoral tradition"--a point 
that has been too little emphasized in discussions ot 
either Hawthorne's Puritanism or his relation to his 
contemporaries.52 
Hawthorne, therefore, operating in this climate• 
re'vised the innocent child in response to the demands of 
his theme. Hawthorne's children are predominantly little 
innocents, but set within the white purity of childhood 
is a hint of. evil, or earthliness, of a ~eeking for 
experience. It can be argued that his "mixed'' children 
are unsuccessful: that to the modern reader they are 
hopelessly old-fashioned in the light of Henry James• 
accomplishment in ''The Turn of the Screw," that they are 
basically artificial in their juxtaposition of evil and 
.. - . 
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insistent goodness, and that 1they sut:r.er from the appa:rentl7 I 
unresolved conflict in Hawthorne between his acceptance or 
' 
. 
- -- -------·----------------
--the--innoceiit-tra.11:tng~cloudsc:,of~gloey orthodoxy or his time 
amd his awareness of sin and cruelty in children, as 
mirrored in his dispaBsionat~ journal entries of Julian 
and, particularly, Una. These are valid points, but if 
"realistic'' eff_ect is sought in the sense of the child• 
nextcil:2door, Hawthorne us v1ork.9 a.a Marvin Green has devaa• 
·-
ta tingly demonstrated with The Sca~let Letter, simply falls 
aparto53 Duality is an artistic convenience, arising out 
of the core of the tale and Hav1thorne n s need to throw , .. 
I 
"sidelights,'' tq intensiry, the truth he is seeking to 
r .. •, 
convey. Hawthorne'·"~ is the unity of a single effect, of 
one deep emotional thrust•-this is the power of The Scarlet 
Letter and it is the secret or his successful tales. The 
basic point, then, is that 1r the child adds to and evolves 
naturally from the totality or impression, he is a success-
ful component or the story, whatever his premises. If he 
detracts from the thrust of the tale, from this:; profound, 
single impression9 then he fails in his functioning and is 
-
a failure, how•ver realistic or coherent as a character 
standing alone. Coherence and 11reality0 01· Hawthorne I s 
children lies in their functioning, in their contributiqn 
' 
to the in~ensifica~ion of that experience which Hawthorne 
is attempting in his art to make conprete. 
An example of Hawthorne's working with children is 
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seen in 11The Ambitious Guest" (1835 )." The children·' a 
intuitive insight, a characteristic or innocence, servea 
----- - - - -- -
to foreshadow as well as to increase the suspense hanging 
ove:r the tale, muoh as the, great "mountain towered over 
their heads'' (p. '990): ~At length, a little boy ·~ o • · 
l 
..• 
·called out to his mother. 'I'll tell you what I wish, 
-
. ' . . mother, 1 c:ried he. l .. tlrant you and father and g:randma'm, 
and all of us, and the stranger too, to sta:rt right away 
and go and take a drink out of the basin of the Flumel '" 
(p. 993). But these children also reinf'orce, throw light 
into, or echo ('1 side•acenes'1 ), along with the other members 
of the family, the pervasive quality of the stranger's, 
and hence of human, ambition. "The younger children had 
been put to bed in another room. but with an open door 
between them that they could be heard talking busily among 
themselves. One and all seemed to have caught the infection 
from the fireside circle, and were outvying each other in 
wild wishes. and childish projects of what they would do 
when they came to be men and women" {p. 993), Here they 
can be linked with the Puritan ''brats't who also,,partake 
of.· their elders' frame of mind, of their prejudice against 
the Quake~s. so that they attack the Quaker Ilbrahim. 
Both groups serve as a.so~t of chorus to make vivid, to 
intensify the experiencing of their elders. One function 
of the children in ttThe Ambitious Guest'' is served by the 
innocent child's '11nsight11 transcending reality, and· a 
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· 1eoond is theQ mirroring of ·adult 11sin11 in childish nature. 
;In the sense of reflecting or manifesting adults a vJorldiy 
-- ----·----
--:-amb-ition within tne 1:rmooenoe ·or-- the child these children 
are "mixed. tt 
•. 
It one 1tarta with the post·ulation that children are 
inherently innocent. that ·ohil.dhood is a fresh 1 fountain 
of goodness welling up, and that.children are capable of 
insight grown people 1$ck, one·can then set against this 
background the at·artling contrast of sin, cit t~e black 
flower of human life. The particular sin th·at is central 
at the moment, such as overweening ambition, is intensified. 
The dramatic effect of this mirroring~ ''sidelighting," the 
theme is an example of what Hawthorne meant when he wrote 
in his ''Preface'' to The House of. the Seven Gables that the 
author nmay so manage his atmospharical medium as to bring 
out or mellow the lights and deepen and enrich the sha·dows 
or the pic,ture'' (p. 243). This working is clearly visible 
in Dr. Grimshaw 1 s Secret. where Hawthorne1s artistry lies 
so strangely twisted and exposed. Speaking of these 
"sun-fliekering11 0 children, he writes, "They Gdults J shrink 
from their own features presented by these little mirrors.•54 
It should be noted that children reflect the particular 
vice, Pather than goodness in Hawthorne, so that while in 
terms of categoey the "Puritan brats9 may be seen as 
"malignant1tt or earthly children, in terms' of function they 
must be see·n as innocent, or innocence corrupted, taking 
. ', " : _· ,' '. ;: '.~-' - . 
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care to avoid the Jamesian shading. Children, static and· 
passive, outside o.r experience which must include ev1~-~----------i 1 __________ J 
possess in thei~ innocence insight or sympathy• the 
L' 
functioning of which, paradoxically, brings them to a ,,- , 
confrontation with the world oft, evil, of knowledge -and 
experience. Hawthorne's children do not partake of the 
world of evil, do not ''fall,'' but evil appears in their 
-- natures as truth, such as that reflected in mirrors or a 
clear pool (s·oul). Children, however, it must be :remembered, 
are more complex and -subtle "reflectors'' because they have 
a nature in themselves, and hence, are human, or potentiallJ 
so: this offers the potentiality for greater power, but 
also greater error. An example of the power given by this 
adapaation is that one has the story of humanity echoed 
or evoked oval? and over in these "side .. scenes,'' a thematic 
•. 
. 
circling outward (and inward) of man's sinning, experiencing:, 
so that one is reminded of the Emersonian essay 11C1rcles." 
A parallel adptation and revision of his artistic 
environment can be seen in Hawthorne's usage of essentially 
Gothic devices, such as the scarlet lette~, which in the 
· novel'moves from device to symbol to statement of human 
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experiencing. ! ! Waggoner writes, "He used certain of the 
1 
. ........ ---·--- -- ... ------------- -- -------- -- ,1· 
•Gothic traditions' not to create merely emotional effects 
but to examine tham and see lvhat human truth they might 
contain."55 True enough, but what is profounder in his 
working with the scarlet letter is that he uses it first 
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to tocua emotion and then gradu~lly builds and inv~ata 
the device with truth in ever-widening implications 
- (circlee)--so··t1iat emotion and truth are· welded organically -
· into one and focused in a -single impressiono The scarlet 
letter is first seen as afire, flaming, following the. 
impassioned discourse of the Reverend Mr. Wilson during 
-/j 
Hester's stand on the pillory. "The elder cle~gyman 0 0 • 
addressed to the multitude a discourse on sing in all its 
. ' 
branches, but wit~ continual_~eference to the ignominious 
letter. So forcibly did he dwell upon this symbol, ror 
the hour or more• •• that it assumed new terrors in 
-. 
their imagination, and seemed to derive its scarlet hue 
from the flames ot _ the infernal pit11 with the result that 
when "she was led back to prison, and vanished from the 
public gaze ••• it was whispered-by _those who peered 
after her, that the scarlet lette~ threw a lurid gleam 
along the dark passageway of the interiorn (pe 125). 
Aside from the obvious.symbolism of heart e.s 111nterior," 
l 
the building of emotion to "new terrors'' expresses a 
~subjective response to reality. The original reference, 
the Gothic device, carrying in itself emotions of fear, 
f terror, h&at, supernatural (beyond or more than human), 
----·- ·---------------···-· -1• woven into his thematic purpose, namely 9 the searing 
'(:·,_,,: 
effect of sin as an inner, human eperience. Hawthorne 
makes the pain and agony of_ sin, as experienced by Hester 
and, widening outward, as experienced by the· community, 
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emotionally dramatic .. Movement ia arrested in the concrete 
moment. Hawthorne's exploration of man's experiencing as 
----------------------------~ 
, .... "'. 
a human being led to his transforming in his art that which-
he found in his intellectual and artistic environment. 
'?he pure children, then, when examined closely, are 
not so devoid of earthly aspects as_ might be supposed, and 
the malignant children are clearly postulated within the,-
·"pure childn literary trdition. Matthiessen ·was· half 
right••he stood apart, not in belief, however, but 1n 
artistic func.tion. ·starting with the postulation of the 
innocent child, Hawthorne in varying ways through his 
_ usage portrays them as in the world of evil, of expe~1ence. 
···At. the simplest artistic level, using the emotions e.ro~sed 
by and associated with innocent childhood to contrast 
dramatically with the blackness, the evil of human experience, 
he moves deeper, to where children reflect, mirror, even 
\ 
seem to embody, adult evil within themselves to the point 
' where the blackness casts a llll'id light against the snow 
whiteness of chilfill:ood. Children elicit a response of 
warmth,·even.sent1mentality, then shock at the unexpected, 
which developes the intensity of the tale. 
'{:}' 
-, 
The danger or potential 11error0 inherent in Hawthorne'• ------~---··-
·-------- ---~ - --~ ---
I 
usage is that knowledge 1 experiencing, necessarily move 
the pure innocent from the·spotless realm of timelessness 
to a more human existence, earthly and 11 sinful9 1i and 
realistic. While within his finest tales this paradox 
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· add1 a tension and ambiguity, at worst it er.ea tea I ditfi• 
eulties. In many stories children like Hawthorne's adulta 
-----------,-------------:---·· --- -- ----- . .. - - - ---- --- -- -- - - -
aeem led to ,evil thr>ough tha operation of their good 
.. 
-- -· . ·-~ ~ .. ~- -- ~·- --
·• 
t • 
qualities. Inherent is the que·stion, "It children are 
presented as innocent (hence, static), but if through the 
operation or their good qualities, such as sympathy or 
love, they ref-lect the evil of the adult world, does not 
this.in itself constitute movement, an entry into the 
real world9 a sinning?'' Hawthorne never fully resolve• 
this question philosophically, so that for the modern 
reader Hawthorne's children, especially when they move to 
the center of the stage as Pearl does, loom strangely 
contradictory and unreal at times. 
A dual Childish nature was an artistic device which 
emerged or appeared in Hawthorne's work, rather than a 
philosophical or psychological conviction. There is not 
much avidenee that Hawthorne personally held other than 
,t' the conventional view of his age; there is some suggestion 
that unconsciously_Hawthorne may have wondered about goodness 
and evil as somehow organic, but the only evidence of an 
attempt at a confrontation of this question must be sought 
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' in The Marble Fauno An intePesting example of the entrap• \ J 
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ment possible in Hawthorne's failure to resolve this 
contradiction, of the er:ror- inherent in his particular 
duality. ia seen in his creation of Cyrus in u,Roger 
- ------------------------------,-----, 
. ': ~ 
. ·.; :r 
Malvin's Burial.'' 1101 ving promise of a glo:rioua manhood• 
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33 
(p. 1133), Cyrua .eventually •torbo»• to 1ntertere• 1n the 
f 
. 
changing direction of their journey, tor "though something 
-· .. .,_ .. .. .. ----·-----~-------
began to wei~ upon his heart, did his adventurous nature 
pel'mit him to. regret the.increased length and mystery or 
th.eir way'' (p. 1135) o It is significant that it is in 
this story where the unconscious is given clearest expres• 
sion that Cyrus achieves an almos~ modern psychological 
reality of innocence seeking experience as 1nhei-ent .in 
the process of growth. But this is one of Hawthorne's 
least successful stories in terms of·his artistry sup~ 
porting his ultimate meaning, for to convey. the meaning 
' 
-~ of Reuben's repentance Cyrus must appear not ps~chologically 
real, but more as a symbolical entity in order to fulfill 
,, 
his function in the story as a sacrifice. A uv,symbol'' can 
.. 
be a 11 sacrif1ce," but killing a 11real11 child is murder. 
Hawthorne himself in part recognized this unsatisfactory 
element in his children, as well as in the rest of his 
fiction, but not fully grasping the root of their successes, 
he strove to give his children greater verisimilitude in 
the sense that he sought to model them after real children-• 
little Joe will be seen to derive both f'rom Julian Haw-
thorne and the "fou:ra-year-old-barfly" of' North Adams, and 
-----·-·------·------- ----------- -
--~ ----- -
. :::-,-:-:.::.-
-····· ................. - . .. , .. -.,-, .. ,.·, .. -.... ,.-·co · .. -.......................... - .. ··-- - ... --· ~. --~· ..-··-...... . 
Pearl's debt to Una Hawthorne is well known. , ..... These 
-
represent·, as·. Randall Stewart notes, another instance ot 
"Hawthorne's persistent effort to bring his art closer to 
'tangible reality• "56 
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"·· ·. Hawthorne I a usage• ~hen. diff'era from, say, Jame a•, 
· in that his children serve less as "real 11 1"1gures 9 than 
.· .. ··---------- -'--------
- ··: ":'• :' 
-- -- --· 
. 
-
--- - - ···-----,--·- ·-· .. -·--·--··-- --· ----.. ------ -·------ ..... . 
as artistic conventions, "sidelightsn; that illumine and 
intensify his meaning. All of his children are seen involved 
. ~ in the hwnan experiencing portrayed, but they· do not, 
. .~ 
paradoxically, move out of their frame of 11 innocence.• 
" Most of Hawthorne's children in conception and in basic 
functioning remain. spiritual childreno - Whi·le · they may 
:·({''-' 
suggest unresolved contradictions in Hawthorne's beliefs, 
when successful they derive realism from their organic 
connection with and support of the veey human and real 
truth of human experience that is the tale's concern. 
II 
0 The Gentle Boy" 
As early as 1929 Newton A~vin wrote, 9 Hawthorne 1 s 
tales and novels can be called an elaborate study -of the 
centrifugal. They are the·dramat1zat1on or all those 
social and psychological forces that lead to disunion, 
fragmentation, desperation, and incoherence, 1The wages 
ct estrangement is death' • • • the causes and consequences 
" 
of estrangement is their constant .theme. tt This is an 
excellent summary of the themes with which Hawthorne deala· 
: . .. ·_ ·1 ===··· .,,.__~·-------------'.-,-. -- ; __ 
and which lead the modern reader to find some of his work 
so compelling. Arvin also points out that his concern 
basically is ttwhat are the forces that abet, what are the 
forces that impede, a rich personal development." It 
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1hould be noted that Hawthorne 1 a "absorption in this one 
essential problem,"n57 in those stories in which he succeeds 
- .. 
&I'-tiat-ical-ly., can--aecount- -tor much of his presen.t popu-
larity, although it is doubtful it Hawthorne would have 
assessed his work in these terms • 
. Somewhat earlier, Elizabeth Lathrop Chandler pointed 
out, "He feels as a spectator looking on at life, not 
joining in it, and he has a gnawing fear of losing his 
- 58 capacity for human sympat~y. 0 A great deal 11 available 
t;,'}, 
about isolation and its role in Hawthorne's personal life 
' 
from biographies, but to generalize from an author's life 
,about the meaning of his stories is risky. The isolation 
which is so striking is in the stories themselves. It 
permeates the atmosphere so that the figures move about 
remote and peculiarly flat. Emotion seems very distant. 
In each individual story children belp to ca~ry 
---these meanings. While Marius Bewley' 1 statement that 
•Hawthorne's characters have no ma~gin of interest in 
. ~hemselves when they have pe~formed their function in the 
overe,11 pattern of the given story'• may be ext:reme, his 
I- ' 
., 
emphasis upon.the character's (particularly children's) 
functions as central to any comprehension of them in 
) 
----- - --------.-------. ------ ·-- -Hawthorne-•swork is -well placed. Children help to-·- form··· ----- -· -- --· 
,. . 
hie picture of loss of identity and sense of self (deper-
sonalization or alienation), of isolation and bleak 
remoteness from contact which permeates nearly all or ( ., 
-~· 
... 
/ 
• 
. .. ,-
• 
-·-· ----- -··· ,· - . ·- - -
. I 
..:..... -··· .. --· »~ ' - ,_ •• ,-- • .• ' 
··Hawthorne's work so deeply and strongly that tor the 
modern reader, especially, it has become a theme it!elf, 
.. t '-··· .. 
\' :~--- " " 
·~ .. ~ --- . 
_a ___ comment on .one phase of- life-- a-s--man--experiences it. --I--n.-----------~------- i 
the several tales and sketches selected ·for analysis, the 
emphas.is will be on the child's role in bringing out the 
11lesson11 or moral meaning of the tale as the authol' attempted ~ .! 
to structure it. Hawthorne's best wo:rk is so constructed 
\ that the reader insofar as he enters the story itself 
experiences while reading-the feeling which constitutes 
the theme. 
While it is true that a aurprising number of elements 
with whi.ch Hawthorne works appear as early as "The Gentle . ....,.,. 
Boy" (1832), it is not true that his usage does not 
... 
progress in aubtlety and skill. George Snell and 
Matthiessen have been the main critics advocating this 
view: Snell w:rites 9 ''Strangely enough., there was never 
any great advance in artistry or any increase in depth 
and significance in the short stories and sketches," while 
Matthiessen says. ''A comparitfrlon between this fi:rst of his 
real successes and 'Ethan Brand,' one of the last short 
.. 
pieces he was to write. will show no progress in 
essentials."59 While it is undoubtedly t!'ue that Haw• 
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: n .. --------·--- ---·- ---_. ,-=,-----·- --,ccthorne ,,. work. on a 1tr1ct chronological basis, tale by 
tale, seems to show no step-by~atep improvement, a survey 
or the total body or work reveals that there was con• 
1iderable refinement of artistry. While the material• 
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remained much the same, "Ethan Brand," tor example, shows 
' '-... 
' -, 
I 
. 
~ a much· greater sophistication and mastery than such earliel' 
~------'-'-,-~----- --·--·- -··-·······--- ---··· 
· works ata nllThe Gentle Boy'' and ''Roger Malvin' 1 Burial. 11 
~ ,-• •• •••--·--- --- •-··•---~-----..:,::__• • ----·--•- - --r- • •• .·• 
l 
Lase!' haa pointed out that ''the growth of Hawthorne I s 
' 
artistry may be described • •• as inward to the extra-
ordinary refinement and enl'ichment or old formsow,SO 
Furthermore, if Hawthorne's theme is one uniquely allied 
with tone, Laael''s observation that "his new stories, 
although they are in many ways analogous to the earlier 
pieces, ~re marked by generally increasing intensity of 
tone'16l is valuable. The change in his work is gradual 
and not always in a direct line. Furthermore, Hawthorne 
is not always successful in what he attempts, but, overall, 
his artistry shows increasing movement toward greater 
validity and refinement. An analysis of his shorter pieces 
will reveal this growth in sureness and skill. Waggoner 
writes, 11The later great tales are both more impersonal 
and finally more expressive 9 for in them £antasy had been 
'transmuted into art,1162 so that if one of Hawthorne's 
great themes is the embodiment of a feeling of loss of 
self and isolation, then this groivth "in impersonality 
would contribute to ele~rer artistic expressiono 
· ...... ,---~~--~ -,,_~ __ ,_,. __ , -···· .... ; .. - --·---.:-;:$-~- ·-- .............. ~..;::-..;=e. •.. --~--- -- ~-- --·--------- -
In any examination of ''The Gentle Boy'' several factors 
should be kept in mind: ao Seymour Gross t1as pointed out, 
it is the u'only ta.le of Hawthorne's in which we have abundant 
evidence of artistic revision11 ; 63 secondly, it appears to 
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be strongly indebted to Johann Lavatei-'• Easay• on Physiognomy. 
I Austin Warren points out in nHaw,thorne 's Reading, 11 t!IThere 
__ __:,---,-----'-----~can be_ no-doubt -that -all through his life he read not 
systematically ••• but widely and avidly according to 
' ' 
1' 
. 
' hi-s needs and 1ncl1nat.1ons 9 '' and, furthermore• "scientific 
. and pseudo-scientific works are not neglected. ,. The list 
includes works on botany and zoology,~Lavate~, Combe.•64 
Hawthorne signed Lavater out of the Salem Athenaeum 
Library in 1829, which is the general period of the 
composition or t'The Gentle Boy." It is virtually, furthe~ 
more, the enly story in which th~ Fall figures previous 
to The Marble Faun; Donohue in her recent article,•• 'The 
Fruit of That Forbidden TFee': A Reading of 'The Gentle 
. Boy, ' 11 of:ter1 support for the thesis that Ilbrahim ia 
"The ~rchetypal vietim•-Adamic I1brah1m. 1• 65 Finally• here 
is a laboratory where so many of Hawthorne's subsequent 
artistic developments, especially in the usage of children, 
can be seen in germ-like form. 
·. Ilbrahim appears the preeminent example of the 8 good• 
child. William Wordsworth earlier wrote 9 ''Trailing clouds 
ot glory do· we come from God, who is our Home: Heaven 
lies ab~ut us in ou~ infancy1'' 66 Hawthorne curiously 
" 
-; . .-·-··-··-----------······ .... 
--·-,-.----·'-·-··--·--·--· =~,...-=-=-·- =--e-hoes-,-- '1He wa-s~a sweet infant····of the.,skies· that· had 
), strayed away from his home'' (p. 896) • Ilbrahim is obvioualJ 
atrongly ·struet1-1red in the innocent child. convention with 
hie 11pale, spiritual face,'' ''sweet, airy voice"' (p. 892), 
·-·: 
. -· 
' ,' " .. ', . _·'~ -- . : .. ~-,:- ·_.. 
: -~. 
", 
I 
again, •pale, spiritual coURtenance," 11a·qu1et 1lovely 
boy, ui with '1beauty11 and 11w1nning ways" (p0 895) o He 
----------------,------- ------- --1,- a--~"geritle-- -spirit til - (p. -900) ~ capable' of the ,~eloquence 
.of childish love" - (p. 899), and ''he was like a domesticated 
aunbeam, brightening.moody countenances, and chasing away 
the·gloom from the dark corners of the eottagern (p 0 903). 
... 
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G. Harrison Orians in his tracing of "The Sources 
and Themes of Hawthorne' a Gentle Boy'' also off'ers support 
for seeing Ilbrahim as the innocent child, although he 
would put emphasis upon his suffering, 0 Stru~turally 
. I 
[the tale] turns upon the misfortunes of' the boy IlbrahimJ 
his need for hum.an association," and his 2~story is related 
as loving biography." His main point is that this figure 
8 has some reliance O!l historical facts. 1167 Orians makes 
a good argument for seeing in V~illiain Se'vv.el I s History of 
Quakers, ''an admitted source, 11 some indebtedness for the 
. . 
. background of the stocy and the ·central conflict between 
. the two groups, but he is on shakier ground when he attempt• -
to link Ilbrahim in a direct way to an earlier figure from 
Hutchinson 9a History of Massachusett~ (1764), I, 170, 
one Patience Scott, eleven yea.rs old9 ''tiho was subjected . 
by the author! ties to serious questioning.'' Oriana assumes 
-:• _.,,._-,---,•--;·.•:.•-: .-· •-•y•P-~~~~-----, ..... ._·.------"'.-·--:•-~ .. ~~-~~--- -----··- .. -·co-~tliat "t'the "'poignancy of her:t.stat~ lefthitn brooding over _the 
. ., 1-i.' 
y· 
lot of the quiet child amid ~anaticism and persecution, 11 
but, however, he finally c_oneludes, "The basic intei,--
p~etation 01· the gentle boy crushed by human inhumanity 
:~"ll.~-· ~··· 
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Hawthorne largely supplied from ~is own imagination.•68 
!! this figure of the little. Quaker girl were an influence 
-------------, ~, .. -.. ,,--'-----.. -__ -up-on--Hawthorne, it would make Ilbrahim.Vs character more 
that of the passive and innocent child; he would be a 
1aerifiee to contending fanaticisms"and less an actor---
in short, a victim. 
Somewhat more concrete is Gr9sa' tracing of the 
_ r_ev.isions made in the tale, which off-er evidence that· 
Hawthorne sought to make the child more innocent: deleted 
is 'lshe [norothy] drew near to Ilbrahim, who, having finished 
'. 
his repast, sat with·the tears standing upon his long 
eyelashes, but with a singular and unchildlike composure 
· 69 on his little face. 11 Gross points out: ' 
' 
'. . l 
.l,-".,. 
i The key to the deletion is in the words 
''singular and unehildliJtteoiQ ii.lthough Hawthorne could just as well have kept the rest of the passa.ga .o tha .final wol?ds oontradict the quiet and lovely childishness of the boy o The tv10 paragrapha vi.1hich follow the deletion erupha~ize helplessness of ·the childg tears gush fo~th at the word vl:mo"thervi! and the simple and affecting Quaker prayer he.insists uponv the pale and 
- spiritual counte11aneeo The fllsingular and un°* childlike composurevfl vJould have indicated not the w~etched bewilderment of a child buffeted by circuunstances it could but imperfectly under-stand9 but 1ue.:'Ghe1~ an almost preraature recognition and acceptance o~ suffering as a part.of the hum.an conditiono 9 
,t-\~ -· l . 
. ,, •r·'·"' 
He is one of t:h9r-J~_ early . innocent . ch-ildish f igurea of· whom -- ·---- ----- ------- -----------~~~";'~"'· .. , .• , ..• -.,c::..,:-:.-.• ~~:::-,. e,,··· •. ·: -, •. ; 
.:. 
11each character became a source of traits for characters 
~ho followo'fl 70 Aa innocent child• he 1s st_rongly presented 
as. victim 9 and the story appears one of pain arouaed by 
pathetic suffering. 
.. 
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Ilbrahim is an early example of Hawthorne's innocent 
child• a.nd he· functions as such to direct the emotion of ... -· 
\ I 
the.· story. Hawthorne's usage or· the innocent child 
configuration can be illust:rated by. a comparison of Ilbrahim'• 
death scene with another very famous dying child of 
approximately the same p~riod, little Eva of Uncle Tom'• 
Cabin (1851). The pure child who dies was in fact a standard 
of Victorian lite;ratUI'e. Little Eva passes in a surfeit 
· of emotion, the climax of thirty-six pages of "the flower 
fadeth." The death scene is marked by sentimentality 
., 
.and unrestrained emotion and language, such as, her 
rather "saw a spasm of mortal agony pass over her race,•-
·"'-. 
ahe struggled for breath, and threw up her· little hands. ,"' 
10, God• this is dread.full' he said, turning away in 
8.gony." Not content to let "the child [11e] panting on 
-
. her pillows." Miss Stowe drives a final nail in the coffin 
of the reader's sensibilities, ''A bright, a glorious 
, 
· smile passed over her face, and she said, brokenly, .. - '01 
love,--joy,--pea.oel 1 gave one sigh, and passed from death 
unto lif'eJ 'Farewell, beloved child& the bright, eternal 
~~---·---
- .. doors have closed after thee; we shall see thy sweet face 
,, 
~·-. 
'~ 
.. '1 
j· _l · 
, ;r-• -
I no more• 0, woe for them who watched thy entra.n(?.e :Lntoc ···=,·•- .. ---,- ·, ··==,.=··. =-=~ .. --~-• . ....... , •••.•• • ................. ,., C , ....... , •• , • • .. . ... • • • I - -----·-~-- - --~ - -·· - ...... :-. . heaven, when they shall wake and find only the cold gray 
71 1ky or daily life.o and thou gone forever& ,n, Ilbrahim'• 
death, in comparison, although the elements are basically 
more dramatic, is handled with restraint and direction and 
! 
l 
• 
' 
·.tl. 
. ·- ·1' ' .•... 
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an economJ or emotion with the art11try aubaervient to 
- the theme. Feeling is greate~ because controlled. Ilbrahim 
----~---------·· --· 
.. - is hoping his mother will appea.r- '';bu.t-, after -a-ii ttle time, 
he relinquished whatever secret hope had agitated him, , · \ 
and tivi th one low 9 complaining whi.sper, turned his cheek 
upon the pillow,'' and ••a very faint trembling passed over 
him. 11 ''Dorothy almost .imagined that she could discern the 
near, though dim. delightfulness or the home he was about 
to reach" (p. 911). 
Many of the elements involved can be seen to be 
strikingly similar, especially that or the passive and 
pure· child dying. Hawthorne has additional drama in the 
return of Catharine, which enables him to intensify 
legitimately the pathos of the scene~- Yet Ilbrahim'• 
dying retains dignity: ''In a moment his mother was kneeling 
by the bedside; she drew I1brah1m to her bosom, and he 
nestled there, with no ~iolence of joy, but contently, as 
if he were hushing himself to sleep. He looked into her 
race, and re~ding its agony, said, with feeble earne1tne11, 
"Mourn not, dearest mother. I am happy now 9 'm and with 
----------- .:,..-------- - ------these wo:rds t-he- -gentle boy was dead11 (p. 911) • Under•· - -·- -- ·-·- --· -----·,·. . ' 
statement and ambiguity incre_as-e the power or the event; 
J 
. I 
- -- - ---:::-.----:--.---=------ - --- -- ·-- ---·-·· ··-·· .. · ..... -~-c-· 
----. s=-s-=,eE.va I I II spasm or morta'i agonytl is Ilbrahim Va n,r a.int 
. i trembling,'' The final words of ea.ch, ostensibly exp:rtes·aing 
joy, become very different in context: Ilbrahim's carry 
' with them irony, the possibility of several inteI'J)retations--
'" 
I 
. ' 
:t·· •• 
'' 
........ - .. · .. ·-. - -·· -·. - ··-~----·· ... -···----·----.~---·-~-~--· ... ---------·-·- - _·.., .. ,--.:...~.,..,.,-- .. -·--·- ....... 
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I 
. it 1• unclear whether death .. or· the preaenc·e ot h11 mother 
causes him to say, "I am h~.PPY now." I• 
------ ---- - -------
------~ ---------
-
· -The former emphasizes the terrible results or the 
•contending fanaticisma, 11 while the latter points up the 
•.. ' 
essential failure of Catharine to carry out her most human 
obligations, and the terrible effect of this fe.ilure~-an 
i1olation from human conce~ns which is the ultimate in 
depersonalization. Hawthorne emotionalizes his theme and .· · · -· -· -
directs the reader's attention to the denial of the claim 
of humanity, the violation of the "gl'eat chain of' being,'' 
that form.a the core of all of the stories of "The Gentle 
Boy.•. 
-
· An obvious .failure in the atoey is that or the two , 
aects. "the fie:rceness· of the persecutorsn and ''the 
. 
. ' infatuation of their vietima1t both taking precedence over 
' the prope~ concern for humanity (p. 906). Equally obviou1 
1a the failure of Catharine, strikingly echoed by the 
' I 
old Quaker, who left his dying daughter's bedside to take 
up his fanatic quest £or martyrdom. Less obvious is that 
", 
-····- '] 
> 
. I 
ef both Pearson and I1brahim, so that the story is basically 
.----·-----,-. . -------------on.e or.- ever widening circles of denial of pttoper humanity· 
for an ideal which.in its insistence becomes inhuman and 
------- - - . -~- -----
. ---·--· 
~- . --· .. ~--- - . ------,-~- . - '--·· 
...---14,--
- ' 
-- -~,=~wntch· ro·r-·'·t'cfd'ay's readel' comes· close to what he would 
term the alienated or depersonalized figure, the man 
separa tad from himself and other a. In v;The Gentle Boy" 
•nd in hie later work, particularly, Hawthorne can be 
·, 
J .,"'. 
, 
·1 
i. I • i-4 
.. 
--~ ·-
- '-,:,---------· .. -~-·- - ... !--~ 
. 
'' 
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· · 1een to reflect the acute concern.a of man today as he 
·, 
I 
·himself perceives them. For example, writing in The 
-----,--;___-Satu:rdat RevievJ 9 March- 5, 19669 Professor> Gyorgy Kepera 
noting inthrea obvious e.spects't of the ''formlessness" 
• 
-----·--------·---c-. . -. --·--
ti 
troubling ·1iour present life,"' lists ''our envi:romnental 
chaos''; ouz, social chaos--le.ck of_; common ideas,· common 
feelings, common purposes"; and finally, ttour inner chaos•• 
individual inability to live in harmony with one's· self, -
inability to accept one's whole self and let body, feelings, 
72 ,and thought dwell together in friendship.'' In this 
early story can be discerned Hawthorne's artistic struggle 
te express these latter two concerns, concerns which were 
to permeate ever'1 aspect of his work, concerns about which 
modern man, the descendent of the Victorians, ia immeasurably 
self-conscious. In the same article Kepers writes that 
"artists are living seismographs,1173 and it is in this 
sense that in Hawthorne's work the reader today is enabled 
te perceive his own tremors so that Hawthorne has both 
endured as he expresses permanently human truths and at 
-
. 
the same time gained a new popularity, despite the apparent 
antiquity or his fictional society · and the formal rheto:ric. 
of another day. Indeed, these serve to increase the sense 
' 
. LL 
- --'-I -~~ 
. l 
~ ......... · ,. :;;.::.:~- ,-.:..:, .-.·_;_,_~_:;:-;-:-;;.,·-=..;::.. .. ..:'.:..-~:,.;:;=•~..:;=..---·-~ ' '. _- i.-..  
• 
-- ' .. --- ,· .... --·' ·-"··"-'·-,-· ..... ,., ... ~ ... ,. '' ········---. 
--·-or remot-eness. The Gentle Boy" is important in enabling 
· one to trace these concerns that play s~ch a role in 
Hawthorne's work, for in failing to fully realize them, 
Hawthorne's mtructtire is uniquely exposed to analysis • 
l. . ... 
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I1brah1m 1 a death a1 Hawthorne portrays it supports 
the theme in other ways than hitherto noticed·. In the 
.,45 
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- . ------ - ------···· "---------···---·-···· -······ ------ --------- ----------------------· -- - --··--·--------··----- ------- -··-------·· ---- - - ---- --· - . --- -- --
con cl us i·o-n ·-to the.· _dee.th; B·Cene 1 "With th®se words the . ·----'----,-------.----···"' 
,, 
..... -- ; . '- ·; ~ 
.... ---- . . 
I 
'. 
gentle boy was dead,'' ngentle boyt' echoes the ·earlier 
tableau of Ilbrahim clinging to his father I s newly made 
grave, where Tobias found him, as well as evoking the 
memory of his brief bloom under the warm care of Dorothy.~ 
, in . the . Pearson home before the coming of the malignant 
boy. A auperfic,ial reading of the story might see the 
coming of this boy as the coming or evil, the devil, but 
there is nothing Eden-like in the preceding tone or setting 
of_ the tale to support such a reading--the 11f'all" was 
inherent with the opening violenc~, and the child Ilbrahim 
the only vehicle used. Ilbrahim seems to stand forth 
throughout the story as almost unrelieved in his innocence, 
but.,on closer examination some rather important variation• 
,J 
-- tram the purely innocent child as he appears in the 
literature of the day appears. Hawthorne himself liken• 
him to "a cankered rosebud'' (p. 906), rosebud clearly to 
'-
be associated vx1ith the innocent child, but·''eankered'1 11 
- ---- ---1-emething e-lse again. 
At this point it is well to note some rather atrik1ng 
-:,·,. , 
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para 11 al s between Ilbrahim and Pearle Both Hester and 
Catharine ref er to their children aa ''my precious jewel," 
.. 
.. 
Hester giving hers the very name Pearl (PP.•. 901, 136); '7' 
beth are linked with sunlight. pure light (pp. 902, 193, 
~~- ---~--
., - .L , .~ - - . 
:-'· . -
--- ----.. ·-
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. ·- ,· 
. . .. ~ ;, 
207)·;/ and ooth manifest nairy ga.yety" (pp. 902, 219) • 
Both clearly should be seen to represent on one level, the 
-·-·-··· -·······-·- ------
.finer part of man9 his capacity for love and relatedness, l 
.\ 
I 
i 
and both are invoked as a link to human1 ty for their l 
mothers. In "The Gentle Boy,,_, following Ilbrahim' s death, 
··- ~, 
•catharine'e fanaticism had become wilder by the sundering 
of all human ties" (p. 911), while Pearl is assigned the· 
same f'unotion in Hester's scene with Mistr.ess Hibbins 
after the confrontation in the Governor's hall (p. 153). 
But they are also linked on a darker level. Both 
·mirror the disorder qf their parents: Ilbrahim' s character 
11was in many respects a beautiful one, yet tJ1e disordered 
.... 
imaginations of both his fa~her and mother ~ad perhaps 
propagated a certain unhealthiness in the mind of the 
_ bey" (po 902) 9 whereas, writing of Paarl 9 Hawthorne saya. 
-, 
11ln her- w~s visible the tie that united them, ti and she 
,-,., 
waa " a living hieroglyphic'' of sin (p. 206), so that 
Pearl ''could not, be made amenable to rulesc9io as neither 
can Ilbrahim. The result of a broken law t•was a being 
.. 
whose elements were • • • all in disorder'' (p. 137) • 
-
. l 
. :) 
' 
; 
: 
' 
----------.------·----------- while both are linked with disorder (sin) of ·thei1· pare-n-c-1-, 
it is important to ·note that Pearl is more deeply and 
-·,'., .. : - ~ · -- .-=_ =,, . -. -· · --·--:;c-.::--.:~,,.-.. ~--.-, :·cc·· ~-----·.,-- __ -,_·_~-.::-~.::::··. ·.---:··-··-.- · .- --· ------· ------ :'le·---- -·--··· . ·--- .. ··-----·---·---··-----·--
-:--;:'. 
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tfi:: 
,::;·i 
i;-'{-.· 
subtly and obviously supportative of-this theme; she 11 
leas dependent upon a physiological inheritance of moral 
qualities for cohereµce. The treatmen-c of .Pearl shows 
J\ 
greater sophistication and ambiguity. Instead of 11 she 
.,·, ,: 
' ,''' \ 
',, 
'·-·-·--~· 
'.• . 
. . . ' 
- -· ------- - --- . 
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', · ••••" in The Scarlet Letter Hawthorne ·writes~ •she •••m•d,• 
nahe appea.red 9 ~11 etc. Pearl is obviously a living. repre-
. I 
I 
. I' 
,, 
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.. ,,. 
. - ' .. , ·' ~- - . 
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• • nt at 1 v e of inner reality, especially that of Hestero 
Ilbrahim, however. in this earlier work is less 
eleaPly.conceived. He is very much bound by the literary. 
' 
convention of the innocent child in a world too black for 
. his survival (a comparison of Ilbrahim and little Eva ia 
. ' 
possible, but .incomprehensible for Pearl and Eva). Pearl 
·~:::.. 
~' 
also is the innocent child, but the innocent child v,ith. 
the little fiend peeping forth f~om her eyes in mockery. 
Ilbrahim is not enough removed from the convention of the 
" 
innocent child to lend much sustenance to the darker theme 
ef human evil and falls too easily into being a senti-
1 mental diversion. Pearl has a drive to realization which 
. - -·, 
is missing in the conception of Ilbrahim. Ilbrahim 
reflects, fo~ the most part. the disorder of the forces, 
both sociological and psychological around him9 but 
Pearl's mission is both, as seen in the brookside incident, 
where she not only reflects (the image in the stream•-of' 
life?) but also acts in her refusal to come to the minister. 
/ -----,-----·-----. ·-:.--~----~--------B-y her presence the plot moves, whereas Ilbrah1m 1 s presence · 
serves more to z,eflect the movement of others. Although· 
-·.-· .... -------- ... .:-··--- -···- - - .. ---=="::"'.-c-.,--::-....,.-·~--,--~. ·--:-..... -.----::"·-·····--:-:---.-=-~--··-- -- . --- ~L-fir"=·--:::-:-- ... -::.· - • - .. . ... 
he is involved in action, he himself is completely passive 
and suggests .. ·the immobility of perfection: "Of the 
malice, which generally accompanies a superfluity ~r 
sensitiveness, Ilbrahim was .. altogether destitute: when 
• j.',', _,'.' ,:, I 
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· trodden upon, he would not turn; when wounded, ·;-he ceuld. · · -
but d1e111 (p. 903); this is, unfortunately for the power 
. Ilb:rahim. 
. That the Puritan children in the atoey are •baby-
tiends" and that they convey the evil in men's. hearts 
haa often been noticed. Agnes Donohue, who sees the story 
in terms of Hawthorne's dealing with the concept of orig-
inal sin, quotes Calvin and sees these children as ,11rthe 
moving symbol of the depravity of man. o o in the hideoua 
transfiguration of the children from blissful innocents 
to knowledgeable baby•fiends1• 74 (although there is no 
.... 
evidence that they ga1n_ 0 kilowledge 11 ), while Matthiessen 
. lf. 
characterizes the entire scene as an "example o:f the New 
Englander' s penetration of moral obliqui ~Y. ,,?5 Joseph 
Schwartz notes that. 111n one of the most ~oving scenes in 
his ~short ficti-on 9 Hawthorne uses the Puri tan children as 
operative symbols of th~ sharp cruelty which results from 
bigoted and fanatic exclusiveness, 11 and William B. Stein 
feels that to show evil v a f0nialignant influence .Hawthorne, 
.:r ·., 
. - ----==-=-" 
·- - -------·-·· --------·---·· ·- us-ing- the familiar· symbo-lism of myth, reports its effects -- -- -------- ·- --·---
1"" -..a • - •- ·~- •·c•.....,.. 
__][ 
r"···.-......,,, 
upon the Puritan children."76 Mark Van Doren also believes 
-- ----- that the ''childr.en in 'The Gentle Boy' are used to convey 
., 
' -
evil in every he"rt," and he writes, 11It is Hawthorne 
remembering that children have in them •the devil of their 
fathers.' It is Hawthqrne's answer to the question of 
.- -· ·-·-····. ·-·.··-.-·· '·· ... -... -- ·-· -- . - . ---..:· .... -:-:~~" 
•· .-i ----..,---_-'--· - -.-- --· . 
. - . . . - - - ;;. - - ... 
•,:, 
u 
.,. 
I Tobias: 'Do we all sp:ring from. the evil root?' the answer 
fo~ Hawthorne was always yes. 'There is evil in every 
- -- - -
- --------------·-------- .. 
··----·-·---------- ·· .. - ·---- ·-- - ···- --· --·· ··--- -• ---- ----- -- ----------------
human heart' he wrote in his notebook in 1836; and it is 
his distinction, as man, as artist, that he never forgot 
it.n77 
·-~· 
The point, however, 1a not Hawthorne's concern with· C 
original sin, but the 1fact that he was seeking to convey 
_ the blackness in men's souls, to- nwrite large,tt · emotion-
aliz..e his statement in a specific story. The former 1• 
philosophy, while the latter is literature. Too little 
attention has been given to exactly how and what Hawthorne 
doesD his artistry and its growth. A close examination 
of this scene in this early tale is very revealing"and 
suggestive: 
The glee ot a·score of unta1nted~bosoma was heard in light and aicy voices, which danced among the trees like sunsh1ne 9 became audiblei the grov1n men of_ this 'U'Jeary world, as they journeyed by the spotD marvelled why life beginning in such_ brightness D should. proceed in gloom; and their hea~ts~ or their imaginations answered them and said 9 that the b·liss of childhood gushes from its innocence. 
. But it happened tl1at an unexpected addition was madG) to the heavenly little band (p. 904) ~.-
_'. .. -. :....----~-,.::__: ... -.. ~~---'---~---~--- -~Here the Puri tan children are transparently structured 
as innocent children, but it 1s the men·of the story, or 
=- --·- -·----------- ......... -- ---
·' • their "imaginations,•• which see them as such and call 
them a i8heavenly little band.•1 Hawthorne's duality .is 
relatively mechanical and artificial. His use of the 
contrast of evil peeping forth from the. conventionally 
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innocent child appears over and over through his tales 
but with increasing sureness. In lateza tales the structure 
- ------------------------------- ---
--~-----,--'--~~----- ------ -- -------------------- --- -------- --- ----- ----- -- --
.._ ";, .; 
is inherent and not so apparently superimposed. He does 
not stop, in effect, to set the stage. It is probably 
I 
the relative superficiality of the structured irmocence 
.,. '1 
that has ca.used many critics either to overlook it or not 
to take it seriously, as well, of course, as the vivid 
· _horror of the scene. itself, ''All at once the devil of their-
tathers entered into the unbreeched fanatics, and sending 
up a fierce, shrill cry, they rushed upon the poor Quaker 
child. In an instant he was the center of a brood of 
baby~fiends 9 who lifted sticks against him, pelted him 
with stones, and displayed an instinct for destruction 
far more loathsome than the bloodthirstiness of manhood" 
(p. 904). In this tale the swings of emphasis are too 
great, so that the blackness is too heavy with the Puritan 
children, the whiteness too stressed with Ilbrahim., to 
efrectively support Hawthorne's theme. In contrast is 
<7'> 
""j. 
the unified presentation of the baby in 19The Artist of the 
Beautiful.,n whose innocence is attested by the attraction 
o~ the bu-cterr·1y, but it is a ''wavering attraction'TI toward 
a b&be· whose 11 look'' the artist ''imaginesia resembles ttPeter 
["!!!-~ 
ii 
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Hovenden's habitual expression" (p. 1152). 
A close examination of Ilbrallim himself, however. 
reveals some trace of blackness. So weakly is this visible 
to the modern reader that he has difficulty discerning the 
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, ' 
germ of evil gleaming forth from or reflected in I1brah1m,1 
and his fate appears ove:rwhe]Jningly pathetic. Ilbrahim, 
howeyer, cla~rly falls as a result of imperfection, his 
error paradoxically arising out of goodness, the same theme 
of virtue carried to extreme which forms the core or 
\ ... 
Brand8 s fallo Ilbrahim possessed ''a residue of unappro-
priated love, which he zearn~ to bestow upon the little 
. 
ones who were taught to hate h!m., 1• and he sought 11a medium 
of communication betv,een his heart and thei.rs10 (p. 903) 1 
so that he moves from perfect virtue within himself, which 
would be perfect innocence, to a representation of seme• 
thing very· close to human needm=>=ihe seelts aid from the 
malignant boy in the. scene 01· the beating. 
It in this need that he clearly errs. "Ilbrahim was 
the unconscious possessor of much skill in physiognomy, 
and it would have deterred him, in other circumstances, 
from attempting to make a friend of this b·oy•• (p. 903). 
These '1 other circumstances'' refer to Ilbrahim' s need for 
communication and contact, while "physiognomy'' points 
explicitly to the way in which Ilbrahim errs, for physio-
gnomy, as defined by Lavater (whom Hawthorne read), is 
"the science of the knowledge of the correspondence between-
, 
- . . .. •· ~.. . . . .... 
the external and the intel::'nal man. ,,7a Th~ description 
of the injured boy, the malignant boy, following as it 
does Hawthorne's direct reference to this prevalent and 
somewhat reputable ;science of Hawthorne's era, is striking 
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in his ugliness, .. and it is obviously designed to show the 
· inappropriateness or .this boy as an object of I1brahim 1 s 
filendShip. "Th8--countel'.lance or ··the latter [th~-boY J 
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immediately impressed a beholder disagreeably, for it 
required some examination to discover that the cause was. 
a very slight distortion 01· the mouth, and the irregular~ 
broken line, and near approach or the eyebrows11 (p. 903). 
Lave.tar points out, ''That the human countenance, that . 
. 
mirror of Divinity, is· in correspondence between the 
interiol' and the exterior," and "moral life reveals itself' 
in~the lines, marks, tran~itions of the countenance." _ I 
In fact, Lavater insists, "There is a certain native 
analogy between the external v~rieties of countenance and . 
t 
form and the internal varieties of the mind. ,,79 That . 
Hawthorne was apparently aware of this in writing the 
tale appears in the striking echo of his next lines, 
nAnalogous, perhaps, to these trifling deformities, was 
.an almost imperceptible twist of every joint and the uneven 
', . 
prominence of the breast'' (p. 903). Lavater writes, "Mol'al 
•. 
life would be seated in the breast." Indeed, "what is 
·still more conclusive, respecting this question9 and 
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removes most objections,'' Lavater continues, "is that•• 
·- ~-----··'-·'···----, ' ... ---=-~==-~vi-rtue and vice, morality and immorality, in their most 
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extensive signification, have numerous.immediate conse• 
quences in rendering the forms of children ugly or 
beautiful.'180 That -1lbrahim, being skilled in physiognomy, 
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'1laa obvious·ly erred, 1s unmistakable, 11for what knowledge 
-1a there, of which man is capable, that is not found on 
~---~..,.----~------··-· ·- -·· - ... 
\r~· the exterior,'t and Hawthorne w·ritea., 11But whatever might 
be his personal or moral irregularities, Ilbrahim's heart & 
seized upon and clung to him, from the moment th~t he was 
b:rought wounded into the cottage'' (p. 903) • The results 
of such a ~riendship, which is based on Ilbrahim's need, 
to the perceptive reader of -the period clearly will not 
be good. George Combe writes, ''Intellect, acting along 
these principles, would point out, as an indispensable 
requisite tQ such an attachment, that the friend himself 
should be so far under the influence of the sentiments, 
as to be able, in some deg~ee to meet them; for, if he 
were immoral, selfish, vaJ.nly ambitious· • •• the sentiment• 
..-'\ 
could not love and respect him; they might pity him as 
:unfortunate, but love him they could not, because this 
'\f ,· ' 
·~c.··.··. 
. -·- ~ ,..., ... 
' . 
is impossible by the very laws of their constitution," 
and ''friendship ••• must have a proper object.'' Combe 
insists, 11 In complaining of the ••• vexation of attach• 
ments springing from the lower faculties exclusively, we 
are like men who should try to build a pyramid on its 
smaller end, and then, lament the hardness of their fate, 
···-- ·-·- ~-· -,- -:-- ::--,-,-_-;-- ·;··.-;-c_;~--,_~~-=-=-.=;-:.--.::-... . ; .• : -- -- --- - - ------- --- ·------- -
.. 
... 
and speak of the unkindness of Providence, when it fell." 
If' our own best warnings nare disregarded, and we fall 
over the moral pre.o-tpice, remorse follows as. the punish• 
ment, just as pain is the chastisement for tumbling over ''\ 
\ 
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the physical brink,"·; and 11the aim of our • • •- conduct 
must be the attainment of objects suited to gratify 
them~••81 Iibl"ah.Il'll :is meant to be seen as choosing all- --
improper person on which to lavish his a£fection, and in 
the moral climate of the period sorrow or even punishment 
would be expected to followo Hawthorne was operating 
within the context of these ideas, writing, "He [Ilbrahim] 
ne$tled contil)U~lly by the bedside of the little stranger, 
and,. with a fond jealousy, endeavored to be the medium 
of all the cares that were bestowed upon him,'' and although 
the boy's shrewd connnents on Ilbrahim's tales are "mingled 
with a moral obliquity which grated very harshly against·.,-· 
Ilbrahim's instinctive rectitude, nothing ••• could 
/' 
. ' 
arrest the progress Qf the latter's affectiont' (pp. 903-904), 
a progress which the knowl.edgeable nineteenth century 
reader could not but view with profound misgiving. 
Furthermore, Hawthorne traces a change in Ilbrahim 
from "unappropriated. love'' to ''fond jealousy. '1 Given his 
skill in physiognomy, Ilbrahim must be seen as somewhat 
responsible, and because of his "yearning" he fails to 
heed.:-· the proper conduct this knowledge dictates, and ·he 
insists upon an· 1nappropr1.ate and ominous friendship~ 
The isolated and lonely Ilbrahim--Matthiessen perceptively 
notes ttthe blank separation of 'the boy from his surrounding• 
[which]a;pears even in his outlandish namett82 .... clearly . 
commits a knowing wrong, and it is one not unprepared for 
• • • •• R .,• 
i. ' 
, ... 
I. 
- - - - ... ____ ,.._ - . -
--- -- -·- - --··- ·- - - - --· ... - ...:,___ ... ·- -
by Hawthorne, despite the heavy enaphasia upon the boy'• 
heavenly nature. The reade:r 1s earlier told that "the 
---~~-~----------·-----------------··----· ··-···------·---·-------· ----·-------·--·--··---·-'"··------------------ -
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disordered imaginations of both his father and mother had 
perhaps propagated a certain unhealthiness in the mind 
of the boy'' (p. 902). ''Moral propensities are inherited," 
writes Lavater 9 who with no sense of contradiction cites 
another belief common to the period regarding children, 
th~t is, ~0 children are jnei the?' born with vice or. virtue; 
they are :innocent."83 
,. . _ ..... _ · .... 
In this tale Hawthorne used two apparently contra-
dictory ideas, but what is significant about this earlier 
story, he does not handle them as skillfully and subtly 
as he will later,. Here, furthermore, they az,e not as 
embedded in his moral and emotional fiber as they will 
be later, an4 a knowledge of early nineteenth century 
beliefs or intellectual currency will not be as impoI'tant. 
Newton Arvin wri tea, ''The recurring imagery of disease 
or physical affliction ••• in the comparatively less 
frightful forms of slow dissolution. of ravaging plague, 
of a tainted physical system, of a birthmark or a sear 
- - -· -------- -· ----- -- or a . twisted mouth: only in such symbols could Hawthorne' 11 
. sense of a radical moral obl1q-q.1ty in h1nnan nature adequately 
-.. ~c, .• c~-="··==-=·=---··=~:~=c~,.~,=•-~-•. -,- --,. ·,·<•-·-· .. . - . 84··. , . , . . .. , " . 
express itself.''· It is the mature Hawthorne who trans .. 
forms adequately and fully these aspects to vehicles of 
expression; in the young writer they are still closely 
linked to contemporary "science." It is this evolution 
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,; 
of artiatey supporting and interwoven with meaning th~t 
has made the writer Hawthorne endure. 
-. ---p-1-aced--:tn----tha conte-xt inwliicli Hawthorne- wa1 working, 
the movement of Ilbrah1m is well done and the resolution 
both less sentimental and more believable ... The apparently 
unmotivated malignant boy's action in striking Ilbrahim 
becomes comprehensible with an understanding of the role 
of "physiognomytt a.long with the, admittedly, f~ebly traced ' 
change in Ilbrahim. The effect, of course, is that the 
malignant boy is never quite child, never clearly devil 
(an allegorical reading is always risky with Hawthorne 
anyway). The conclusion meant is that "Ilbrahim is 
betrayed by his own misbegotten and misplaced love, n85 
.thus falls into error, but the tale does not adequately 
support his meaning. 
" The Adamic qualities of the sto:ry are obviou~. 
Ilbrahim does fall., and the fall arises out of his own 
imperfect nature. The heavenly infant partakes of the. 
world, not orily in the "unhealthiness'' of mind he received 
•, 
from his parents, but·"· through a mistake of will. Choice 
is present in his straying, although. "in other cireumataneea"-
he would have shied away from the evil represented by the 
.• 
-----------~--~~··'-'.!-···-'--·~·'injured boy. --He is guilty or---mowingly appr-opriating an -·· ···;-··:·.·-.·;:-.-·--·--.--~:::-;;-.~_s-:-;c .. _ ....... ---····"-"" ·-· 
"unworthy object" to fulfill not love but need. Regardless 
,.., 
of the "moral or personal irregularities" clearly visible 
to one skilled in physiogno~y, he seeks to establish a 
"'"- ,-,-,,_\,-:· ,,,, 
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reciprocal friendship which is impossible of tultillment • 
.. The modern reader who objects that the lavishing of 
- - - ------·- - -,--·- ----------
----·---- -··--- - -- --·-··· - ---- --
---- --
-- -- - - - -
a~-rec tion -on such an ugly and apparently undesirable child 
adds to Ilbrahim's virtue and is the opposite of a mo~al 
error is not reading the tale in the terms Hawthorne com-
·posed 1 t and meant 1 t to be interpreted. This is one of 
the deep faults of this e~~1y work; it is limited by its 
contemporary frame of reference, and Ilbrahim' s f'lawed· 
nature is today not only lost but is capable or berttg 
transmuted into goodness. In her discussion of the Adamic 
elements of the tale Donohue, who sees the characters 
"victimized by a hostile soeiety,'t although too strongly 
... 
emphasizing the entrapment of the characters in outward 
circmnstances 9 is correct in stating that Ilbrahim is 
''led into evil by his own fl.awed nature." He is, she 
n 
n insists, the victim of his own loving yet bent nature, 
and correctly points out, "Hawthorne-established the links 
with the past but once that has been done, his intention 
11 not historical b"t psy·eholog1cal. ttSS Donohue 1s 
incorrect in seeing that ''Il.brahim' s giving of his love 
-makea him totally vulnerable• 11 for it is not in .his _giving 
that he becomes vulnerable but in his need, which causes 
·"aim to seek fulfillment or satisfaction outside of himself 
and, furthermore, in an inappropriate place~~it .is signif-
icant that Ilbrahim is wounded in seeking a return for 
his affection. 
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This point is not given the weight it might have, 
; howeve~, for Hawthorne strongly emphasizes Ilbrahim as 
~-----____
______:_-~ - -- ---- - --·-
victim, for the malignant boy calls to Ilbrahim to approach, 
"•Fear not, Ilbrahim., come hither and take my hand;' and \_ 
his unhappy friend endeavored to obey him. After watching 
the victim's struggling approach •• •" (p. 904). Donohue 
herself writes of the need of both groups ''to seek 
0 & 
. 
. 
vietim--an Ilbrahim--to satis.fy their lust for blood. 
But. the victim must be as innocent as shriveled humanity 
.. 
can provide 9 and so it is a child, a lamb to be given to 
the slaughter.1187 An extreme example or this interpretation 
is Male 1 s, who sees ''Ilbrahim [as] the innocent scapegoat 
who becomes the savi~r 0 tt88 
An important purpose of I1brah1m• s: pathet;1~·; rate !a i.. -
·to lend weight to the theme of the essential inhumanity 
of the two contending fanaticism-s--one would have blood 
and the other would give it. In this way he should be 
linked with Tobias' story. As victim of these groups, 
whatever contributes to Ilbrahim's innocence~ his blame-
---· , - --- - . . _ _:_ __ - . 
... 
lessness and passivity, rurthers the meaning. But the ~ 
--
-; 
contradiction of active and insistent will- and passiiiity 
are not unified in this tale~ and what in the hands of 
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the more mature artist will be portrayed as that arnbivalence 
which is so in~egral to man 9 s nature, here creates confu-
aion not onl3 abou,; the characlier of Ilbrahim bu-& also about 
the total thrust o.t· the stori 1·t;self. The discordant 
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elements are not as competently ha:qdled as la·t,.er, and -this 
is visible, not only in Ilbranim's functioning, but also 
--·- ·--·-····-· -- -- - - ---·--·--···--------·---·---------·- -· ----··--- '• --·· - - . ····----·-·--·--··-·· -·-·--------------------·-·--
·--------~-~---------------·- ---·-·----·--- ------------------~------------·---- ---·- ·--· --- --·-·--- ----------- --------- --~----· in Tobias' role. 
Critics have generally agreed that the basic tension 
of the story is the contention between and condemnation of 
the two groups of fanatics as they are portrayed. Guilt 
and· 1solation permeate the story. s.l'ypical is Arlin Turner•,1 
balanced assessment that "'the blame is shared. The bigotry 
and harshness of the Puritans is balanc-ed against the 
fanaticism of the Quakers, whose guilt Hawthorne thought 
one of the greatest: they allow religious zeal to chill 
their affections and break their ties to family and 
friends. " 89 This is supported by the revisions Hawthorne 
made in the story: Gross notes that Ha'1'!Jthorne t•set up a 
balance of two evils." ''Hawthorne manipulated his material, 
especially through. his revisions, so as to point up the 
mutuality of guilt. ,, 9o Turner writes., ''The historical 
situation is of less interest than the moral and psycholo .. 
gical dilemmas in which that situation places the char-
acteras0 tt91 Some, like Sohwa:rtz, feel that ''the whole tale 
is an indictment of the [Puritan's] harsh, stern. and 
self-righteousness, 11 while Harry Levin says that "'Hawthorne 
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sides with the Quakers. Stein. insists, He stamps the - ------·----------~------• 
1._,-·.i::' 
curse of evil respectively upon Quaker and Puritan 
fanaticism.•92 Both Ilbrahim and Tobias, as well as the 
, 
others, must be-structured as elements inseparable from 
''. f' 
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and aupporti ve or the tale• a meaning. 
Louise Dauner in her comparison o·f Tobias with He.rman 
---· -- --- ----Mel~ille's :Pfe?'re :feels th.at 1•1l~re, th~n, would appear 
to be an unmitigated pre~sentation of the Melvillian 
ambiguity~-that misfortune, pain, sorrow and death ••• 
' may and indeed often do accrue to the man whose motive 
and action, insofar as he honestly knows, and so far ~s 
we can see, have sought .only good," and "so like. Pierre, 
Tobias has become enmeshed in a close<=llinked chain of 
cause and effects until now he is a disillusioned, embittered 
and defeated man.1193 One of the apparently great ironiee 
of the tale ?.and one often difficult to understand in terms 
of motive is the change in Tobias Pearson. During Ilbrahim'• 
decline Hawthorne turns to Tobias with these words, "While 
this melancholy change had taken place in I1bra.him8 one \ 
or an earlier origin and of different character had come 
to its perfection in his adopted father" (p. 905). Tobias 
Pearson's attitude does indeed undergo a remarkable change, 
11He imagined., also, that every face of his acquaintance 
· wore a sneert• (p., 906), a change rema:rkably similaI' to the 
developing paranoia.of Young Goodman Brown and Reuben 
Bourne. This was his state or mind at the period of 
... ···-···--··-· ·------ -- --- -- - - -
Ilbrahim's decline, and a cloq,e examination of the tale 
will reveal Ilbrahim as an important element in this change. 
· Many ironies are apparent in the story, and yet the 
results of childish, of innocent goodness, working as they 
---------~-- ··-·····--
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do upon Tobias Pearson, are bitterly 10. . .It seems that 
Hawthorne is saying that the pre~lapsarian innocence, the 
" 
?,-a1i-:tc ''unknovJing11 innocetice-or-"th.e-~geri.tle-boy, 8 · · "the· -
... ~ 
... ·-
tender ·infantn ,vithout responsibility, is not accessible 
{ 
to experiencedv adult man, to man flawed; and that an 
attempt to recapture it in a singleMminded concentration 
upon an ideal leads to grief', to sorrow, and to isolation, 
for involved is a tragic denial of manus nature and of 
himself in a community of men, of his responsibility. The 
idea that one cannot recapture a previous, early innocence, 
once experience has occurred, is a pervasive theme in 
Hawthorne's work. 
Oris.n writes, "Th• innocents [Ilbrahim and Tobia.a] 
upon whom the shadow of guilt had fallen were truly~ 
pathetic. They had not of their own acts brough.t on their 
state. •·• 94 This is as f'alse for Tobias as it has been seen 
to be for Ilbrahimo Pearson at the beginning of the story 
is presented ~s a good man, but one liable ·~,:, error: 
traveling homeward at night Pearson he,rd a sound "like 
the wailing of .someone in distress'' at the scene of the 
_day's execution, and "he struggled, however, against the 
superstitious fears which belonged to the age, and compelled 
li1mseif. to . pause arid listen" --(p~---f}91) • . When h-e ie-arns ____________  
the child is a Quaker, "the Pu~itan, who had laid hold ot 
little Ilbrahim's hand, relinquished it as if he were 
I 
touching a loathsome ~eptile." 0 But he possessed a 
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compassionate heartn (p. 893). Pearson 1a a mixed man, 
but one whose view of man's nature is a balanced one, 
--~-'---__ emb_racing as it- -does both--man-1-sdual-ity- and his kinship, 
( 
11Do v,e not all spring from an evil roo-t? Are we not all 
., 
in darkness till the light :doth shine upon us?8 he asks 
(p. 893). Thia assertion should be compared with the 
isolated man who appears at the end of the story, "How 
emaciated in form, and altered as tb the expression and 
' 
· healthiness of his countenance,'' sitting in an ''apartment 
saddened in its aspect by the absence or much of the 
homely wealth which had adorned ittt (p. 906). It should 
be remembered that interiors of 'houses often in Hawthorne'• ~-
wqrk represent their ownar 11 s heart. ''And with the furniture 
o~)peace, the implements of war had likewise disappeared" 
(p. 906). Links with man, activity, community, are gone. 
Both an acceptance of and relation with goodness. love, 
"homely aspect,t• and with the other side of the coin, .-
• 
,-~ 
man's fallen nature, his evil, his quest 'for advent~re, 
are gone and what remains is a man stripped of his humanity. 
In r~sponse to the old Quaker's reading of the Bible, 
fftThy voice has fallen on my ear like a sound afar off and 
. ' . 
indistinct,• replied Pearson without lifting his eyeso 
~--,---~--.-:,-.. ~ ....-;,,-, ... ..,..-. -. ___ !Ye_a,_ ____ anrl--wh-en----I--have---he-a-Pkened---e--are-i'-ul·ly- t-he---word-s------se-enre·d 
cold and lifeless, intended for another and lesser grief 
than mine' 11 (p. 907) • Here are the foreshado-u1ings of a 
later and harsher E:than Brand in the isolation from 
'· 
. , .. 
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b1Jntani ty,, ia the loss ot tee ling, arid in the pride implied 
1n "intended • • • for a lesser griefen Indeed, Hawthorne 
-drops:-a --rather-disconnected hint of pride some earlier,·,~-~-
"The first efXect of his kindness to Ilbrahim was to 
I produce a softened feeling, and incipient love for the 
ch11d's whole sect. but joined to this was a Ero~~ and 
ostentatious contempt of all their tenets and practical 
extravagances" (p. 905). 
Pearson is shown as having lost that balanced view 
• he held earlier and as having become alienated from man• 
kind. The process begins in sympathy, an echo of Ilbrahim 1s 
..,, story. •The traveler took the child in his arms end wrapped 
his cloak ~bout him, while his heart stirred with sham, 
and anger against the gratuitous cruelty of the instruments 
-11o':\ 
in this persecution. In the awakened warmth of his feelings 
he resolved that at ~hatever risk• he would not forsake 
the poor defenseless being'" (p. 893) • To use Donald 
Ringe's terms, Pearson loses his balance in 11 the awakened 
., 
warmth of his feelings, 11 so that, like Hester, he becomes 
eventu·ally 1sola ted through too much ''hearto 11 The 11-solution 
to the problem of 111' e [ that J lies in the simple balance 
of nead and hea~t" is lost to him. 95 Pearson tells 
.,. 
- - ----------==~ ..... ,-=--, ..•• :==--,....,.-----'~---.---Dorothy tthow his hea:rt had prompted him to take the little 
' 
-
' 
outcast homett (p. 894)', and later Hawthorne writes, "These 
insul. ts • • • entered also into his heart and became 
imperceptible but powerful workers" (pp. 895~896). The 
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cold intellectual pride of Ethan Brand is taintly tor•-
1hadowed, but it is Pearson's sympathy, his heart, which 
1-eads- h-im astray, and it is significant that he attracted 
to the impulsive Quakers with their excesses of emotionalia•, 
their excess of unhearto" Again, 1n Tobias, as in Ilbrahim, 
a lack of clarity and direction can be discerned. Pearson 
becomes an ''unbridled fanatic;" nunbridled'' from reason. 
He becomes a seeker a1·ter that heavenly perfection, that 
innocence of Eden, complete and unlmowing goodness, which 
search leads to such excesses that he ''might not lift so 
much as his naked hand to guard his head'' (p. 906). Man I /' 1s obviously not meant to become as an innocent infant--
he cannot expect or demand that the world be or become 
only good or that he himself become so~-auoh a course 
leads to despair and Pearson's cry, ''It is heavy J It is 
:t.,.eavier than I c-an bearl't (p. 907). 
Man has to live within the terms of his existence as 
man, not as child; he cannot seek to the exclus·ion of all 
else the innocent "vision of the fountain." Down such 
a path lies isolation; in his seeking of the vision Ilbrahim 
represents, he ''falls.'' Hawthorne is explicit on this 
.,. 
point, "such was his sta~e of mind at the period of 
'· 
- - -· -···- -- - - ----- ---· ------'-,-,... -:--. -::--... ~---~~-lbrai:rimt-·s ni-1-1:rforttme; 8.nd the emotions consequent upon 
that event completed the change, of which the child had 
been the original instrument'' (p. 906). Hawthorne points 
out Pearson I s alienation and separation~\ (~his contempt • • • 
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grew very fierce against himself" [P• 90ij). and the original 
cause in exact terms. To abandon all nnatura.l'' human ties. 
r 
.. 
· ·--·· ·-·-- ----'---'-~~. t-o- ·embrace an idete.l of perfect ifulooe:nce, is to commit the ~----- .-· .~ ·---··--··-·· -
'· 
\. 
sin of Catharine or the old Quaker who abandons his dying 
daughter~~or Ilbrahim, who insists on friendship with one 
incapable of such a tie. The child reflects the adults• 
errors and sins, and his innocence gives them a deep 
pathos. To chose this course is to lead to ''sorrows such 
as others know not in their li:re-time11 (p. 907). Hawthorne 
attempts to reveal the terrible cost of inappropriate love 
and insistent pursuit of the unattainable without regard 
to the real world. Adult man becomes a creature in whom 
humanity and feeling are gone: Pearson's and the old 
Quaker's idea of appropriate action at Ilbrahim's death 
bed is "to make use of pray·ers and pious discourses which 
. they deemed appropria'te to the time''; human s~pathy and 
ties are gone, ·and others· as persons are not visible. 
Like little Joe who shrinks from Brand, so Ilbrahim "was 
disturbed by the faces that looked upon him,'' and not until 
their removal did he ''then close his eyes and grow calm11 
(p. 910). The chil.d .. dies. The impossible demand that the 
transce~dent become material is suggested. 
----~-----In ·the ·setting· or·---New·--Eng·la.rid ·colonial--society Hawthorne ·-------·--·-
seeks to explore the results of fanaticism and that denial 
of humanity upon which it feeds, and the functioning of the 
child is deeply important to this theme. He represents 
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both the living emotional embodiment of the ideal the-
. I 
fanatic seeks and also echoes and foreshadows the ''.fall 11 
ot Pearson and the others. Ilbrshim's "story'' is meant 
to be more organically linked with the total tale than haa 
been generally noticed. As static ideal, as innocent 
goodness embodied, Ilbrahim serves to represent, to 
... emotionalize, that for which Pearson and the Quakers will 
sacrifice all human ties., yet the· deepest irony is that 
within this innocence lies the germ of the same flaw as 
the adults act out. The outer petal of meaning encloses 
an inner one, more intense, in the best romantic tradition 
of the organic unfolding and connection, but in Hawthorne's 
case the movement is inward into the very core, the very 
contradiction, of man's being. The figures emphasize and 
~ 
. 
reecho each other, meaning moving ever inward, and outward, 
from child to ·adult, home to community. Catharine ra'violates. 
the duties of the present life and the future by fixing her 
attention wholly on the latter11 {p. 900); Pearson laments 
of the gentle boy, ''He too must die as if my love were 
poison'' (p. 907). Not his love, but his own insistence, 
"longing for a more fervid faith than he poJsseased11 (p. 905'), 
~hich leads him astray .from the "magnetic chain of being,'' 
, .... 
-~ 
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. is the poison. In conception the story is an endless 
process o-.f violations, interacting and interconnected, so 
that act and result, action and characters, are organically 
interwoven. 
f', :-
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.But the design and execution are flawed and obscure. 
Hawthorne shows depth and imagination, but he lacks his 
'l· 
- ~-----~---------
-later firm grasp of the elements. Unity and clarity are 
missing, so that "The Gentle Boy" is an interesting and 
exciting tale, but the elements are just not fused to-
gether as well as they will come to be in later tales. 
Matthiessen expresses somewhat foggily the feeling the 
st-ory leaves _of imaginative wealth U!}satisfactorily 
,•' 
realized, 11He may have furnished a theme for a tragedy 
rather than actually written one, but he did imagine a 
human situation in its entirety."96 It is in no sense 
tragic. Ilbrahim so overwhelmingly is presented as the 
good child with his capacity for or attraction to evil so 
obscured that he is 11mite.d to being a merely pathetic 
figure, as do the others. ''Tragedy does not pose the 
situation of a faultless individual (or class) ove!'Whelmed 
by an evil world, for it is built on the experienced 
realization that man is radically imperfect,'' writes 
Matthiessen, and he is correct in his impression of the 
story as ''posing of such white innocence against the 
repulsive black distortions of the world. n 97 Darrel~ 
Abel 1 s is an excellent definition of tragedy, "Tragedy 
------··-----·--······-·- -·--··-·--·--·--·"···-··----- - -- -- - - ---· - ~-- ----- ~ -- - - -- --------~--~-fflows-·-g:rea theSS- destroyed \Vhereas pathos is the effect Of 
anything which shows feebleness frustrated. ,,98 Arvin is 
accurate in terming it a "pathetic tale,1199 which is not 
to deny that it is a moving experience., for pathos pulls 
I!' 
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h,Avily on the emotions. 
To claim, as some do, that "The Gentle Boy11 · shows aa 
-- '·-·- ·- . - -------
-- ----------11uch maturity as any of Hawthorn~ 1 s work is incred1ble 0 
... 
Matthiessen writes, "All of the fundamentals of hi.a craft, 
the kind of theme he chose, his peculiar way of handling 
it, his fascinated absorption not merely with the individual 
but with his intricate conditioning by environment and 
heritagev all remained substantially unchanged from this 
100 story to his latest ·w,ottk.'1 While a suI'prising number 
of Hawthorne 's themes, 
·techJiiques are present 
effect he soughto The 
woven, so that it does 
settings, character types, and 
Hawthorne 'does not realize the 
elements are not adequately inter• 
indeed appear that ''Hawthorne intro-
duced more material than can be ad0quately presented in 
a short story. 11101 It is too easy to see the tale as 
several "bits and pieces'' held together under the general 
-
heading ''effects of fanaticism." Ilbrahim, for example, 
contributes strongly enough to emotion, but not adequately ... , 
to meaning. Hawthorne was obviously trying to construct 
a tale, each part of which is organically linked with the 
_ones. around it, unfold-ing with ever deepening meaning. 
·unfortunately, his only clear connection is the society, 
' 
II 
i 
-- j 
1l 
fl 
- - - - -- ------- - - ----~-~--,--,--'---~ a r-1ne--s-cheme··--ror--a -n--~ealistic ,,---novel, --s-uch a.'rs --George 
lw ' 
-
I -Eliot's Middlemarch, but one not very congenial to Haw• 
thorne. In later tales the unity of eifeet is greater, 
' the reliance on contemporary knowledge unimportant. 
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Ambiguity increases while obscurity decreases; meaning 
proliferates and deepens. The effect, the experience 
---dramatically embodied• becomes tintnistakable as .all elements 
of the tale contribute. No one who has read ''Ethan Brand11 
can avoid the e.ff'ect, the feeling of isolation, of despair, 
so skilfully embodied that it becomes almost a physical 
Tl thing within the reader. "Ethan Brand'' shows a singleness 
of concentration and executi·on which 11The Gentle Boy" 
~;,:,. lacks (for all its brilliance) and which another tale of 
the aame period, "Roger Malvin's Burial" (1832), also lacks. 
III 
,-, 
The fascinating "Roger M~lvin' s Burial'' also. suf't,era 
trom faults of execution and realization; the handling of 
the materials fails to deliver the effect sought. Again, 
direction and thrust are blurred and confused. The reader 
must search for the meaning. The core of the story is 
concealment or the theme of secret guilt which appears in 
so much of Hawthorne's work. Randall Stewart points out 
that ''Reuben I s sin • • • consists not in the original 
deed itself, but in the eoneealment of the deed ~through 
a disingenuousness tantamount to dishonesty.'•102 Some 
...,(;._- ·~-~ --· . . 2 _· .. ' 
------·------- --- ---·--···-·--- --·-- --
------ --·--------------------·--~--~--~, 
--ooser-vat-ions-ma-de by· Newton Arv-:tn in his biography seem 
-
especially pertinent at this point. Discussing Hawthorne, 
Arvin writes, ''His imagination, instead of playing freely 
and flexibly over the intricate facts of human existence. 
/1 
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waa entangling 1 ts elf in the briars of a special and abnormal 
exis~ence; was looking a-c the world from a distorted angle 
- - and through colored lenses." He continues, "Certainly 
the process was to go even farther and bear even darker 
fruits; was to overcast the play of his imagination with 
a cloudy and obruscating sense of the presence of guilt 
at the heart of all human relations, and hide from his 
those sources o:C spiritual joy that lie beyond the springs_ 
of spiritual confusion. Guilt was to become, out of all 
right proporti~n~ his monotonous theme. It was to strain 
his whole view of human persona.Ii ty • nl03 While it is 
risky to seek a one-to-one relation between a writer's 
life, or his inner psychology, and his work, nonetheless, 
these observations 0£ Arvin's seem to catch some of the 
tone of this tale, for it is a tale in which starkly 
psychological factors appear to figure more prominently 
than in any of Hawthorne's other work. It is a tale 
"'-perhaps nearer fantasy than art. Hidden guilt figures 
very prominently, as does compulsion, in the acts of 
Reuben Bourne; most striking is. the portrayal of the 
uncons .. cious, both in the actions of Reuben, where almost 
psychotic behavior seems to break through, and in the use 
or·---imagery 9 such as the forest. Arvin's- -phrase; ''the dark 
coimection between guilt and secrecy,"104 captures the 
fee:J_ing of this veey dark tale. , •• 
While there is general agreement about the themes 
··.· 
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of secrecy and guilt, there is aome disagreement, or 
certainly puzzlement, about the direction the tale takes. 
In recent years 11Roger Malvin's Burial11 has received some 
' 
critical attentiono Wo Ro Thompson and Agnes Donohue are 
concerned with ''the constant symbolism ofJ the talee••l05 
Richard Adams feels that Reuben is ''emotionally and 
JQohologically unable to fill a father's role, 11 f.or "he 
is arrest~d in a childish attitude," and therefore 9 "the 
main point 1s that Reuben is able to free himself of 
' dependence on .Malvern only when he recognizes that his 
foster father is really dead and in effect buried and 
when he ratifies that recognition by destroying the 
concrete equivalent o«r his childishness as he sees it in 
Cyrus.'' This interpretQtion depends on Cyrus as a symbo-1, 
,., 
and it suffers from lack of evidence of any 11reeognition11 
within Reuben before he shoots Cyrus. With this reading 
Adams is forced to conclude that ''Reuben succeeds in 
surmounting the crisis of adolescence at a price that 
must make any reader ~eel uncomfortable.nlOB One might 
--term this approach, ''affirmation.'' Thompson traces links 
.. 
() to scripture., which he comes to regard as source, ''Employ-
71 
,_ 
ment of scripture is extensive, sub~le, and m.~~t be __ con- ___________ ~-
sidered as an organic aspect of a. complex literary method.'' 
He links Reuben with the Biblical Reuben who was Joseph's 
brother, "both [ being] under def ini ta commitment to return," 
and the "Biblical Reuben also fell into a plan to lie about 
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the matter." Cyru$ he links with the Biblical Cyrus of 
Isaiah who ''returned as God's anointed" so "that ''Israe1 
·-----------' .~-----'-'-........-.c------rou.nd redemption in Cyrus of·· Isaiah." He writes that 
72 
11both the Israelites and Reuben Bourne were rescued from 
their.torments by redeemers named Cyrus," and he thererore 
concludes, "Hawthorne's adaptation of his source material 
makes it ma.ndatory that Reuben somehow achieve salvation 
through the medium of Cyrus Bourne. ti Basing his assumptions 
· on the Bible e.s Hawthorne's "source'' is. questionable. 
Al though there are parallels, for example, "Cyrus Bourne 
--. 
resembles the Biblical Cyrus in his promise of future 
leadership, ttlO? he does not "act" as an agent in the tale, 
nor is the evidence consistent that Cyrus is a redeemer. 
Thompson, however, exemplifies tr1e "redemption'' approach 
in interpretation. 
Frederick c. Crews, who points out, "It is not Cy:rus, 
. dead or alive, who leads Reuben to his fateful appointment," 
in tracing "the sequence of the psychological events of 
the plot,'' argues that "Reuben's 'redemption' has been 
earned through murder, while the guilt from which he has 
-- .-··- the-Peby f:reed himself was attached to a crime that had 
:/ /{. 
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i ( been coramitted .only in his imaginationo" ''Hawthorne has j 
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---·----··- -- ·- -- - - ·- - - ----------· .. - -------.. :--
-·--···· .. 
-- ·- · ·-~=~app·roa-che-d the--subj·e·c·t on a deeper level than the etbica1," 
., 
'&nd 111 t is clear that Reuben has not performed a Christian 
expiation but simply rid himself of his burden of guilty 
feeling.»lOB Crews sees a "psychological basis fo~ guilt" 
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" in that ftReuben shows definite signs of looking to1n1ard 
to deserting Roger,'' and he insists, ''As always in Haw-
- ---·-· 
thorne's works, guilt is suffered more through excessive 
moral scrupulosity than through actual wrongcodoing." 
Therefore, ''in killing Cyrus he is destroying the 1 guilty' 
side of himself and.hence avenging Roger Malvin's death 
in an appallingly primitive way. The blood of a 'father' 
rests on the 'son' who disburdens himself of it by becoming 
a f'athe-r and slaying his son. This is the terrible logic 
of Hawthorne's tale. He has become the accusing father 
at the same time he has projected his own guilty self into 
Cyrus.'' In the end 11 th·e real murder is unrepented, 11 the 
murder which occurs is symbolically a _suidide, and "the 
victim stands for Reuben himself'. 11109 Cyrus, therefore, } 
"stands fort• the evil within Reuben. Crews, when faced 
with the end of the tale, resorts 1ike Adams, however, to 
seeing Cyrus as a symbol of some aspect of Reuben. Wag-
goner also gives meaning to the conclusion by seeing 
Cyrus as a symbol, for he writes, t1When he kills the child, 
then, he is killing what he most loved, but he is doing 
-- more than that : he is killing the symbolic extena-ion of 
' 1 
,, ' 
,, hblself, ,,llO thus embracing both interpretations o :s Arvin, 
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' _____ ,_ ------------ ---tentatively moving toward the ''red·emptive•• theory, writes, 
.. 
"~something l.i.ka ... Penanc~ is exacted in the end9 by Reuben's 
) a.ccidental n1urder of their son on the spot where years 
before, Roger Malvin had died in solitude" [italics mine]. 
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· 'finally concludes that Cyrus is a "sacrificial lamb. 11111 · 
With such unanimous need for Cyrus to be a symbol in order 
.. 
-- ---~to give meaning to the tale's conclusion, it is surprising 
,, 
.that no one has carefully examined the execution of the 
tale to see whether ·Hawthorne's intended meaning is 
adequately conveyed in his usage of his materials. The 
varied and tortured inte~p~etative paths to the conclusion 
f··. 
that Reuben is ''freed'' through killing Cyrus might be 
accounted for through inadequate execution by the artist. 
In any examination of the tales it is well to keep 
in mind Chase's point that "significance arises from the 
aesthetic h~rnlonies of the composition as we find it from 
story to story.••112 Therefore, while it is of some value 
: , ' 
''. 
"· 
to point out similar elements as they extend from story to 
story, such as children as ••character types" and the various 
functioning whi9h this entails and the reccurent climate 
ot isolation, separation, o~ alienation, which appears 
in so many of Hawthorne's works, nonetheless this early 
tale is a supreme example of the need to examine Hawt,horne '* 
works within their own ''border,•" 
It will be remembered the. t one !mpel'tant fune-tion of 
the gentle boy was his role as sacrificial victimo His · 
I 
-----~'pa·s-s:tv1·t·y (fou:plea· with ·the emphasis. upon his irinoce.nce - ..... ,.,----·· 
and goodness strongly supported this reading; it is only 
upon close examination that it can be seen he was e·on .. 
ceived in terms of a more complex role. This role of 
"·'• 
'· _:: 
~· ___ .1______ . ----'r··---
------ -----------~-----;--- ----. -------------------------···-----~-- . ----~---
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1acritic_ial lamb ,.who serves as redeemer has perhaps not 
received the attention it should in this paper. Hawthorne 
................. - .--·--------------·-augge st s Ilbrahim as irifluencirig-th-e red.emption- of 
Catharine, ''As if Ilbrahim' s sweetness yet lingered. round 
his ashes; as if his gentle spirit came down from heaven 
to teach his parent a true religion~ he~ fierce and 
vindictive nature was softened by the same griefs which 
had one(? irritate_d it'0 (Pe 912). But, composed in the 
same period and published in the same year in the same 
magazine, The Token, "Roger Malvin's Burial" attempts to 
uae the innocent child as redeemer more centrally. 
On the most superficial level Cyrus offers a contrast 
between innocence and naturalness, the appropriateness of 
his behavior and"that behavior of Reuben's, who is entrapped 
in such a rigid cast of guilt that both appropriateness and 
naturalness as spontaneity of response are lost. While it 
11 true that Cyrus taken strictly in terms of age (he is 
about fifteen) might be excluded in a study of children, 
he is strongly presented in chi~dish terms and fits the 
functions Hawthorne's children, serve. He is not presented 
_as sexually aware,- hav-ing knowledge, al-though there are· -·---------- --------- --
t 
hints that in this strangely "-'psychological" tale his . 
-. ·-··· ·• 7·· 
,,.·---· ·-- ·- - - -- -·--------·· ---·~--. 
--- - --- -· ... 
-- -- --- ---- .. ----·-· -----=---- -.-- -. ~-
· --- .. =-·-------·----mother·· Dorcas is not so·'·ii.na.ware of the latent sexuality 
of "my beautiful young hunter'' .(p. 1137) witll. his ''curly 
locks 11 (p. 1138). "Giving promise of a glorious manhood,• 
' 
he is "beautiful•" and "his heart (was] glad and higb.11 
-------------------
'' ., 
.. 
. .. 
_ _, ········--···--···-· --~------~---.---- .... ,_,~-----·----·-···-----·- -·~····--·--·· ,._ ------ -
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'I 
(p. 1133). Cyrus with.his •happy0 behavior, especially-
• f, 
as manifested in the warm and spontaneous interactions 
--------------·····. - .. ......... 
·- ---· ---
--
... ·- ·-·-··- ------------ --------
--'-----~-~---
with his mother, serves as a connnant on the distance guilt 
----- ----· ... --:.--:-:-::... .,. '""- -- . -· 
has created between the miserable Reuben Bourne and his · 
finer self as well as his distance from others. 
But Cyrus is structured to suggest the goodness ot 
another Reuben, the innocent youth who journeyed to the 
wars with Roger Malvin and who had a ''generous nature" 
(p. 1~27). In psycholog~cal terms Cyrus is a projection 
of a part of Reuben, of Reuben's earlier innocence and 
goodness before "selfish feeling strove to enter Reuben's 
• ' .. 
heart'' (p. 11-27). In symbolic terms he c,an be seen to 
represent the goodness that was, Reuben's as a youtb.,_. 
Hawthorne makes this explicit in using such terms as 
"Indian war," "past," nselfish," and "reflection" 
,_ 
(projectio;n), in the paragraph introducing Cyrus, so that 
the reader is reminded of the past incident of Reuben and 
Roger Malvin returning from the "Indian t!Wars.'1 
All who anticipa t:ed the return o:r Indian 
war spoke of Cyrus Bourne as a future leader in 
the lando The boy was loved by his father with 
a deep and silent s·trength as if 'Xtvhatever vJas 
good and p.&QJ2,Y in .his _01:vn natu~e h~d paen t~a:ns~ 
rerred to the childD carrying his affections with it 0 0 ® o a ror Reubenns secret thoughts and · 
'.-··· ·---~~~---· .. -·--,--,-·insula ted .... emot.i.ons had. gradually .made h-im---8.- ----·---·-~·c·---,-~-
selfish manv and he could no longer love deeply 
except where he saw or imagined some reflection 
or likeness of his own mindo In Cyrus he 
-recognized what he had himself bean in other days [Ital!cs mine] (p. II33)". 
:• 
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It· 1s difficult to escape Cyrus' ro.le as a reincarnation 
or symbol or Reuben as a youth, and the_point that he 
--------------.-------- .... -----may r·epreseri:& -what Reuben -,.-imagined" himself, not nee es sarily 
what he was in actuality. makes very little difference in 
examining the resolution of the story. Since one can 
never lose a portion 01· one's past, whether actual or 
imagined, he can also represent a part 01· the present 
Reuben., that goodness of Reuben's nature which Reuben sees 
( himself as having lost with his innocence and which Reuben 
in his guilt denies as existing. Onl.Y innocence of· the ()__. 
chila, the lost ideal, \'Vill Reuben c_!ing to and for which 
--· ,) 
he ·sacrifices the possibilities of the present life, 
tteven Doreas. though loving and beloved, was far less dear 
to him, n for he had become ''a selfish man,'' capable of 
" 
loving only himself, his own 11refle6tion11 (p. 1133). Then, 
the killing of Cyrus; is the symbolic affirmation of ~hat 
.. 
.... has already occurred,· Reuben' S: loss of innocence and/or 
goodness. 
But Cyrus' role appears to be intended to be _seen as 
a sacrifice rather than affirmation. Hawthorne writes, 
-'!Th-ere are many inst-anees of the sacrifice of life in the 
attempt to bury those who had fallen by the 'sword of the 
-·-···---·--·---------------- --
- .... "•··-·-·-· 
. -·-- ... . . 
It has been carefully pointed out 
- ti 
by many critics that wilderness, '1the tangled and gloomy 
forest" (po 1134), in this story represents the tortured 
guilt of Reuben, ''a moody man, and misanthropic" (p. 1133)-~ 
.. 
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"it is J.IIHe wilderness of his own inner world," correctly 
observes Crews.113 Wilderness represents what today iri 
\·, -
separation from both self and others. 1 Hawthorne writes 
of Reuben, ''Inwardly there was a cold, cold sorrow" 
(p. 1134); no existentialist has conveyed the feeling more 
tellingly. Hawthorne denotes the need for burial a 
... 
"superstitious regard11 and "superstitious'' often denotes 
in his work what is meant today by extreme neurosis or 
even psychosis, he.re, an obsessive concern. The use of 
"hunter11 is pertinent. also a.nd runs omniously through the 
tale: it is introduced by Roger Malvin when he says, 
''The rock beneath which we sit will serve for an old 
.... 
hunter's gravestone" (p. 1126), so that the death or the 
11young hunter'' brings about the "burial" of the "old 
.... ·. 
hunter, tfI and the tale of innocence lost comes :full circle. 
Both Cyrus and Reuben wa,:;ch with a ''hunter's eyett (p. 1134), 
and Reuben ''.fired with the instinct of a hunter'' (p. 1136) • 
The young hunter is to be sacrificed, and one awaits with 
terror the symbolic consummation of Reuben's need for 
.. expiation. 
. .·. 
But the end is ambivalent and not fully coherent. 
· ·--I-r- -eyrus· -repr·e-s-ent-s--·-a:·--·pr:ert- ··or· ·Reub en' a· ·ns.ture····rrom ·· ·tne··-·------
past, Reuben's lost childish goodneSvs, his murder will 
bring unity to the adult Reuben,~ but unity and peace of 
what sort? As Crews has suggested, the reaction of Dorcas, 
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' 
for example, "with one wild shriek that seemed to force 
itself from the sufferer's inmost soul'' (p. 1138), would 
---=------=------ ··--··-~----- ---···-- . -·---- --- - - - -
J -
-----··-·---·--·-~ 
seem to support again the, lesti sanguine iriterpr-etatlorf ___ _ 
than the "Christian'' parallel to a Biblical storyo On 
the other hand, despite these continual elements p9inting 
in a different direction, the sacrificial and redemptive 
element in the Old Testament sense receives added impetus 
from ijawthorne vs explicit statement at the end: 11His sin 
was expiated,--the curse was gone from him; and in the 
hour when he had shed blood dearer to him than his own, 
a. prayer, the first for years, went up to Heaven from the 
~ 
lips of Reuben Bourne" (p. 1139), and the puri_ty of Cyrus 
would seem to demonstrate his acceptability as sacrif!c&e 
But how to reconcile the earlier direction, "'Reuben I s 
secret thoughts and insulated emotions had gradua_lly made 
him a selfish man, and he could no longer love except 
where he saw or imagined some reflection or likeness of 
his oivn n1indvn (po 1133) with the final statement of a 
sacrifice of 1"blood dearer than his own"? Either Reuben 
has murdered to affirm the loss of his youthful goodness 
(accepted adult-hood and man's 1•sinful'' state) or he has 
atoned for his earlier ''sin,'' but this by a sacrifice 
'·. 
-------·-----···- . which is.: il'npos·s ible .. ··-· fo·r··· 1:i'·-· 11 se-lf i shn-1teuo·e1t";·· -----Tlie····-·Eiyino·orlc 
.. 
,, 
expiation for earlier sin is obviously .. Hawthorne 1 s attempted 
l 
resolution, but his handling of ~he elements of the tale 
do not lead. to his conclusion. His artistry does not 
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au1tain his intended meaning. 
In the tale Cyrus is linked with the youthful pu~ity 
that·- was Reuben·.--s-; ·He is- tlie-· re·:tnca.rnation of' "the ·young _ 
hunter" whose innocence 1~ lost at the oak tree of Malvin I a 
burialo ;[ears later, Reuben reenacts the incident which 
has dominated his unconscious mind ever since, the moment 
he sees as his loss of 1·nnocenee, in his murder of Cyrus. 
Under the oak tree he is confronted with the world, with 
choice, responsibility, sin and pain; he nralls." But 
Reuben's story is of one no more capable than Ilbrahim of 
living, 0£ entering life, of accepting the world and enter• 
ing into the magnetic chain of humanity. Ilbrahim dies, 
Reuben becomes a murderer or a psychotic. Both are ar-· 
rested at the moment of' the '1Fall," and both, frozen at 
this particular moment of experienctns, do not enter life 
as experiencing beings, do not move into process, change, 
or religion in its sense of act of worship. This is the 
direction of the tale, but what of its end? Action, 
life, unity are declared restored. Reuben can prayl 
Certainly one of the most pervasive ideas in Hawthorne's 
work ·.is present, the idea that sin always leaves its mark, 
the black print on the forehead. Here the mark is meant 
-------------- --··-·-------- to be the death -of Cyrus~nd the acceptance of this 
experience in the sense that he has made.a "sacrifice" is 
meant to be seen as afrirmation on the part of Reuben. 
Sacrifice is the stated resolution, but it is not the Q~e 
"l 
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.,.. . 1ugge1ted by the tale I s development. Fo:r the resolution 
.... 
to have any meaning Cyrus must serve as a symbol of 
-- ····-- ---- --- ---- ---- - ---· -----Tmio cent goodness, whether Reuben's prayer arises from 
affirmation and acceptance of man' a "fall'' or redemption 
through the sacrifice of the lamb. 
But aside rrom the questionable use of a child for 
this symbolic purpose, emotionally on a level with Gothic 
fiction, Cyrus, as Hawthorne creates him, presents addi• 
' 
tional difficulties, which may have been inherent in the 
elements of the tale anyway. Cyrus, like Ilbrahim• shows 
" 
some capacity for, or at least, some propensity for, if 
not evil, at least experience of the worldo He shows 
aome inclination toward movement. In other words, he 
conveys reality as a real child. The constant linking 
of him with a huni:;er (pp. 1133, 1137, 1134), "the deer 
he ·hoped to slay'' (p. 1135), is an example, for a hunter 
kills. He laughs "'with sportive mischief" (p. 1138), and 
he is eager, like little .Annie, to go forth into the world, 
"the boy • • • thought of the adventurous pleasures of the 
-. 
untrodden forest'' (Po 1134), so that he seeks adventure and 
is not statte in time, motionless in his goodness, as ·are-·-
the heavenly chilaren in their untouched and untouchable 
- --~ --- --- ------ - ~- -
~,_. ........ ~---·-··---·-~ .. ------~ ~-·---~-----·------··------1-----·· - -~~--------. .·· .. -----------··-· ---·- - . 
_purityo Finally, ''Cyrus, perceiving that his father 
gradually reswned the old direction, forbore to interfere; 
nor, though something began to weigh upon his heart. did 
his adventurous nature permit him to regret the increased 
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He:re Cyrus, 
w~ile possessing insight, also manifests an adventurous 
- .. 1 ' 
- - ---- -·--··--------------------- -----------·-····---------------------,----------- !i ·-·-··" ---- " - -----~----~-·--'----' ~----·-···''"'"' __ ._ .. .,. ___ ,,_ ----
1 e eking for experience, so that the ambivalence within 
the boy's character makes him appealingly hum~nc Insofar 
a1 Cyrus becomes a person, a human being, both good and 
evil, however, he cannot serve adequately the role ot 
aymbol the tale and its resolution demands of him. It is· 
deeply ironical that the child who needs to ·be, according 
to the demands of the story, the mqst highly symbolical 
should be the most natural and realistic of Hawthorne's 
dhildren. The r:eader cannot accept the prayer of Reuben 
in any positive sense, and the reader today might be excused 
the temptation to s~• Reuben as a madman totally escaped ..-_,,,.: 
from the limits or reality. This feeling is captured in 
Dorcas' cold horror. That lives, unforgettably, at the end. 
But the story does have a success, and that lies in 
the powerful delineation of the cold isolation and with• 
drawal., the alienation., of Reuben9 who ''by a certain asso-
y, ciation of ideas • o o at times almost imagined himself 
a murderer11 (p. 1132); the movement of the family through. 
_____ ,, __ , __ ,~~ -----~-----.. --
---.. ·---------------------- -- · the forest is terrible and .. -,iith ·tha murder, Reuben is 
released into· feeling, 11his heart was stricken and the 
. .. . - ··--. -·- __ __,,, .··-· .----,· ------- ,-- ··-··-·· '" 
'. 
I 
--·--·---·-·--'., ... ----·-·-· .. ------· 
---
" 
tears gushed out" '(p. 1139), and hence into lif'e, but at 
what a pricel He is now in actualitJ a murderero But 'in 
portraying that state of mind that is seen in Reuben, 
Hawthorne triumphs. Insofar as the story moves away from 
I 
I 
1· 
I 
i: 
. . 
,• 
. . . 
. ---· -------.. 
.. 
Reub~n Is tortured need and peculiar-· de.adness, the stoey 
fails. The genius 01· the tale lies in its portrayal of 
83 
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-· -··--·····-·- _,, ____ ----------·· -·---------·- - ·-·--·-··- ----·· ... 
. ----R-euben and hi·s disorderea mind- that· would deny expe:rienc~~ 
and his own change and instead W(?Uld carry a load of 
def'·ensive guilt, so that all the world comes to appear 
/ distorted, as the picture o~ Pearl~in the polished breast-
plate of Governor Bellingham'a. armor in the great hall. 
For Reuben it is not a picture to be dispelled by looking 
away, but one in which the reader sees him attempting to 
order his existence, that ''strange influence that had led 
him away from his premedita~ed course and so far into the 
~-pths of th~ wilderness [tor he is] unable to penetrate 
to the secret place of his soul where his motives lay \ 
... ~ 
. ....._ 
. 
hiddent1 (p. 1136) • The emotional impact of his disordered 
mind ie beautifully and powerfully rendered. Reuben covers 
his life vvith a blanket of guilt, a11 unconscious defense 
against the terribla facts of existence, and his is the 
· picture most comprehensible to the moue~ reader in Haw-, 
thorne I s :·~;k 01· the man who has lost "the wa.3 01· man. 11114 
Paul Tillich has seemed to express the idea the modern 
. 'ii/It ' 
_ .. 
___ _<::_ _____________ -,--~-------reader. sees in Reuben Bourne in his The· Courage r~ Ber: - • -- ____ _. • -~ • - I• --- ~ - - - - -. . . . . ' 
·[ 
I 
•The anxiety of becoming guilty. the horror orfeeling 
decisions and any kind of moral action almost impossible 
• • o The consciousness of guilt is misplaced. The 
moralistic.self~defense of the neurotic makes him see 
/ 
-~-~~----
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guilt where there is no guilt or where one is guilty only 
in a very indirect way. Yet the awareness of real guilt and 
: ,. 
·JT" 
I.LL. 
- . - ., ... . . . ' _· ,i .· 
---------· ~- -
- ··- -
----
_th_tt ___ self~condemna-ti-on· -whi-ch·--1 s ideiit-ic a 1- with man ' s exia• 
.tential self-estrangement are repressed, because the 
courage which could take them into itself is lacking.•115 
The portrayal of Reuben is that of a man fixated at a 
particular moment of expe:rience, and compulsively wrapped 
in his guil'ti., ''his one sec1~et thought became like a chain 
binding down his spirit" (p. 1132.). He need not live, 
-
-he was ''a neglectful husbandman't (p. · 1132). The murder 
-. 
' of Cyrus would be the moment in which Reuben casts off 
,,Z? 
' f-
.,~ ... 
,, his pseudo-guilt and takes on the real guilt of his axis• 
. ' 
tence--he is enabled to pray an.d to say, ''Forgive me, 0 
Lord, a sinner." .In this existential sense the tale 
expresses meaning relevant to man's living. What is 
inescapably presented, whatever Hawthorne's purpose, is 
'\ increasing emotional illness culminating 1n a ''psychotic 
b1:>eak," which Hawthorne captures in terrifying detail, 
. ' 81 The twelfth of MayJ I should remember it well,' muttered 
he, while many thoughts- occasioned a momentary conf'usion 
in his mind. 'Where am I_Jj . Whit-:t1.er am I w-andering? V'lhere 
did I leave him? t •t (p. 1135). No clinical report could 
- -----------.---~~~-_
_
 ____,..__.. -----·----~-t··--- - -- -- . 
r 
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-=-"' _ ------------~ 
____ .. __ ___ 
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The characte~ of Cyrus~ insofar as it has "realism," 
1eads away from Hawthorne1s centr~l concern, the tortured 
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and lost existence of Reuben Bourne~ and auch conflicting 
' . h ., 
elements as Dorcas' reactions to the loss of her boy, her 
__ ·'~~---.a-e-arch --1n-···wh·ich she sou-gb.t everjwhere ttthe coUlltenanoe ot . ------------ --- -
-------- -· --- ------~-·-·-:-"' 
~" ... --··~--- -· ·-.---------
. 
her son, laughing with the sportive mi'schief that is born 
of affection" {p. 1138}), adds to the horror of the deed 
itself and detracts from any emphasis on meaning, such 
as redemption. The reader's sympathies are split, ·and 
the resolution is confused and 11n1ud_diedo '' Othe·r con- .. 
siderations, other emotions instrude, and ·one is almost 
.. 
surprised at Reuben's reentrance and horrified at his 
feeling cleansed. Point of view, the world seen through 
one emotional lens, is lost. The central and dominant 
purpose is diffused. The story suffers deeply from the 
'·'-
lack of unwavering purpose and control which moves un-
erringly in Hawthorne's later, greater works, where. indeed, 
''no quarter" is given. Wbiereas Edgar Allan Poe is known 
-~ 
for his statements regarding the necessity for a single 
effect in a shor~_story, it is Hawthorne who in his best 
work makes the meaning or the principle of the single 
effect live. Insofar. as Hawthorne allows no intrusion in 
! 
! 
! his unerring movement t-owa~rd his resolution, no matter i 
t 
1 how terrible, his artistry is masterful, overpowering, and i 
-... ,.... , .... --------· - - - -----· .. - ----1 absolutely unified. Unfortunately, for all of its power, i 
~ 
i 
i this sto~y violates this important canon of H14:wthorne's 1 
creative genius, so· that foza all its depth of ·conception, 
it is a tale deeply flawed. 
.. ········-·--------- ------,---- ..... _ ... _.. --~ .,.. ---·------~--------~---
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Discussion or "The Vision ot the Fountain" has been 
omitted for several reasons. Vtlliether the sketch was meant 
--~----- - to be parody, as stigge·ste'd by' -s-eynioiir ·or·oss, who of-fera 
... 
. 
- ----- --- --
~· ---:- ----.--------·--·- •i,c,- -----·-- --:- ·--··-·-··· -,c-·-·-·-, - ··-· , .. -· --- -, ... - ·,.· --
a rather.convincing argument that when published without 
the rrame 9 the tale loses its meaning,116 or a straight• 
forward eulogy of the virtues of pure maidens, the concern 
seems to be not with sweet infants but with those characters 
_closely linked. ,,1th the maiden group, a f'airly well devel• 
oped character type in itself in Hawthorn.e I s work. Closely 
allied by virtues of generosity and nobility to children, 
their particular talent is "upliftin_g." They offer a. 
vision, but it is not necessarily one of untouched or pre• 
lapsarian innocence, nor do they point up what is most 
' 
"naturaln' in the -sense of appropriate and close to nature. 
They do not ·in any sense point up what man once was, but 
., 
act as 11.aids11 to what he might become: their ''vision" 
is often expressed as one of l1eaven in a transcendent 
sense. Furthermore, the girls in this tale are linked 
with the riddles of maturity, especially sexual maturity, 
i 
:.•.; 
if only in te~m.s of denial, '' spiritualization. ". Thei:r . 
age suggests this also. Hilda is the mature and most 
se~ious representative of this group; Rachael may be the 
most giddy, i 1f ·one sees her in the context of the opening . :...:.-- ·_•_: ·.-.: ·.:~-· .·, • .'~ . ..;:~'.'..--:c.o·.· • .,::-.• ::.·-•. ··.-:-_ - ~ - .... - .• 
I 
of the original version quoted by Gross, and Phoebe of 
The House of the Seven Gables the most domestic. 
Annie o:f ''Little .Annie's Ramble'' (published 1835) 
I . 
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otters ·perhaps th·e most sentimentalized picture o:f the 
*pure innocent." "Little Annie's Ramble" and anothe:r 1 
• 
-----'-~-
----~ ------·-----r 
-.. 
sketch published the same year, ''A Rill from the Town 
Pump" are characterized by Matthiessen as 0 some of the 
most drearily innocuous sketohest' V\Jritten by Hawthorne; 
Warren terms "Little Annie's Ramble,tt a ttthin sketch," 
and elsewhere it is denounced for its "inanity." But 
., 
Waggoner has pointed out, "We may often, as we have seen, 
go to the sketches to find out the meanings Hawthorne 
intended to express in the fictionGnll7 
Th@ most outstanding characteristic of Annie, aside 
from her ittcuteness,'9 ''the pretty child,'' who 11 like some 
bright bird in the sunny air, with her blue silk frock 
fluttering upwards f'rom her white pantalets, '1 with her 
"brown curls,tu "the prettiest fairy of them a11,nll8 is 
her happiness. She is ''a gay little girl 9 n ,.,a happy child"; 
she dances to the tune played by the street musician, 
"little Annie whose feet began to move in unison with the 
~ 
... ·~-., lively tune,'' so that she even becomes a ''giddy ohild. 11 
Finally, she is ''a sinless child'' and ''grown people ••• 
pay the same reverence to her infancy that they would ·to 
extreme old age," possibly because they are both near 
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heaven. 
C 
But Annie is not quite as pure as a first glance would 
suggest. She seeks adventure, in contrast to the time-
lessness 0£ perfection: "wearying of this wide and 
; 
1. r·•·. 
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pleasant street., she feels that impulse to go strolling 
--------------------
-- - - . - - - - -- - --- - -- - ---- ------ -
- - ·------
·------------------ - --- - ------- - ------ - . . 12 
awayD that longing after the mystery of the great world.". O 
----------------------.------ -
. -----·--- -------------·· ------ ------- ----- .. --- ···-- - - .. ·- ..... --
·--i.1-tliou gh clothed--1:n ticiite11 terms, she shows, 1:r not pride, 
at least a strong propensity toward it, for when the 
people "'all turn aside she appears conscious o:f her claim 
to much respect," and 11Annie, more than I, seeks for a 
glimpse of her passing figure in the dusty looking-glass 
at the ,hardware store." The dolls to whom Annie is compared 
have a 11fashionable stare,'' and Annie ''looks wishfully 
at the proud lady in the window,'' while the reader is 
informed, "She [the doll] is an inhabitant of that wild 
world with which children ape the real one," certainly an 
121 ambivalent sµggestion. 
Hawthorne's choice of images and scenes contributes 
to an ambivalency; the narrator speaks of "ladies that 
are also toys'' and of ''a crowd in pursuit of ~oys. n 
- - -,•-,------~ ~~- --- ---;-., ... ·:1 
There is a canary in a cage and a squirrel in a wire 
wheel, who "being condemned to the tread mill • • • makes 
it an amusement.'' There is a great deal of discussion 
about wildness, wild beasts, cages, and toys. It might 
----~--~--be-objected that this is the viewpoint or the narrator, 
be of the '1black attire, measured step," and certainly 
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is one or the points around which the sketch revolves • 
• 
., But the tale is titled ''Little Annie's Ramble,'' and the it:\' 
,'.\: J,' 
conclusion is inescapable that this is meant to represent 
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• 
th• w.o:rld in which she seeks ''adventu_re," experience. 
Furthermore, the narrator makes the point that "there· 
--------- --
1 . th b t . nl22 s a sympa y e ween ... _uso They go to see ''the wild 
beasts,''. who "come only to do homage to my little Annie.'' 
"Here we see the very same wolf--do not go near him, 
....... 
Annie& The self~same wolf that devoured Little Red Riding 
Hood. 0123 "Little Red Riding Hood," it will be remembered, 
is a tale of entrance into the worl·d of adult sexuality, 
so that Annie's eagerness to go see the wild animals can 
be interpreted on one level as a desire to attain maturity, 
especially sexual maturity. The desire to go forth, to 
look pretty in the reflection of the store mirror and to 
encounter the "wild'' animals can be linked together· to form 
this disquieting undercurrent. Furthermore, it is not 
Annie, the pure child, who will not grow up, but the 
nar:cdor who does not w.is.h .her to do so. Innocence is -- ----= ~;;.:-- - "'-~·- - -. ,_~....,...~-,-,_7,,--.·~---=---cc· -
not so much in the child, but in the desires 011 the 
beholder. 
Annie's movement toward the ~orld is marked by 
ambivalence, although again it is the narrator's emotions 
. . 
-
c-- ·which form the ·point of view. Tel,J.ing of· the monkey, he 
says, ''Their ugliness s~ocks her pure, instinctive delicacy 
. ._;.·;······ .. ·• . ;:...;. ____ •. -·· --- .•-;:,-·--·;-··,-:···.:c";"--~··· .. , ...• -:-··-· ;c,c;:.c::···· .... ,. - ._ . __ ·:···,-:--.--; -~;-:·, . • • -.--·' -,.·,~ ., ~ ·.·7.' ···_,:-,·.-_,-_·:,.·., --·; 
of taste, and makes her mind unquiet, because it bears a 
wild and dark resemblance to humani,:;·y," while the evil of 
the world is presented even more clearly in ''the scream 
of a little child, rising louder with every repetition of 
--- ··,·-·-·--·---- -···· ...... - . .· - .. 
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. th.at amart, sha,rp slapping sound produced with an open - ·---· ··----· ~--· · - .. I ' 
j-
-- . -
---[ ---
. 1 hand on tender flesh. nl24 Annie sympathizes, though ... .. ______ -~- --! 
· ---- - - WlthC>Ut · e.Xperiencing, 125 b'Ut th; ;e~der is not -reassured I 
! 
' I that Annie's innocence is permanent. There is more than I 
l 
I a hint, not only in the presentation of the world, but \ 
l within Annie's own nature that she will come to partake 
of ''wild and dark'' humanity, where women are like toys--
despite the narrator's fervent w·ish that this will not 
occur. 
When the town crier appears, the narrator wonders in 
" 
a strangely Freudian instance, ''Will he tell us of some 
monstrous beast, more horrible than any in the caravan? 
I guess the latter.,'' but he has only come to advertise 
. the loss of Annie an9, seek ''whoever will bring her back 
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to her afflicted mother.n The narrator and Annie hurry 
homeward, the :ria~rat<>r sayipg" ''Let us .hasten. homeward; 
and as we go, forget not to thank Heaven, my little Annie, 
that, after wandering a little way into the world, you 
may retu~n at t~e first summons, with an untainted and 
unwearied heart and be a happy child again. ••126 Annie 
- ·-~ 
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-
--;- I• - --. 
-~-- can return this time, but implicit is the s,uggestion that 
the future will not be so 1thappy, '' coming as 1 t will in 
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--·- a world of pain and wildness, with 11monstrous beasts" and 
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''toy women" ( strikingly Freudia.n=lika references to 
J~ 
~ 
aexuality) • She w:111 not return to her ''afflicted mother'' 
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What is interesting ·1n. this tale is _not __ only- the------~---- ------------- -- --- - -·------
disquieting undertones of the sunny ''ramble,'' but the 
narrator's attitude of sorrow and of strong desire that 
this "experiencing'' would never occur. t Annie seeks time 
and the world; in innocence she seeks to leave innocence. 
A slight framing reinforces this interpretation. The 
second paragraph of the tale centers upon the structuring 
of Annie as ''sinless child,'' and the second paragraph 
.preceding the end reestablishes this idea, mentioning 
her 11untainted and unwearied heart. n The result-, is a 
frame of untouched, static innocence around the dis• 
quieting action of the ''ramble.'' Annie returns saf'ely 
to her home, to innocence, untouched, but the implication 
is clear that someday Annie will not watch but partake, 
for Annie seeks to leave her sunny street, she seeks 
adventure even more actively than CyPus, who merely --~-
- ''forbore to interfere. u The tone is heavily sentimental 
and nostalgic, becat1.se of the narrator, who wishes not 
only that one-could return, go back to childish innocence 
which is the best of all possible states, ~ut that such 
innocence could be preserved forever (no wonder he wears 
--~- -----~-------------- ' 
the black of death). The narrator speaks of children as _. -------------_.,-_ _.._- .-- -.,cc,--·.,......... 
_ ._,--.,··. _ .,.,-c_·- .. _ _.., .. _,.,., .. " .... -·c·,·,.,c _. ,-~•·"''•··,,·,.cc··-··- ,·-,c·•·•-·--·ccc·-.c-,c·, • ,.,··---·-·", ... ,...... ,-.-., ._. , ...... ·· 
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; j ~_.~~-·--·-····those··-· ro·untains . of still fresh existence J It possibly a 
faint foreshadowing or Miriam by the fountain in The 
· Marble Faun. His desire to idealize and cling to this 
-
.. ,....,;r.,-::, 
part of existence, to partake oi:' it, is embarrassingly 
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as if the narrator represented the other side of Reuben 
. ··-· - '-·-· -., .. 
. ' I 
" 
- - - - ----- - . ----·- -----·-··- ... -·-······ .... 
I I 
Bourne's shattering (to him) experience in leaving hia 
' youthful innocence. Reuben's inability to aecapt the 
world's (and his) evil is strangely linked, not in tone . . 
but in id•a, with the dark~coated narrator's fervent 
thankfulness that Annie returns home pure. In both this 
sketch and another of the same time, 11A Rill from the 
Town Pump," children's innocence is almost adored and 
ee~tainly heavily sentimentalized, although each child 
contains a faint hint within his own nature of an inevi-
table partaking of the world. The point of view is one 
of sadness that this should occur and that experiencing 
will inevitably be painful. 
IV 
8 Th• Artist of _ tbe B.eautiful!~ ___ and MinoP Tale•- -- -~ - -----~~ - ~- - ~-. --~-.--- -_._. __ ,._._··---,~------~ .. - - -
11The Artist of the Beautiful,'' published 1844 in 
Democratic Review, is concerned in the person of Owen 
Warland t11ith 1 tl'le search for the ideal, 11 the beautiful 
idea [ which] has no relation to size, and may be as per• 
,, 
.fectly developed in a space too minute for any microscopic 
investigation" (p. 1141). The path chosen is artistic 
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endeavor, and in this tale Hawthorne's artistry is seen 
at its·maturity. His skill and pol~sh is reflected in 
his usage of those ideas, which surround his earlier 
children, but now in such a way that they are inseparable 
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from and integral to the fabric of his tale and its theme. 
A marriage is seen to have been effected in this tale 
between Hawthorne's concep~ions and his execution, so that 
the intended meaning and the portrayed meaning are the same. 
The resolution of this tale, as Mathiessen has pointed 
.ou't, is that "the· acute discrimination between the two 
realms was preserved by the artist~n127 the two realms 
being the ideal and the practical. The latter is repre- · 
1ented by the materialist Peter Hovenden, the "business-
j, man," and the "man of main st'rength, n Robert Danforth 
(p. 1143). The story details Owen's struggles: as JatrBa 
W. Gargano, who seeks to show that the artist's success 
"grovi,s out of his involvement with society,n observ·es, 
•
1owen' s life resembles a kind of pilgrimage in the artist 1 1 
progress," and Richard Fogle nieely ·"terms the tale 11 an 
_____ aesthetic Pilgrim's Progress in vJhich the artist journey-s · 
his diff icull road tov,ard salvation," so that ''the plot· 
cons'ists of a series of oppositions. 1• 128 Fogle continues, 
-.,. 
11Hawthorne expounds fundamental ethic, metaphysic, psy-
chology and aesthetic of K'nglish romanticism,~.0 and 
imagination • • 0 perceiV,es the ideal, which is the innate 
reality and truth of things. Imagination endows the world 
-·-·~-·----~- ·-- ·--···-- ···-··--·-----· ·-··-----·-------- ------··-·- ····- ·-·-··- ...... "•·-··----·---- ..... -·--· -·---- ·-
with life and unity a.nd consequently with meaningn and 
t1reproduces them in art, end.owing the individual work 
... , .... ,. with such life and organic unity as is possible. a~d 
appropril}t• to it.'•129 
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One 1tep or encounter in the pilgrim.age ld.nka Owe11 ever 
ao. faintly with innocent childhood and fore shadows the 
creation of Violet and Peony in ''The Snow Im!3-ge'": ''He 
wasted the sunshine, as people said, in wandering through 
the woods and fields and along the bar1ks of· streams. There 
like a child, he found amusement in chasing butterflies 
or watching trJ.e motions ot· we,.ter insects" (p. 114·5). Here 
' Hawthorne us_es the ideas associated with childhood, such 
as ·joy in nature, innocence, timelessness (in the sense 
of outside time), to suggest something about the creative 
experience of the artist. ''The chase of butterflies was 
an apt ernblt;:;ru of the !·deal pursuit in which he .tiad spent 
so man·y golden hours'' (p. 1145). Here is stated a direct 
tie with Violet and Peony's story, that the ideal can be 
grasped only by those who partake of it, who enter the 
realm of pure innocence. __ In this sense, the pure child 
is best able to transcend nat11re to grasp, embody, the 
ide~l world beyond: "Ye shall be as little children. n 
• • • 
This represents an important leap in Hawthorne's work and 
, his usage of the innocence of childhood. What was earlier 
seen with nostalgia as ttheaven lost,n ntainted" purity, 
is now integrated into man's adult experiencing, into his 
I . 
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. ----------·----- --------·· _____ ___.c-~------~-maturity-, by means of" the artistic experience. It .is an 
importantly affirmative usage of the heavenly innocence 
of childreno 
On the other h~nd, the ''earth'' dichotomy seen· in 
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Hawthorne 1a earlier work also I'eceives 1 expression in 
Hawthorne's portrayal of Owen Warl.and' s pilgrimage as 
95 . 
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artist. Following Annie's engagement, "he went through 
a fit of illness," following which "his aspect had a 
childishness such as might have induced a stranger to 
pat him on the l1eadt" (p. 1150); he partakes of the earth• 
for he "trusted confidently in n.othing but what his hand 
.. 
could touch," a faint fore shadowing of the Danforth baby. 
nrt was as if the spirit had gone out of him, leaving the 
body to flourish in a sort of vegetable existence, 11 for 
"he had lost his faith in the invisible" (p. 1150). Here 
Hawthorne is seen using those aspects hitherto denoted 
as the earth child's to expand and illustrate Owen 
Warland 1s materialistic phase. 
, In fact, the tvv10 aspects or poles of childhood which 
receive expression in Warland's pilgrimage are echoed in 
the child of Annie and Robert Danf'orth, so that the child• 
like man foreshadows the manlike child; one creates, one 
destroys. Childish innocence in its purest form in this 
tale would seem to convey the idea of taith in spiritual 
.~------------------·---things·-, in the realm of the ideal coupled with an ability 
to "transcend'' the material realm. This idea plays through 
:"f', 
.:· I , 
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several figures to suggest an innocent faith untainted by 
the skepticism of the world's materialism. As Edward . 
Wagenknecht aptly notes, ''This tale shows that Hawthorne 
·,r 
~nd Emerson based their aesthetics on their idealism.••130 
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The presence of th.is faith or belief, which should not be 
·;·confused~ with the creative act itself--it has more to do 
-- -----------·------
. ---·-·----··with. an op.eriness to ... the vision of the ideal, that sympathy . ' 
which enables man to grasp or ''see'' the transcendent 
... , . 
reality beyond the material form--is signified by a child-
like joy: ''Like a child he found amuse~ent in chasing 
butterflies'' (p. 1145), and, '''Be what it may, it is a 
pretty plaything,' said the blacksmith, ·grinning with 
childlike delight" (p. 1154). In response to this feeling 
•. 
the butterfly "lives." But the clearest expression of this 
is seen in the ba.by.1himself, who is a peculiarly complex 
mixture of the two realms. He is 11 a young child of 
strength. '1 p1-· .· Leland Schubert, wh6c~oes a beautiful job of 
tracing the continuing motifs of strength in the story, 
~rites, "Danforth's strength is a prefiguration which 
eventually resolves in -·the · strength of his child, n a 
"very earthly childn131 111111th something so sturdy and 'real . 
. in his composition that he seemed moulded out of the 
densest substance which ,earth could supply,•• but also 
11a little personage who he.'d come mysteriously out of the 
.. 
__ infinite-!' (p. 1152) o His connection \qrith the ea:rthly •• I ,· 
realm is made explicit, for he nt stared at Owen with a _________ ____________________ .. __ -----,---·-- ~----·-·--· .... ;;,.,;,.,.:--- _______.,_.,.,.-~~......,,,.~..,..-· - ---loolc of • --~- • -sagacious observation'' so that ''the artist 
'\ 
was disturbed by the child's look9 as imagining a resem .. 
blance between it and Peter Hovenden 1s habitual expression. 
He could have fancied that the old watchmaker was compressed 
.,.i.'', 
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into this baby shape'' ( p. 1152). \ f I 
j 
Thus the lines are drawn, so that when a few page1 
----------lateP---w-i-th-the- approach -of- P-eter Hovenden "with a sneer · . J ------- -··--- ·. ---_---·-- ---------- i' 
. _, 
~· 
upon his face that always made people doubt, as he him• 
self did, in everything but a material exis·tence'' (po 1155), 
the butterfly is seen to droop and almost fall, the reader 
cannot but be uneasy when the butterfly .is given to the 
''child of main strength." nHere is my child; let it rest 
on his innocent hando There, perhaps, its life will revive 
and its colors grow brighter than ever, '0 suggests its 
mother (p. 1155). The struggle of the tale is centered 
in the one figure, appropriately enough in the terms of 
\ . 
the story, in that of a child, ''At first• when transferred 
from Robert Danforth' s hand to the· small finger of the child, 
this radiance grew so powerful that it positively threw 
the little fellow's shadow back against the wall. He 
~-.--~-----· 
meanwhile, extended his plump hand as he had seen his 
father and mother do, and watched the waving of the 
insect's wings v,ith infantine delightn (Po 1155). Here 
is the joy and innocence of the heavenly child in touch 
,! 
·, 
:1 
ij 
with the transcendent real_m._ But Hawthorne continues_,_ _________ _ __ !!---~-- -------- - ,. -- ------ ----- -- ----- -- --- -
working within his duality ever inward and focusing, 
~~-.. --=-,= -=--~.--,---=----=----~- -''Ne-ve-rthele,s--s,·--·the·re was a certain odd expression or--------------,.,- ... =·-------·---
·-
sagacity that made _Owen w·arland feel as if here we~ old 
Peter Hovenden, partially, and but partially, redeemed 
from his hard scepticism into childish faith'' (p. 1155) • 
f"''t, 
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The circle tightens, nAs ··1r the ·butterfly, like the artist, 
I ., 
were conscious of something not entirely congenial in the 
- child's nature~ it alternately sparkled and grew.dim" 
{p. 1155), beautifully reflecting the s~ruggle of the 
tal~:;", although to the careful re~der the balance appears i 
ominously on the side of the earthly or material. The· use 
of ''sagacity," which recalls the earlier "sagacious,'·' 
provides but one example of the careful artistry which 
contributes to this effect. Irrevocably the circle closes • 
"With a wavering movement, and emitting a tremulous 
radiance, the butterfly struggled., as it were, towards the 1··~ ·-
·, 
infant, and was about to alight upon his finger; but while 
it still hovered in the air, the little child of strength, 
with his grandsire's sharp and shrewd expression in his 
face, made a snatch at the marvellous insect and com-
pre~sed it in h.is hand" (p. 1156). The.material has crushed 
the representation of the spiritual, and the story's 
illumination of both man's nature and the nature of 
reality, the real world, is fully realized. 
Dynamically the baby serves to concentrate and 
. ' 
~-------- ------ -in;tensify the previously recur~ing struggle of the story 
to the inescapable resolution, and the use of the ''real" 
···· .·-. .. -··. -·-··--
··--··- ::-:-:-:- .. -.. - --· . -'<.---------·--- --· -~----- -···- .. ---
~igure of the baby makes the meaning live--character, 
"· action, meaning are beautifully one. The material, the 
earthly, has absolute away over its realm. Fogle points 
out, t•understanding has taken its due tribute; what is 
I '. , 
- u ='-='--L-. 
', 
\ 
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t' ' • 
L - -••.:_. --·---------------·---·~----·'--·-·-------~--
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subject to the senses it must command. ,,132 But Owen is 
freed and can escape the need for material shape and 
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_________ -··----------·--------- contempla i;e, participate, in the ideal -in itself., in -it-s- --·------ ---~-- --· ..:. ___ _ 
------- .-----·-
:,iilit· 
own untouchable realm 9 and this is accessible to him in 
.. his maturity•-indeed, total maturity is a prerequisite. 
Childish innocence is not sought backward, in man's childish 
chronological past, but in transcending this "vale of tears," 
that is, the material world, to an enjoyment of the ''heaven!~ 
beyond. The terms of child.hood are available to Hawthorne 
from his earlier work to express this transcending to 
"childlike" experiencing. The babe serves as a proper 
vehicle not only to intensify the conflict on the _plot 
level but to embody or reflect in his duality the duality 
of Owen's own nature and experiencing of life. The 
material man, snatching, even grasping, finally encasing 
the spiritual in the material, can only be defeated as 
' long as this objectification represents the end. To 
clarify his own conception, to manifest to others (art), 
is right and, obtainabl~, but for this to serve as a final 
and fulfilling statement is contradictory to the nature 
of things and is therefore doomed to failure. The use of 
the baby focuses and manifests this theme: the butterfly 
,-----------'-,---------------------·-----------shatters--in h-is tigh-t lit-tle grasp. Materia-1- is within 
time and doomed to destruction. The ideal is beyond time 
and:·-enduring. 
This story is a f'ine example of that unity of. theme 
----·-·- - -,·----------- ------
·--· ------ -- .. -- -·---- -- --· ---------- -·-·- ·-·-- - -
·11 , 
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and emotion in his materials which characterizes Hawthorne I s 
finest work. Here can be seen the mature artist at work, 
···.i',', 
:;i_'' 
'I 
----------- ---------·---- ---·-------- --------
-----·-· wed.ding material and meaning into a uniried and coherent, · · 
vision. Emotion is controlledi~.{~and serves properly as a 
catalyst. Here is organic unity of character, action, 
and theme which evolves the tale inward to the core of 
intensification. Many levels and circles of meaning are 
captured in a single climactic moment. The technique 
imperfectly realized in "The. Gentle Boy'' of echo and 
,· -\ 
. ,. 
evolvement, the organic connection between the stories of· 
Ilbrahim, Tobias, and Catharine, which was not realized, 
here reaches fulfillment. 
''The Snow Image, 11 published 18501 is a sto:ry that 
also uses tne tl1eme of pure innocence, here, children in 
actuality, reflecting, "being in touch with," the Platonic 
ideal, the snow image. It can be, therefore, closely 
linked with "The Artist of the Beautiful," but in Violet 
and Peony's story faith appears more central. Again, one 
has the materialist, here the children's father, Lindsey, 
ttan exceedingly matter-of-fact sort of man, a dealer in 
hardware ••• st·urdily accustomed to take v,hat is called 
the common~sense view of all matters that came under his 
- -- -------- --- ------·---------consideration" (p. 1159). Again, one has the concrete 
embodiment of the ideal, "the sno:w.:.child [ who] gleame,d and 
sparkled., and • • • seemed to shed a glow all round about. 
hern (p. 1167). And again, achievement is through faith 
-----------------~= ,,·_ .-,, ·_,. , . ,, .. ·- , .. ,-,,,.'I 
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and persistence, for t•the children likewise. kept busily 
"' 
at work in the garden,n •tthey seemed positively to tl1ink 
that the snow-child would run abo-ut and play with them.'' 
until 11 they both cried out to her with one voiceo The 
tone W$.S not a tone of surpi,ise, although they were \ _ 
evidently a good deal excited; it appeared rather.as if 
they were very much rejoiced at some event that had now 
happened, but which they had been looking for, and had 
reckoned upon_ all along" (p. 1163). Here Hawthorne uses 
actual children, whereas Owen had to become ''childlike'' 
in order to capture the vision. It is significant that 
the mother, who shares the vision~ is described as follows: 
11All through life she had kept her heart full of childlike 
simplicity and faith, which was as pure and clean as 
crystal; and, looking at all matters through this trans-
- parent m~di~, she sometimes saw truths so profound that_ 
.the other people laughedda.t· themn (po 1167). The child• 
like see materiality as a "transparent medium." Further--
more, the snow image, like the butterfly that glows, spar• 
kles for those·who believe--" his wife had been looking 
on, and was wonder-struck to observe how the snow-child 
.1 ··~. 
gleamed and sparkled, and how she seemed to shed a glow 
-- - - - -- ---------------- -~ 
· .. -.. - . . . .. . -- --0·· ----- -- _- --,····---·-······· 
all round about her; and when driven into the corner, she 
positively glistened like a starJ'' (p. 1167) o The chilttren ··· 
intuitively discern her nature and plead with their father 
not to bring her into the warmth or the parlor, but he, 
'L 
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like those ·of the world in "The Artist of the Beautiful'' 
persists, "But now kind Mr. Lindsey had entered the garden, 
2 1 
• 
. . . . . --· ·-· -- ... --~--· ·---------------··· 
--
--·-···--·----------------········----- ..... 
... ---· - -------· ... . . . -
·!-
breaking away from his t-vvo children, who still sent their 
shrill voices after him, beseeching him to -let the snow-
child stay and enjoy herself in the cold. west-wind. As 
he approached, the snow~birds took flight. The little 
white damsel~ also, fled backward, shaking her head, as 
if to say, •Pray do not touch meJ'" (p. 1167). The effect 
of the materialist is again seen to be antithetical to the, 
-ideal, tt she followed him, droopingly and reluctant; for 
all the glow and sparkle had gone out of her figure; and 
whereas just before she had resembled a bright, frosty, 
star-gemmed evening, with a crimson gleam on the cold 
horizon, she now looked as dull and languid as a thaw" 
(p. 1168). Like the butterfly, the snow image exists 
' acQording to ,"one's childlike simplicit.y and faith" 
(p. 1167). 
i 
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. I In this tale Hawthorne, howev~r, is seen employing, 
an element that is new, ce~tainly in the emphasis given 
it in comparison t.o the earlier , "The Artist of the 
----- ---- ---------- ~-- --Be·autiful. n At first the motl1er "almost doubted whether 
it were a real __ chi'd after all, or only a light wreath of 
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the new~fallen snow, blown hither ~nd thither about the 
garden by the intensely cold westm,i-vina'' ( Po 1164 )'. I11:deed, 
"so~e of the neighbors, meanwhile, seeing him from their 
windows wondered what could possess poor Mr. Lindsey to 
'<I 
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I be running about his garden in pursuit of a snow-drift" 
(p. 1167). The use 01· ambiguity grows in his later work, 
n 
· ; __ --""'--------and it is s·ignificant that this work ~appears near the ... ·······--·-----·--------·-. . --:-----:-·.------ -
time of The Scarlet Letter (1850) with its ambiguous 
treatment of the scarlet letter, especially the sky image. 
As noted earlier, Violet and Peony appear as almost 
perrect examples of the innocent child: both are ••very 
beautiful"; Violet "was. of a tender and modest disposition" 
(p. 1159); and they are "bright little souls11 (p. 1160),. 
truly '1heavenly11 children (p. 1161). This purity or 
heavenly aspect is often expressed from the mothe~'s point 
.-J 
of view, as, "the mother, ~s she listened., thought how 
fit and delightful an inciderit it would be, if fairies, 
\-:.. 
or still better, if angel children were to come from 
paradise, and play invisibly with her o,11Jn darlings'' 
(p. 1161), and '''My little g+rl and boy dese:rve such play-
c, 
mates, if mortal children ever didl' said the mother to 
herself; and then she smiled again at her own mothe~ly 
priden (pp. 116limll62). It is possibly for this reason 
that many critics have characterized the work as nessentially 
_Jl children's tale.t1 Millicent Bell says it is ••w:ritten 
in the tender, musing bedtime tone of the :rather or Una 
·I ~ 
··1' 
.. =· ,-=·a~~="~=and ··-· Ju1-1an, 11 ana··Mark· van Doren says that "sentiment -·--·······------~·- ---,--,----·----
133 
overprettifies the children.'' The snow image is trans-
formed into· a living creature by the kisses of the children, 
and obviously the tone is somewhat inf'luenced by an effort 
------- --------·--
--------
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to convey or represent this loving feeling. That it is 
too sentimental and too '' sweetu is obvious. Hubert Ho 
104 
- .. --. - ··.~--·-- ----~---_'._. 
Hoeltje, whose study is heavily characterized by senti• 
mentality, may inadvertently have caught the tone Hawthorne 
hoped to achieve, if not the meaning, "Here is little Julian, 
still his affectionate small self as Peony; and here, Una, 
not now an unpredictable Pearl, but Violet, the-cherubic 
young lady who had loving times with-her father when they 
took walks together on May a1·ternoonse'tl34 'fffuatever the 
hoped-for effect, the tone is too saccharine for modern 
readers, too much like a Victorian magazine piece• ''the 
good lady bundled upoher darlings ••• and put ••• a 
pair of striped gaiters on each little pair of legs ••• 
' 
and gave them a kiss apiece, by way of a spell to keep 
away Jack Frost" (p. 1159). 
' ' 
Hawthorne's ironic humor at_ the end is equally stilted• .... -~~- .... 
a,1tnough his reiteration of Mr. Lindsey as ''kind'·' is a 
nicely ironic touch: ''The remarkable story of the snow~ 
image, though to that sagacious class of people to whom 
good Mr. Lindsey belongs it may seem but a childish affair, 
· is, nevertheless, capable 01· being moralized in various 
methods, greatly for their edification, ti for 11 1t behooves 
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men, and especially men of benevolence 
• • • before acting 
on their ph_ilanthropic purposes to be quite sure that they 
comprehend the nature and all the relations of the business 
in handn (p. 1170). This nhumor" is strangely jarring in 
I• 
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tone with the rather pathetic pleading of the children 
and their sadness, "'Yes, .father,' said Violet, looking 
reproachfully at him, through her tears, 'there is all 
... 
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tha·L is left of our dear little snow-siste:r1 'tt (p. 1170) 0 
The third of the ''ideality'' tales which use children 
is "The Great Stone Face," published in the National Era. 
18501 where again Hawthorne is seen as being concerned 
with the ideal which underlies or lies behind natural 
forms. While it is hardly accurate to term the tale 
"a tribute to Emerson, " 135 nonetheless the idea embod18d 
behind the stone face owes much to transcendentalism in 
the sense of a transcendent reality behind nature. There 
is much of the Emersonian, or certainly New England Trans-
cendentalists' ideal in the simple,. natural figure or 
Ernest. As Foster has written, ''In 'The Great Stone Face' 
Hawthorne described a poetry wr1ich su~p~~-s~d __ 'b9_~_:n ~~-~~r,!a_1-,. __ _ 
objects and human beings. rtt 136 Here the creato~, the 
artist, is nature. 1·1The Great Stone Fa_ce, then, was a 
work of Nature ~n her mood of majestic playfulness". {p. ! 
1171), and with an imagination, strikingly similar to that\ 
attributed to Owen, Violet, Peony, and their mother, the 
ide~l beyond or within the natural form can be discerned. 
---·-----------------·-----------·--·--·---------- ------------·--·····---------------------,··-----·-··--·· --··------··--··-·-----·------- --·-----····-·"'· .. . .. ·-. -· . .. . .... --· -· - ·- ·-· -------
----~--.---·-··-···---~-. 
"The farther he withdrew from them the more like a human 
face, with all its originijl divinity intact, did they 
appear; until, as it grew di~ in the distance, with the 
clouds and glorified vapor of the mountains clustering 
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,· -. .. 
about it, the Great Stone Face seemed positively alive'' 
(p. 1171). The tale is one of Hawthorne's most unified 
1n terms of meaning and contento The Stone Face is one 
with nature, a part of the natural world and 1nseparable-
'1'rom it, yet distinct also. In the material is v1s1·01e 
..... ------· -
the ideal, perfection, the ''face" arising out of the stones 
of the m9~ntain. This unity· with the ideal, is the purpose 
of life, the meaning men seek: "Ernest began to speak, 
giving to the people what was in his heart and mind. His 
words had po·wer I t>_ecause theJi accorded with his thoughts; 
and his thoughts had reality and depth, because they 
harmonized with the life which he ha<i always lived'' (p. 1184) o 
Here is a:i:1 expression ot· unity and wholeness wllich is 
seldom grasped or expressed by Hawthorne's characters--
indeed, it is an expression of wh.at many of them seem to 
be seeking as they ,go their darkened _ !._:n<;l~_burdened ways_,_ ___ ~~~~~~ - ---- --- ------· .----·-~--- -----~-----·--~-----'-'-~~----~-
lost and isolated. 
. 
-Ernest as a child is acc-orded only minimal a. ttention:. 
he is a good child, one with ''generous hopes,'' 11a happy yet 
often pensive childn (p. 1172). He is more childlike, 
however, than childish, and in this sense he remains static 
as a character. He is like the other heavenly children in 
------------~------·----------
-------·-·-···------· -- . ------------. --
- -··--- -·· -----------·---
--- - -- --~ ---- -
----- . -·-· . -
-----------
.. ····-- ... .. --- .. -------- ... ------·--···---------· - -
his ability to disd'ern beJond rna terial real! ty to a higher 
reality, to the realm of the id~al; in short he has insight, 
) for ''the secret was that the boy's tender and confiding 
simplicity discerned what other .pe.ople could not see; and 
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thus the love, which was meant for all, became his peculiar 
portion" (p. · 1172). Almost pure TranscendentalismJ 
V 
"Ethan Brand" and nFeathertop" 
With the last two children of the tales, little Joe I\ 
ot "Ethan Brand'r, and the baby in ''Feathertop,'' ·this 
n1:r,isight" continues as dominant, but it is .~hifted signi-
1 
ficantly to insight into people, into the inner essence of 
the men around tl1em, rather than a:C.finity with a trans-
cendent reality beyohd the material world. Indeed, the 
shift is subtly from discernment to sympathy, in the sense 
that the one is affinity, the other "preternatural1' ability. 
Both involve an ability to ''see through'' the material to 
l 
. discern the truth. This discermnent of truth, not only 
· within men but moral truth itself, then~ is seen as the 
. . . 
' ' . ' . ' 
. ' ,,:, . . . 
' 
, .. 
• 
dominant characteristic_of Pearl. __ This.new- -dire-C-t-i--on----ef--~---~-~ ::..'.::.."'"-~~~~-~-~--~- ~-- ---------------- -- ------- - ------ -
insight ia hinted in nThe Snow Image.," when Violet says ,. 
''Mama. will see how very beautiful she is; but papa will 
say, 'Tushl nonsensel--come in out ot· the coldl''' (p. 1162), 
but it is not until '"Ethan Brand," possibly Hawthorne's 
finest tale in which he uses children, that insight into 
human hearts is specifically attributed to and made important 
-- - -- - - - - - -
.. ---··--·------· 
-- - -· ·-- -- --·- --·--··---·--·- ... ------····· -- . 
as one aspect of the innocent child• the ''good" child. 
Indeed, it becomes the central function. 
Little Joe in ''Ethan Brand" (May, 1851, Dollar 
Magazine) presents one of Hawthorne's most successful 
- -- - ·-··--------·-· -------- ·-·-
,. 
1; 
usages or a child. Kermit Vanderbilt makes the point, 
"Hawthorne achi·eved a successful completeness of con~ 
. .,. . 
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caption and form that few of his intentionally designed 
tales ever a ttained. 11137 It is quite true th~,t on the 
plot level and,. even,~ superficially, on the thematic · 
level 9 little Joe does not do much, but what is required 
ot him is f11lly realized and finely executed. 
Little Joe can be easily recognized as the Hawthornian 
11 good'' child v~ith "his round, rosy visage" (p. 1192) and 
.•. 
''his tender spirit'• (p. 1193); he is seen °skipping cheerily'' 
(p. 1196), and he is loving, '' 'Dear Father,' said hett 
(p. 1196). He appears to be another pure innocent who 
has yet to experience evil, who is outside the world of 
human experience. He is first seen playing with blocks 
of marble, often linked wi~h purity in Hawthorne's work. 
It should be noted. that Hilda is associated with marble __ _ -~--- -- - - - - -- --- - -------·--------- ------- ·----------·- ---·--·- . ----·-
-
~--...........__;___,_;_.....:_:~---~---------·--
in The Marble Faun, and Fe7,~ter has pointed out, ''Hawthorne 
relies on objects naturally associated with his characters 
to reveal their inner qualities. 19138 Of additional interest 
here is Male's excellent tracing of ''house imagery that 
l'UilS as a minor strain throughout the story. It begins 
with little Joe at play, building houses with 'scattered 
.. --·-· -- ...... -----·-
----- - - ____ .. __ _ 
a.,............---~:------ --- -- - - - - --fragment a of marble'; it ends with Brand finding his home 
at the bottom of the kiln. Bartriam lives in a huto''139 
Joe is timid, "his son's timidity" (p. 1190), and he is 
connected with heaven, for when he leaves to go to town, 
. ,'.'.·' . 
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"the limeburner began to regret his departure. He felt 
that the little fellow's presence had been a barrier bet• 
ween his guest and himself, and that he must now deal, 
heart to heart, with a man who, on his own confession, had 
committed the one only crime :for which Heaven could arford 
no mercy'' (p. 1188). Fogle emphasizes this aspect, ''Haw-
thorne comes closest to the ideal of spiritual grace in 
the figure 01· Bartram's son, little Joe, a timid and 
shrinking child.11140 Bartram here loses his shield against 
knowledge and evil• his link with innocence~ however super-
ficially structured, and is lef't alone with himself to 
confront experience, the dark side of life, for, he is 
left to confront Ethan Brand "heart to hel\I't •" c:~ 
Little Joe, then, can be easily placed. within the 
framewo·rk of the innocent child who stand-s·-,.outside of 
~ ... ,~~ 
experiencing in the world. This idea of outside of or 
separated from human experience (the loss of' innocence 
inherent in the acquisition or lmowledge, i.e., .sin) 
Hawthorne attempted-to make central_ to Pearl. Joe must 
be seen as good 9 but, paradoxically, is seen in a lesser 
state because unknowing. BaPtram represents the gros~ser 
., 
or animal side of existence. There can be noted a pro-
gression in faculties with Ethan representing the highesr_-
real!zation, although, ironically, the most alienated an~ 
lost. Bartram and Joe, signiricantly, live outside town. 
Bartram, who lives in a "rude hovel'' (p. 1195); is an 
·' .. ·,. . 
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"obtuse, middleaged clown," and is now the lime-burner, 
which "may be an intensely thoughtful occupation, ~s it 
proved in the case of Ethan Brand." In Bartram's case, 
however, "the man who now watched the f'ire was of a 
~ different order, and troubled himself with no thoughts 
save the -very few that were requisite to his business'• 
(p. 1185) • 
An examination of Hawthorne I a sources emphasizes ·the 
goodness which is meant to be represented or suggested by 
little Joe. The tale is based partly on observation of 
scenes and people near North idams. 141 Hawthorne's note-
book entries read: 
.ii!-;~ - .. -.-·---~----
A little boy, named Joe, who haunts about 
the barroom and the stoop, abqut four years old• 
in a thin short jacketD and full=breeched trowsers, 
and bare feeto The men plague him 9 and put quids 
of tobacco in his mouthv under the pretence of 
giving him a. figD ·and he gets enraged and ut;ters 
a peculiar sharp 9 spiteful cry 9 and s"crilres at 
-~hem with-~ stick t6 their great mirtho He is 
always in trouble 9 yet will not keep awayo They 
dispatch him with two or three cents to buy candy, 
and nuts and ~aisinso They set him down in an 
nitch of the door 9 and tell him to remain there 
a day ~nd a half 9 he si~s down very demurely 9 as if he really meant to fulfil his penance;==but 9 a 
moment afterD behold there is little Joe, capering 
~cross the street to_ Joi22two or th~ee boys who are- piay±ng--in a wagon. 
Stewart notes, "Hawthorne appropriated this name for the i-
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1 it t le son of Bartram in 'Ethan Brand,'" but he later 
writes, "Some of the details in theip brier portrayal of 
Joe, the son of Bartr:·am the lime burner in 'Ethan Brand 1 
• •• were suggested by Hawthorne's observation or his 
I . 
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u 
own son Julian. Bartram's 'little son played at building 
l· houses v1i th the scatteredd fragments of' marble t just as 
Julian had constructed edifices out or blocks on the 
nursery floor.'' ''Bar1,ram 1s admonition to Joe, •You will 
. ,-· 
r 
•, 
. 
never make a man~ I do believe; there is too much .ot· )lOur 
mother in you,' is similar to H~wthorne's remark concerning 
Julian, 1 • • o he needs to be· hardened and tempered. 1 ttl43 . 
The characteris~ics 01· the ''little imp" Joe 01· North Adams 
appear to be dropped, with q_nly the narae being retained, 
and the idealized actions of Julian, ''thou eye among the 
blind,n144 are substituted, certainly a significant 
blending and revision. A parallel revision of North 
Adams' sources for this tale is the apparent usage o~ the 
religiously obsessed old man in the barroom for Hawthorne's\ 
~ creation of Ethan Brando On the same, trip Hawtho~ne makes 
the following notebook entries of a "strange felliw at 
the barroom": It is an eccentricity, almost monomania, 
that has grown upon him~-perhaps the result of strong 
.religious excitement.n "He wore a suit 0£ coarse brown 
cloth, cut in rather a Quaker fashion~ and liad a large 
n·ose,--and his face· expressed entl1usiasm ~nd humor--a 
sort of smile and twinkle of the eye, with wildness.'' 
., 
Again, more significantly·, ''this character might be 
wrought ·1nto something sad, terrific, and laughable. 11 
Hawthorne in creating Brand emphasizes the ideas of 
("-
''monomania". and ''wildness," adopts the s11it with a change 
. -, 
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from "Quaker'' to ~'country-..made,'1 and changes the "twinkle 
of the eye" tq ·11brtghtness,'0 ,11hile n1aughable'' is either 
completely dropped or can be seen to be revised into Ethan 
_Brand's grimly.bitter laughter, and thus Ethan Brand stands 
before the reader, "To a careless eye there appeared nothing 
very remarltable in his aspect, V?hich was that of a man 
in a coarse, b·rown, country.;.made suit of clothes, tall 
and thin with the staff and heavy shoes of a wayfarer. 
As pe advanced he fixed his eyes--which were very bright--
intently upon the brightness of the furnace" (p. 1186). 
Like Brand's outbursts is Hawthorne's recording of the 
North Adams man, "He v1ould ever and anon burst out in some 
strain of wild scriptural-styled eloquence. 11145 L1ttle 
Joe is moved toward one pole, that of increased goodness, 
while Brand is moved in the other direction from his 
apparent source, toward increased evil, monomania, and 
... 
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wildness. Both characters appear to retain something of 
the spirit of their 0 source,'' how~ver, for Brand's quest, 
at least at its inception, has muc:ti of religious obsession 
in it, while.little Joe will be seen to retain some of the 
/ b 
earthly quality of the barroom child in addition to having 
the ''clod'' Bartram as parent • 
. These changes were obviously made to support the idea 
,.·. ,,_, .. ,~~ 0-oT·'t;he·Unpardonable Sin melj.tioned in the tale, which 
Stewart links with the following Notebook entry, ''The 
search of an inv·es.tigator for the Unpardonable Sin;--he 
~ 
·"' 
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at last finds it in his own heart and practice," and ''the 
unpardonable Sin might consist in a want of love and 
reverence for the Human Soul, in consequence of which, 
the investigator pried into its dark depths, not with a 
hope or purpose of making it better, but from a cold 
philosophical curiosity,--content that it should be. 
wicked in whatever kind or degree, and only desiring to 
study it out. Would it not, then, in other words, be the 
separation of the intellect f~~m the heart?n146 
To support his meaning Hawthorne made various changes 
0 
in his sourcese Little Joe as a little innocent can be 
endowed with insight: he is 1.1more sensitive" and. says,. 
regarding· Ethan's la1:1gh, 11He does not laugh- like a man 
that is glad. So the noise frightens me" (p. 1185). He 
is in the tale acutely sensitive to evil, ''Shrinking into 
1 
,,,, .. 
. 
a penetration into that which is "natural. 1' He is -.cdne 
with nature in the sense of nature revealing truth in a 
transcendent sense, for "it seemed to little Joe--a 
.. timorous and imaginative chiln--that the silent forest 
was holding its breath until some fear£ul thing should 
t( · happen'' ( p. 1193). 
He likewise sees intuitively beyond the surface to 
the truth hidden ivithin men. 11As the little boy f'ollowed 
his father into the hut, he looked back at the w~yrarer, 
and the tears came into his eyes, for his tender spil:'1 t 
• 
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. 
. ~ had an intuition of .the bleak and terrible loneliness in 
whioh this :man had enveloped himself'' (p. 1193). . Here is j:·, 
the climax of Joe's function in the plot, that of throwing 
light, serving as a "side-scene'' to reveal Brand's terrible 
poai tion. One ~s again reminded of Hawthorne• s ''Preface" 
to _Our Old Hom9 1· whare he says he sought to convey in 
'
1s1de•scen·es" "more of various modes of truth than I could 
have grasped by direct effort." Through little Joe's 
insight Brand's position is set in stark and dramatic 
relief; the bleakness of Ethan Brand's position appears 
1 • 
/ 
all the more terrible. Schubert traces the color imagery, 
I pointing out that '1 'Eth'an Brand' is another story done in ~ 
black and white with the usual touch of red."147 Little· 
Joe's contribution to this effect is that of the pure 
white of trutho 
I 
i 
', 
I 
I[ 
I 
,: 
Fogel writes, "As the embodiment of human love~a~n~d~-:~--~---~ a--------'-'-----'-~----~ 
'· 
~ " 
.. ,, 
sympathy, Joe I s appearance is accompanied by moonlight.-~,/ 
and afterglow, lovely but of little power against the 
' 
darkness and fire of the Unp"rdonable Sin, n which would 
seem to suggest that Joe and Brand stand antithetical to 
.\ 
each other. If a spectrum were to be set up within the 
)ltory with opposing poles of innocence and guilt, good 
and evil, Joe ~01lld certainly stand at the far end fI'om 
Brand, the figure nearest the dark pole, with the villagers 
.i'·· 
ranged somewhere toward his position but nearer to goodness 
than he, for these t•human sinners still maintain a connection 
,,. 
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with society." Fogle says, ''Little Joe represents the 
ideal, but he is too fain~ly drawn to be fully convincing. 
He is a child and observer only, and his proj~ction is too 
fortuitous and too insecure to counterbalance the weight of 
the demonic Brand."148 It is well at this point to recall 
'. 
Waggoner's sta-c;ement of ''the~ darkness that is always so 
.,. ; 
much more impressive, so much more felt than the light in 
149 Hawthorne's works,''· as well as to notice that Hawthorn• 
is particularly concerned witl:t. portraying a part+cular 
state of mind which has very little light in its make-up. 
To have added more would have destroyed that very unity 
of effect which is one of his greatest achievements as an 
artist- a,nd one of the factors, if not the main one, l'Vhich 
makes him so interesting to the modern reader, this almost 
psychological capturing of a particular mental or emotional 
' <·:;·,. 
', 
..r 
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story's concern is to·portray fully Brand's despair. 
While the three men from the village present. gray 
i?';-
/.· 
t·~ 
shadings next to Ethan's blackness, theirs being the less 
fully formed evil within man, little Joe stands as the 
' 
white light of man's childhood and innocence against that 
black despair 0£ Brand's maturity, so that in Joe's presence 
the- reader is also reminded of the distance Brand (and 
man) is capable of traveling in his life-~the full intensitJ 
of· Brand's estrangement from the origins 01· human life 
increases the feeling of isolation and separation which is 
r 
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the life of the tale. Little Joe's ,presence is the 
atarkest comment on Brand's isolation and alienation from 
the human race. Every element of' the tale in. every way 
is used to dramatize the isolation of Brand. 
Keeping in mind, though, Hawthorne's precijding children, 
one cannot avoid noticing the 11flaw 1• which is seen operating 
in so many of them, drawing them toward experience, life, 
the tree of knowledge. Litt le Joe also is shown as 1:1. 
attracted toward the very experiencing from which he 
shrinks. The child fears evil and yet is drawn to it, 
11The little boy, all in a tremble, whispered to his father, 
and begged him to shut the door of the kiln, so that there 
might not be so much light; for there was that something 
in the man's face which he was afraid to look at, yet <' ' 
• 
could not look awa,v from (p. 1186). ~The reader is then 
~-
_
_
_
_
 __:____=,__ 
_
_
 ___.,n~o~t,___swp-l"4s~d by*is c~aseination cwith the Ge~'!nan Jewish 
I 
peddler.·whose aspect so strongly suggests that "wandering 
• 
Jew 11 150 so beloved of Gothic fiction: ''the German bade 
little Joe put his head into 'the b~o Viewed through the 
., I 
,.. ........ .,. 
magnifying glasses the boy's round, rosy visage assumed 
the strangest imaginable aspect or an immense Titanic 
child, the mouth grinning broadly, the eyes and every 
other feature overflowing with fun at the joke" (po 1192)0 
· There is something grotesque a.bout the ''immense Titanic 
child," and a feeling of apprehension slips through the 
reader's mind, similar to Hawthorne 1 s bemused, "I wonder 
- --- --~--'-!J!! 
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what will become of him," which appears in the description 
of little Joe of North Adams. The future of evil, of that 
exJ.)e rience of· life which 1~ always) in Ha.wt;horne vs fiction, 
darkness, looms heavy over little Joe's head. "Suddenly., 
however, that merry face turned pale, and its expression 
changed to horror, for this easily impressed and excitable 
child had become sensible that the eye of Ethan Brand was 
fixtid upon him through the glass 0 (po 1192). The movement 
J 
of man has come full circle. The beginning is the child, 
than the animal, Bartram o~ the deger1eracy of the villagers 
, 
with their gray shadings of eartnly experiencing, to the 
black despair of the lost Brand, and back to the hint or 
the blacK blossom which will take root in li~tle Joe (the 
Fall implied). This movement is climaxe.d by the act;ion 
of the dog whicn immediatelj follows, for as Vanderbilt 
has pointed. out, ''The tale pivots on the incident of· the 
l , 
old dog ~hasing his tail. Vanderbilt, however, sees the 
incident as "providing a dramatic transition from the 
,, public reception of Brand's return to his final isolation 
and death in the kiln11 and links it. with ''the- irony" of 
Brand's n circular j·ourney about the globe in pursuit of 
his head after his own heart •• o ending on the precise 
sppt where the search for the Un.pardonable Sin began, 11 151 . 
,} I 
-The circling could also··repre·sent man•·s journey through 
.life, not just Brand's journey, bu~, following close as 
it does on the incident of Joe and the peddler, but _all 
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men's, fro.m childhood through maturity, here caught in a 
single incident, as the total impact of ''The Artist of the 
Beautiful" is captured in the moment the baby grasps the 
.. butterfly. Here are the ages of man. Brand has lost the 
· way searching fo-r ·the way. Little Joe has yet to search, 
but the hint is unmistakable that he will. Brand also 
.• once stood at ·the threshold as did the villagers. The 
pattern has come full circle. 
For little Joe, there is only the present, however, 
and like Shakespearian tragedy, the tale closes at its 
reference point, and order is restored, "'Dear Father, .1 
said he, skipping cheerily to and fro, 1that strange man 
/r .,_,,. 
.. 
- is-·gone, and the sky and mountain all seem glad of it ,t, 
la (p. 1196). That p-u,rity and perfection whi~ Brand sought 
in life is found in the motionless sterility of death• 
''But on its surface, in the midst of the circle,--snow-
white too, and thoroughly converted into lime, .. -lay a 
human skeleton, in the attitu.de of a person who, after 
lone toil, lies down to long.repose" (p. 1196)0 Again, 
another cirile, for the tale opens with little Joe "play-
ing at scattered fragments of marble and closes with r•the 
special good lime" of Ethan Brand--from purity to purity. 
Indeed, it is significant that Brand's skeleton lies in 
the midst of a- circle. 
• Little Joe is the climax in the deyelopment of the 
good child .of the tales whose '1insightn or ttsympathy11 
J 
, I 
• 
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throws a shaft of 11ght across the meaning of the tale 
and whose presence with its child's aharacte~-~of purity 
and perfection, as children are strucftured by Hawthorne, 
•., both helps develop and also contains the germ of the 
I· tale's meaning. The core of the story is, of course, the 
tragic figure, Ethan Brand, whose ''picture'' of the world 
(and thus of himself) is revealed in the brief interlude 
of his return to the lime kilno This arresting of a mode 
of experiencing in the few incidents o~ moments ·consti~utes 
the tale's triumph, and Hawthorne's most compelling 
interest for today's reader. 
Martin Buber has written, ''The decisive heartllifsearching 
.1s the beginning of the way . in man's life; \.t is··, a.gain 
and again., the beginning of a human way." 152 Ethan B:rand 
sought to be hu:m:an, which is natural to man--to not do so 
is to become brutish like Bartram. He sou.g)::l.t, therefore __ , ____ _ ~----~- --~-------
, I 
( 
11the way." Hawthorne _writes, "He remembered with what 
. 
tenderness, with what love and sympathy for mankind, and 
what pity for human gu;lt and woe, he had first begun to 
_contemplate those ideas which afterwards became the 
inspiration of his life11 (po 1194) o And yet in the process 
of seeking to be human he violated his humanity. "Then 
________ ensued that vast intellectual development, which, in its 
·progress, disturbed the coJ.mterpoise between his mind and 
heart. The Idea that possessed his life had operated as I, 
a means of education; it had gone on cultivating his powers 
,, l 
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. · to the highest point of which they were susceptible,." 
but ''he had lost his hold of the magnetic chain or humanity," 
so that "he was now a cold observer, looking on mankind as 
the subject of his experiment" (p. 1194). He has abandoned 
involvement and that commitment to mankind which is 
.., 
necessary to man's highest happiness and development. 
' 
nThus Ethan Brand became a fiend" (p. 1194). Here indeed 
is that sterile kind of "heart-searching," which leads to 
nothing but self-torture, despair, and still deeper en-
meshment. Brand's quest seems to have been surmned up by 
Buber, 11There is a demonic question ••• which apes .God's 
question, the question of Truth. It's characteristic that 
it does not stop at 1Ylhere art thou?' but continues: 'From 
where you have got to,·there is no way out.' This is the 
wrong kind of heart-searching, which does not prompt man 
to turn, and put him on the way, b.ut· by representing 
----------,--c~.,,,------- ------------. 
turning as hopeless, drives him to the point where it 
•" 
appe~~s to have become entirely impossible and man can go 
on living only by demonic pride."153 At his return Ethan 
, 
is "moved by an involuntary recognition of the infinite 
absurdity of seeking throughout the world for what was the 
close.st of all things to himself, and looking int_p every 
. ~ 
,· heart, save his own, for what was hidden in no othe:;r 
breast, he broke into a laugh of - scorn'' (p. 1187), the 
scorn of "demonic pride. 1' Hawthorne I s Unpardonable Sin is 
0 the sin of an intellect tha-c triumphed over the sens.e of 
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brotherhood with man and reverence for God, and sac:rificed· 
everything to its own migh~ cla~sl 11 (p. 1189). Brand is 
frozen, existing in pride and its despair. 
• f 
The core of Hawthornevs tale is the dramatic expressing 
~ 
of this despair--this is Hawthorne's accomplishment. Inv-
reading his fiction today's reader is present in a world 
that is presented in terms he finds peculiarly relevant 
to his own view of experiencing. Hawthorne is particularly 
good at capturing an atmosphere, a feel~ng of unending 
despair in isolation, a feeling of being irrevocably 
separated. An example of Hawthorne's use of imagery is ' 
found in Brand's "r-oar of laughter, not mirthful, but slow 
and even solemn'' (p. 1185);; it becomes ta laugh of scorn'' 
and ''the solitary mountain-side was made dismal by it'' 
I.~. (p. 1187), Then it becomes "an awful laugh, which, more 
than any other token, expressed the condition of his inward 
being'~ (p. 1193), until finally, "that night the sound ff 
~,-
---~--~- ~---··-· ---------- --
; a fearful peal of laughter rolled heavily through the 
sleep of the lime~burner and his little son; dim shapes 
of horror and anguish haunted their dreams" (p. 119~). 
• .. ~ ' .. . 
In a gradual building of an image, laughter, a usual sign 
~fwarmth, is used to convey the opposit effect, the deepest 
coldness of a frozen woI'ld cut of'f from the shared warmth 
of men laughing t·ogether. The imagery is suggestive Qf the 
paradox so often cited today 01· man alone in a crowd. 
Image after image builds emotionally this experiencing 
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of the world, so that Hawthorne does not describe this 
world to the reader but crea·tes 9 shapes, 1 t in the re·'ader' • 
consciousness. His achievement is total, and in this 
jl - 'f 
sense little Joe is only one of the elements that goes to ;. 
build the experienced world or' Ethan Brand. As Brand's 
perception of ,· 1 the world becomes the -t_ale' s point of view 
little Joe becomes "an immense Titanic child11 c=t=-he becomes 
. 
something grotesque and monstrous, for the point of view 
has become that of "a tale told by an idiot, full of sound 
and fury, signifying nothing. n The imagery becomes shaped 
by the consciousness of .Brand, so that just before his 
suicide, the objects and people, the incidents, al~ take 
shape as they are perceived in Brand's consciousness. (, 
This is the final meaning of little Joe as the Titanic; 
child. Images come in the tale not to exist finally in 
their own terms but to reflect the,.; .. tnagic distortion o:r 
Ethan Brand's experiencing of the world, his feelings. 
In "Ethan Brand." Hawthorne conveys the experience 
described, strangely· enough, by a con,:;empota.ry who was 
little noticed in his time, Soren Kierkegaard, in Sickness 
Unto Death, "In the Christian understanding of' it, de~th 
is a transi ti.on unto life. 11 ''If in the strictest sense we 
are to· speak of sickness unto death, it must be one in \ 
which the last thing is death, and death is the last thing, 
and this is precisely despair." ''The torment of despair is 
precisely this, not to be able to die." Therefore, 0 the 
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hopelessness in this case is that even the last hope, 
death, is not available." Finally, "this agonizing 
- - -~--~- ---- -
contrad.iction, this sickness in the self is everlastingly 
to die, to die and yet not to die.••154 This is the stor7. 
of Ethan Brand, and he pleads at the end, "Come, deadly 
element of Fire,--henceforth my familiar friend! Embrace 
me, as I do thee!'' (p. 1195) • -it is a world of absurdity 
and paradox, and in such terms Hawthorne conveys it: bright 
and.burning eyes for cold and sightless, dead despair; 
. "' 
laughter that is the opposite of joy and life; the beauty 
of a child magniried to distortion. Even his rhetorical 
,,, language create·s distance between figures and adds a feel-
ing of impersonality; a world is expressed where people 
are peculiarly remote from each other and their feelings. 
The child in "Feathertop" (1852, International 
Magazine) serves in a very different tale basically the 
same function as Joe in that his 11 insightri1 ena·b·les him to 
serve as a "side-scene0 into the tale's meaning: t•or all 
the throng that beheld him, not an individual appears to_ 
have possessed insight enough to detect the illusive 
· character of the stranger except a little child and a 
-cur dog11 (p. 1102). He helps point up the essential 
inhumanity of the central figure, who, although on a 
comic level, is, like Brand, dead inside. Interestingly 
enough., this child is releg,ted to the same level of 
functioning as the dog in ''Ethan Brand," although again 
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both dog and child have an affinity with what is ''natural," 
true. Little Joe 9 s role is vastly more complex, and it is 
significant that here one reads only of '•a young childo''' 
To Feathertop I s appearance ''there were only two dissenting 
voices. n One, the · dog, and "the t,ther dis sentient v,as a 
\ 
young child, who squalled at the fullest stretch of his 
·lungs, and babbled some unintelligible nonsense about a 
pumpki~" (p. 1101). The reader is reminded of the child 
·I!'.:· 
of ''The Emperor Vfuo Vlore No Clothes-," and, of course, the 
direction is much the same-~what fools people are. 
Throughout Hav~thorne vs vvork children serve a shifting 
but never antithetical group of definable functions. The 
children in the tale·s undergo a progression or series of 
changes in emphasis, as the sureness of Hawthorne's artistry 
increases. ~ 
It should be no~iced at this point that Hawthorne's 
children go through some progression or change in usage or 
functioning in the stories. Their particular contributiori-
in support of the meaning of the tale seems to-shift as 
Hawthorne· moves through his life's worko Ilbrahim and 
,, . 
Cy~us Bourne, alt~ough they appear in relatively confusing 
tales and then serve several roles, are not always integrated 
. 
fully in_to ___ the~tAle-0- One o_r __ their import.ant functiona.~-
however imper~ectly realized., is "innocence sacrificed,'' 
I~• 
the it sacrificial lamb. tt This is perhaps the dominate 
tone of their appearance and the one most obvious. A 
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sense of loss figures prominently, and this loss is "mourned" 
in ''Little Annie I s Ramble.'' 
The nex't group of children in the tales, Owen Warland 
in h-is childlike phase, the baby Danforth even, Violet and 
Peony, and Ernest all have emphasized their affinity with 
' th~ ideal, their ability to discern the spirit beyotad the 
material, most often as it is linked with and appears· 
~ through artistic creation, or even nature as art. This I 
is insight into the inner essence of material existence 
, 
" 
and might be linked with Platonism o~ Tran$cendentalism--
i 
cer.tainly it is romantic. Here innocence is not victim, 
the cry is not of the wounding world, but an openness which 
serves assa road to creativity, and finally, to peace and 
unity. 
This progression is not necessarily from tale to tale; 
Hawthorne's growth is not step-by-stepo It must rather be 
seen as across a span, so that his artistry and subsequent 
usage of children is obviously greater in 1845 ("Artist of 
the BE;)autiful'') and 1851 (''Ethan Brand'') than in 1832 ( ''Roger 
Malvin vs Burial tn or "The Gentle Boy11 ) • Children are more ..,., 
... 
integrated into the tales,• totality and se~ve their func-
tions with greater effect in the later tales than in the 
earlier ones. In brief, whatever they are asked to do~ 
they to better. 
Movement is perhaps mo~t easily seen in the shifting 
function of •11nsightort Ilbrahim fails to exercise his 
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I 
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- . •phrenological" lmowledge or insight, and so "fa.lls~'' 
while Violet and.Peony are seen possessing insight into· -------~--~--~-- -
I 
. ··., i. 
f'-• 
,,.t" • 
the Platonic ideality of nature (or bel1ind, transcending 
nature). Little Joe has insight into a state of mind of 
a human being and "sympathy" with Brand's despair. Al .. 
though all of the children are structureda:srpossess1ng 
unknowing innocence, Eden-like in its lack of conscious-
ness of self, for all, experience, the world, is in some 
w~y visible in these little "mirrors.'' Finally usage of 
children seems to fall into groupings according to 
chronological period, so that• for example, both ''The 
Gentle Boy'0 and ''Roger Malvin's Burial" have as central 
the ._passivity and innocence of childish nature, the 
"Sacrificial lamb'' aspect. ''The Artist of the Beautiful,'' 
·i ~~ 
i 
"The Snov1c=Image" and ''The Great Stone Face'' emphasize witt; 
varying degrees of· artistry chilctlike discernment or· the 
ideal, the reality beyond the mere material; they are the 
0 transcendenta.111 tales. 
Children comprise a character type in Hawthorne 1 ~ 
/ work, one which like' other charaete:r groupimgs s'hows 
'-:·1 
consistent manifestations throughout his work, and one ,_ 
which is of some importance in an overall survey. Haw-
thorne, as he does with other such "character types" 
appears to work from this group as if it were one. 
~ 
-As an artist Hawthorne's greatest achievement appears "\., 
to be the ability to capture and embody in a dramatic 
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· moment a process of experiencing which is subjective. ·, 
Wp.at is basically movement, process, is arrested in a 
revealing incident» all aspects of v1hich.,-characters, 
images, action, language--eventually come to beLshaped 
according to the emotional distortion of the central 
character's viewpoint. Hawthorne does this in The 
Scarlet Letter, not just for one character, but several, 
• 
which is one 1·of the reasons Pearl, for example,~" is so 
difficult to get hold of as a character. In t•The Artist 
of the Beautiful" the goal of the material butterfly is 
only a repre~entation of the process of "his spirit 
possessing itself of the enjoyment of reality"',·(p. 1156), 
but no fulfillment is possible if an end as a single 
moment of perfection is sought. No single moment deter-
• 
mines, and Owen can accept the destruction of the butter-
fly with equanimity. The moment is·or no importance, and 
indeed, there can be no arrest in a single moment of 
perfection except in the pure marble of death • 
. Not only "The Artist 01· the Beautiful" but also 
"Drowne I s Wooden Image" captures the on-going proc.ess 
' .. 
I .. 
' ~·· 
- 1 ---· ·-- -- -·- . 
( 1.-
,. 
~ ?-1 nh ere n tin living, an open participation in which alone 
fulfillment is possible. The feeling this opennes~ brings 
is captured by Hawthorne· in the moment of insp·iration 
embodied in the figure of the lady. But tl1e essence of 
movement is its lack 01· pt,rmanence 1 so that the tale con-
cludes with a return to "the iru:eriority 01· this quaint 
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., . 
old figure" ( p. 1124). While fulfillment is the drive. of 
huma11- li:Ce, pain and sorrow, ''the ,,ay lost," is o.!t~e.n 
caused in Hawtl1orne I s tales by an) inability of his char-
acte~s to accept the fact that attainment or fulfillment 
in this vvorld cannot be fixed. ''Drowne' s \11/ooden Imaget• 
like "The Artist of the Beautiful" presents one ot: Haw-
------· ---··-- II. -- -- ··--. - -- - -- -
thorne ts few examples of realization, and it is significant 
- .that each ends with a revelation of~ the impermanency or 
the moment. ?v1ost of his work oente-r-s on revealing the 
process of realizing failure. But it is the one exposure, 
the one '' still, n that is his, central artistic achievement. 
His greatness is not necessarily in intellectual idea so 
muoh as in an ability to capture the emotion or feeling 
involved, and Hawthorne at his best is very skillful in 
immersing the reader in the emotional totality of his 
tAle. He shapes pis elements so that the reader cannot 
but in reading perceive as his own the peculiar land- i,.,. 
scape that the experiencing of Hawthorne's characters 
-., 
evolves. One of the elements so shaped are his children 
of the tales. 
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